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l%is is the eleventh”cftiarterly
report on the Advanced Plutonium Fuels Program
conducted at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The work is centered around
problem areas associatedwith LMFBR development, though some of It has a broader
applicabilityto general reactor technology.
Most of the investigationsdiscussed here are of the continuing type. Results
and conclusions described may therefore be changed or augmented as the work continues.
Published reference to results cited in this report should not be made without obtaining explicit permission to do so from the person in charge of the work.
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EXAMINATION Ol? FAST REACTOR FUELS
Person in Charge:
Principal Investigators:

I.

R.
J.
J.
C.

D.
W.
A.
F.

Baker
Schulte
Leary
Metz

The new Ar recirculation-purification

INTRODUCTION
This project is directed toward the examination and

unit, which

was received in November, has undergone satisfactory

comparison of the effects of neutron irradiation on

proof testing.

LMFBR Program fuel materials.

in the unit, and plans for installing the unit in the base-

irradiated materials

A few minor modifications

are required

are examined as reque steal by the Fuels and Materials

ment are nearly completed.

Branch of DRD & T.

the system which goes inside the cell shielding are not

Another phase of this project is the development of

complete.

This system will provide inert gas for the

an analytical chemistry program designed to assure the

two grinding~olishing

high-quality well-characterized

the metallograph.

LMF BR/FFTF

Program.

fuel required by the

fn close cooperation with PNL,

Designs for thatportionof

boxes and the blister which houses

Extensive testing was carried out on the Ar unit

an analytical program has been developed which has the

which provides fnert gas for the disassembly

following objectives:

appears that massive in-leakage of air, as would occur

1.

2.

with a large hole in the manipulator booting, tends to

potential fuel producers for making the

poison the oxygen absorbents in the purification system.

analytical measurements on FFTF fuel

However, since the manufacturer says this massive in-

that are necessary to assure the uniformly

leakage should not cause such an effect,

high quality fuel required by the LMFBR/

is no explanation for the low rate of 02 removal.

FFTF Program.

cuss ions with the manufacturer indicate that the absorbent

To provide technical guidance to fuel pro-

should be replaced and further tests conducted.

as may be required,

to assure these

at present there
Dis -

A H2-He blender to provide more efficient and eco-

capabilities are established at the level re-

nomical operation of the regenerant system was designed

quired by FFTF reactor fuel specifications.

and installed.

To establish and conduct a monitoring program that will assure continuing technical
competence of fuel producers for the
analysis of FFTF fuel at the level required
by fuel specifications.

II.

It

To evaluate the present capabilities of

ducers,

3.

cell.

HOT CELL EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
Argon Purification Systems
(C. E. Court, R. F. Velkinburg)

Radiography Equipment and Methods
(M. E. Lazarus, C. D. Montgomery, J. F. Torbert,
J. R. Trujillo)
A portable shield was designed, fabricated and
tested for use during radiography with the Betatron.

The

shield, which contains an aperture through which the
beam passes,

reduces the exposure of the film to the

radiation from the irradiated pin.

Mini mizing this

5

exposuredecreases the general fogging of the film and
provides better quality images.

tramefer cask for the microprobe has been finished.

Experiments were conducted to decrease the ‘ham
hot spot” by varying the distances between source,
and film.

Preliminary

object,

results, with the PNL-X capsules

whtch varied from 50-130 rhm, indicate that the above
modifications provided improved images.

In rad@raph-

ing capsules wbfch have an activity of about 1000 rhm, it
may be necessary

Design of this motorized cart for handling the

to provide the aperture on the portable

ah.ield with a remotely operated shutter-shield.
The containers in which the capsules are radiographer have been provided, on the outside, with a series

completion date of May 1 appears reasonable for this unit.
System for Processing
Examination

was May 1, 1969, assuming that no akmormal delays

The procedure proposed for processing

the specimens is

as follows:

1. Selected, polished metallographio samples
will be ultrasonically
rinsed.

cleaned, and then

Transfer into a special purpose

‘i’-in. alpha transfer can is to be made
with clean tongs.

The elevating mechanism was altered to permit the
2.

The special transfer can would be moved
to the “DTA Cell” where efforts are made

This change is expected ta provide

to maintain the area free of contaminated

negatives which are of uniform focus and which can be

duet.

more easily assembled for studying the entire length.

The specimen will again be ultra-

sonically cleaned and dried.

Non-conducting

ShirwinstCasks
(C. D. Montgomery, J. W. Schulte)

specimens such as (U, PU)02 will be coated

Approval (DOT Permit No. 5885 ) was received

in a carbon evaporator (to conducting speci-

from the Department of Transportation relative to the de-

mens such as the carbides wtll be applied

sign of the Shipptng Cask for transporting fuel elements

a stripe of silver-containing

Expected delivery date for this depleted

3.

uranium cask is now August 1.

paint).

The coated specimen is then removed from
the box via a modified alpha can (without

‘l%o casks, with DOT approval (special Permit No.

hold-down spring) to the corridor where

DOT 5645), were obtained from LASL’S Rover Program.

swipes of the specimen are taken and then

These casks, which are rectangular,

measured to determine the contamination

have 10 in. of Pb

shielding and a cavity size of 62 in. long x 16 in. x 16 in.

level.

Five PNL-X series capsules and a mfxed carbide LASL
capsule were shipped from the EBR-11 to Los Alamos in
an unmodified Rover cask.

Additional ultrasonic cleaning will

be carried out if required.
4.

The “poisonedT’ cask insert

The clean specimen is next inserted into
the ‘hat” of the transfer cask, which is

(also unmodified) was used as the inner container for

then transported on the cart to the room

these six capsules.

in which the microprobe

Designs are being considered for modifying this
cask insert concept to accommodate both the BNW-1 type
capsule and possibly the 61-in. long unencapsulated
EBR-~ fuel

PiUS.

Transfer Cart for Microprobe Cask
(D. B. Court, L. E. Jones, C. D. Montgomery)

6

.

would be encountered in procurement and fabrication.

ful in studying the radiograph negatives.

from EBR-11.

.

oxide samples availalie for examination in the microprobe

These droplets serve as ffduoisl marks and are very help-

4 in. instead of 6 in.

Specimens for Microprobe

The original target date for having irradiated mixed

of solder droplets in a repeating pattern along the length.

raising of the container with capsule in increments of

A

instrument is

located.
h-Cell Equipment
(G. R. Brewer, D. B. Court, F. J. Fitzgibbon,
M. E. Lazarus, C. D. Montgomery, T. Romanik,
J. R. Trujillo)
1.

Profi.lometer

.

●

Differential Thermal Analysis
(D. B. Court)

A detailed study of two designs is being carried out
in parallel.

One design incorporates

an electromechani-

cal gauging sensor by Brown and Sharpe.
design utilizes sm electro-optical

.

Corporation,

This capability is essentially completed.

The other

sensor by Physi-Tech

which may allow a simpler system,

at least

in terms of maintenance, if the required precision is
attainable.

The selection of the system to be used is

d
pending receipt of more information and demonstrable

2.

Shield wall penetrations have been provided in

same cell.

Carbon Evaporator

beingfabricated.
Additional tests have heen conducted on
models of gastight containers for shipping
or long-term storage in an inert gas

Thermal Diffuaivity Determination
(M. E. Lazarus)

photography

equipment, in use on other LASL proare being adapted for use in the

examination of fuel pins and specimens.
c.

An Aminco mercury porosimeter
ceived.

d.

was re-

Replies to bid requests are now being received

for the required furnace.
HOT CELL APPLICATIONS OF METHODS OF
ANALYSJS
The development of capabilities to do various quantitative analyses on irradiated fuels was continued with the

Modification for remote operation

and testing under hot cell conditions.

The following capabilities were investigated or completed.
Measurement of U and Pu
(J. W. Dahlby ad G. R. Waterbury)
In-cell testing of controlled-potential

coulometric

equipment for titrating U and Pu showed that the titration
cells and associated equipment functioned properly.

Ti-

will proceed following completion of work

trations of volumetric sliquots of U and Pu solutions

on the heat content equipment, since both

lacked the required precision.

determinations will be carried out in the

weighed alfquots containing known amounts of U or Pu

same containment box.

showed that the precision (1 a) for a single determination

Modifications to the design of the alpha

was O.13 relative percent in titrating U and O.1170in

containment Imxes were made in an attempt

determining Pu.

to improve the design from the standpoints

current was integrated while U(VI) was coulometrlcally

of leak-tightness

reduced at a Hg electrode to U(IV) following a prelimi-

and cost.

Heat Content
(C. E. Frantz, R. F. Velkinburg)
The calorimeter
ment box.

system.

tion (if necessary),

Designs of high-resolution

grams,

All major equipment with the exception of the fur-

judicious selection of methods and equipment, modifica-

environment.
b.

and that operating ex-

requirements.

m.

Other SUPWrt Equipment
a.

It is felt that only minor

nace is now on hand for the thermal diffusivity measuring
carbon evaporator for

coating non-conducting specimens was designed and is

4.

It is desirable not to make the cell hot until

all of the equipment is installed.

A ‘low headroom” hoist has been

The remotely ~perated

Calibration runs have not yet been made be-

cause certain other equipment must he installed in the

procured and the design completed for off -loading casks.
3.

satis -

perience is necessary to test determine any additional

Gamma Scanning (DP West)

a hot cell at DP West.

factorily.

debugging of this system remains,

performance from each of these suppliers.

The

system has heen tested and, in general, performs

the titration

Ti-

tration of Pu involved a quantitative reduction to Pu(IfI)

Most of the required services have been conand constant temperature

systems are undergoing testing so that calorimeter

In these measurements,

nary reduction of more easily reduced impurities.

was installed in an alpha contain-

nected, and the electronics

Repeated analyses of

cal-

at a Pt working electrode followed by an oxidation to
Pu(IV) while the current was integrated.
Small positive biases in these measurements of
0.1 to 0.2 relative percent should be eliminated by using

ibrations can be made.

7

chemical calibrations of the coulometer.

As removal of

relative standard deviations were approximately 10% re -

the cause of the bias was a preferred solution, the purf -

garhess

ties of the reagents and of the Ar cover gas in tie ti-

pated lack of dependence of the relative standard deviation

tration cell were investigated.

on the quantity of N2 measured cast some douM on the

A small leak in the Ar

supply line was found and sealed.

Further titrations of

U and Pu were started to ascertain if the biases were
eliminated by this change.

A

of the quantity of N2 measured.

accuracy of the commercial

The unantici-

standards used.

For this

reason, working standards were carefully prepared by
evaporation of weighed allquots of a NH3Cl solution in tin

(U, PU)02 fuel pellet,

having undergone 1% burn-up was obtained to test the

capsules.

effects on the method of the highly radioactive fission

ever, because one of the degradation prcducts (presumhly

prcducts.

HC1) interfered with the measurement of N.

wffl

Check-out and testing were essentially completed
(Materials Analysis

Corporation) except for a few minor components on back
order.

The back-ordered

These standards proved unsatisfactory,

how-

Standards

be analyzed.
Calibration of the analyzer for measuring 02 is

under way by making repeated analyses of commercial
standards for 02.

items, which included camera

support, stage traverse and drive assembly,
specimen stage, and a spectrometer

Thermogravimetric Determination of O/M Atom
Ratios
(G. C. Swanson and J. W. Dahlby)

unshielded

programmer,

were

A micro thermobalance,

to be shipped prior to May 1. The testing procedure
showed unsatisfactory o~ration

of a rate meter, two flow

partially modified to

adapt it to hot-cell gravimetric

measurements of O/M

proportional counters, and a digital voltmeter-data

atom ratios, was tested using U metal as the starting

coupler whtch were returned to the vendor for repair

material.

within warranty.

mately 0.’3 g were weighed accurately in Ar, oxidized in

The effectiveness

of the instrument shielding was

Polished pieces of U metal weighing approxi-

sir, and then heated to 800°C in flowing moist Ar-8% H2.

tested by measuring external radiation while a 100 R/hr
60
Co source was in the sample chamber. The maximum

When the oxfde weight became constant, the sample was

surface reading was only 5 m R/hr.

product was calculated from the original metal weight

In addition, the in-

tensely radioactive source did not adversely affect the

cooled and reweighed in Ar.

The transfer cart for the sample cask is being fabthe vacuum evaporator and other sample prepa-

The O/M atom ratio of the

and the final weight.
The reproducibility

precision of x-ray measurements.

ricated,

of the weighings of approxi-

mately * 10 pg limited the precision of the O/M measurement to * O.0004.

The average O/M ratio of the product

ration equipment are being installed, and modifications

was 2.013,

to the sample cask to permit remote loading operations

be checked by making further determinations before

compatible with local hot-cell

changing the reaction temperature in an effort to produce

pleted.

equipment have been com-

Every possible effort is being made to have the

electron microprobe

capability operational withfn 1 or 2

months.
Measurement of 09 and Np
(G. C. Swanson and J. W. Dahlby)
Calibration and testing of a LECO Nitrox-6 Analyzer
by maktng approximately sixty determinations of known
amounts of N2 between 9 and 65.6 pg showed that the

which was significantly high.

stoichtometric
Iv.

This ratio will

U02.

EXAMINATION OF UNIRIVNXATED FUELS
Examination of Westinghouse Atomic Power
Department Carbides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Shupe, E. A. Hakkila,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)
Pellets from ten batches of WARD carbides were

evaluated.

Document CMB-1 1-9492, describing the re -

suits, was transmitted to WARD and F & M/DRDT on
Aprtl 11,
8

.

are now being prepared using a K3Fe(CN)6 solution and

lectron
icrour be(W. V. CEmmingsMmd E. ;. Halddla)

on the shielded electron microprobe

.

.

Examination of Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Oxides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Wupe, E. A. Hakkila,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)

conductivity at 10O1°C was obviously too low.

Four pellets of (U, PU)02 from batches used for the

Increasing the 100I°C measurement by 9.2% produced a

BNL and PNL irradiations were evaluated.

The summary

report was distributed to PNL sad F & M/DRDT on

stand-in specimen,

the measured value for the thermal

oxidation had reduced the cross

sectional area by 9.2%.

temperature data points.
Further equipment modifications

Examination of United Nuclear CaPO ration Oxides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Slmpe, E. A. Hakkl.la,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)

were evaluated.

Results were reported to UNC and

F & M/DRDT in document CMB-11-9490

on April 1.

Thermal Conductivity
(K, W. R. Johnson)
Additional modifications have been made on the 3M

are being made.

Compressive
(M. Tokar)

Creep

Compressive

creep measurements on mixed uranium-

plutonium carbides are being undetiaken using equipment
described extensively in previous reports.

Before com-

mitting this equipment to use with plutonium materials,
uranium monocarbide and dicarbide specimens were used.
(1+
Data on UC (but not UC2) are available in the literature

Comparative Type Thermal Conductivity Apparatus to re-

and can be readfly compared to results obtained here,

move the components contributing to specimen oxidation.

thus providing a check of the reliability of the test appa-

Using a stand-in specimen of bot pressed UC, measure-

ratus.

A graphical comparison

ments were extended to 8OO°C. At 1000°C, however,
surface oxidation resulted in a low value for the thermal
conductivity.

Since the bulk of the material was unchanged

it was possible to calculate a corrected value by measuring
the decrease in the cross

of data obtained on UC at

13OO°Cis shown in Figure 401-1.

The creep rates de-

termined here at 1300°C, 4000 and 6000 psi are in
(1)
and Stellrecht,
reasonably good agreement with Norreys
Q.(2)

sectional area.

The differences

in creep rate shown in the

figure appear to be due to differences

The thermal conductivity of a specimen of
~Puo ~C was measured under similar conditions and
.
.
pertinent data are listed in Table 401-1. As with the

,

value which fell on a smoothed line through the lower

March 6.

Five (U, Pu)C pellets from UNC batohes H and K

Surface

in test specimen

uo

I
CREEP

Table401-1
Measured
ThermslCaduotlvtty
ofUO.
,Pu,J.
*C

AT

RATES

OF

I

r

UC

1300”C

l%erlnd
COnduotivtty
(cd.
/8ec.
cm.‘C)

Tenweratum
(“c)
118

0.028
0,930
0,033
0.039
0.039
0. 043*

306
654
804

1001
1001
● comect#

I

I

for 9.2% deuma.se
h

mom sectional
areadueto surfaae
oxkhtton

at1001c

theoimen
De.sorl@lou
c0mp08itirm
Oxygm(ppm)
NItrosen (pPm)
Met.ukgnwhy

Peroentthem.dmsity

Before
Mensuromat
u@,,Pll@**c~,
”
410
226
Stngle phase
80.7

After
Memurenmnt
U*,,PUO.
**C,.”
180

21.5
c.
fngla
phase
89.T

A

NORREYS (1)

■

STELLRECHT,QQ

●

PRESENT

(2)

WORK

1

I

I

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

STRESS

X 1000

pSi

Figure 401-1

9

microstructure

70,

rather than ta testing procedure or appa-

ratus differences.

60

The results reported here on UC are

50

in good enough agreement with the literature to indicate

I

I

IN

I

1

HOT-HARDNESS

9

ARMCO

1

OF

IRON

40

that acceptable data will be obtained on the mbced car-

●

30 -

bides.

\

Hot Hardness
(M. Tokar)

.

●

~
y

\

20 -

●

.

A microindentation hardness taster has been installed for use at elevated temperatures.
resistance-heated

The furnace is

with a Mo wire heating element wound

around an aluminum silicate muffle.

The specimen,

heat-

ing element, indentor (200 g load) and stainless steel
radiation shields are all enclosed in a water-cooled
ess

steel bell jar.

stainl-

The maximum use temperature is

presently limited to about 10OO°C, mainly due to the
temperature limitations of the muffle, radiation shields,
and indentor materials (sapphire or diamond).

The use

:
g
z
= 10
ng
‘8
“\

7 -

“)

6 54

●

HALLERMAN

●

HEATING

6 GRAY

A COOLI N G

t

1

~o-

1000
TEMPERATURE

temperature may be raised, however, by substituting
higher temperature materials (such as Ta and A1203) for

(“C)

Figure 401-2
BNW-1-9 and -11:

the radiation shields and muffle and by using B4C for the

a.

Metaflography

indentor.

b.

Alpha autaradiography

Before contaminating the apparatus with Pu-contain-

c.

Beta-gamma autoradiography

ing materials it has been used to test the hot-hardness of

d.

Replication for electron microscopy

materials such as 347 stainless steel and Armco ingot

PNL-X-1,

iron.

Armco iron is a particularly interesting material

to test because of the BCC to FCC transition at 910°C.
The diamond pyramid hardness versus temperature
behavior from 5 OO-lOOO°Cis shown in Figure 401-2.

-3, -4, -6 and -7 were received on

February 7, and the following operations have been performed:
a.

Radiation measurements

b.

Viewing and photography

These results are in good agreement with those of

c.

Radiography with the Betatron

Hallerman and Gray, particularly with regard to changes

d.

Micrometer

in slope near the transformation temperature.

The slight

increase in hardness on cooling may be due to a refinement in grain size, as the carbon content of thismaterial
(- O.01%) is too low to permit hardening due to carbide

readings at 3-in.

increments

at 0° and 90°
2.

LASL Mixed Carbfde Capsule

LASL-42-B

was received from the EBR-11 on

February 7, and the following operations were performed:

formation.

a.

Radiography and gamma scanning

v.

REQUIXS17SFROM DRDT

b.

Micrometer diameter measurements

Examination of Irradiated Material
(D. M. Helm (K-l), K. A. Johnson, J. W. Schulte,
J. F. Torbert (GMX-1), G. R. Waterbury)

c.

Temperature and radiation measurements

1.

Battelle Northwest Laboratory Capsules and
~
The following operations were carried out on

specimens from PNL-1-15,

10

-17, and -19, and from

Negotiations are in progress by K Division to return
this irradiated (U, Pu)C capsule to EBR-11 for nddition.al
irradiation.
3.

Westinghouse Capsules

Capsules W-1 -G, W-2 -G and W-3-G,

conL~ining

.

.

mixed carbide fuel, were received on February 19.

The

were

sent to the individual participating laboratories

foIlowing operations have been completed on these cap-

early in January.

sules:

and will be forwarded as soon as contractual

.

are completed.

Matrix material for spectrographic

a.

Radiation and temperature

Visual inspection and photography

standards, four sets of spectrographic

c.

Radiography

common materials”

4.

United Nuclear Capsules

oxides into which has keen blended known quantities of

during

measurements

this quarter

are

Photography on UNC-89

b.

Profilometry

5.

laboratories.

on UNC-87, 89 and 90

Determination of F in Sintered (U, PUD
(T. K. Marshall and G. R. Waterbury) 2
The fluoride ion specific electrode was shown to be

Atomics international
Fuel and Flux
Monitoring Wires

applicable to measurement of F at trace concentrations in

The following operations have been performed on

U308, used as a stand-in for sintered (U, PU)02, by making

the UC (W-doped) pellets and flux wires:
a.

b.

c.

repeated determinations of 1 to 10 pg quantities as NaF to

Contamination swipes and radiation level

l-g portions of the sintered oxide.

readings of three

pyrohydrolytic

Gamma scan

monitor

wires.

on one monitor

wire;

In these analyses,

the

separation of F-, that had been proved to

be satisfactory in previous work, was coupled with the

samples

also taken for radfochemistry.

specific ion electrode measurement of the F- in the distf.l-

Two of the 120 UC pellets were examined

late.

metallograpbically,
sent to s~nsor
d.

consisting of ground sintered mixed

by LASL snd will be distributed by April 15 to participating

as follows:

a.

standards and ‘la

halogens, carbcn and nitride nitrogen have been prepared

All results have been forwarded to the sponsor.

VL

procedures

b.

The operations performed on these three (U, Pu)C
pins

Sintered pellets have been made at PNL

and replicas made and

First attempts to use the electrode were unsuccess-

for evaluation.

ful because the internal electrolyte had dried up, and very

Four of the UC pellets packaged and shipped

erratic readfngs were obtained.

to Idaho Nuclear for burn-up anslysis.

electrode could be rejuvenated by disassembly,

LMFBR/FFTF

MIXED OXIDE ANALYTICAL

cleaning,

and recharging with a solution 0.1 Win NaF and KC1.

$wuDIEs

The electrode was then calibrated using six HF solutions

Visits to Laboratories of Potential FFTF Fuel
Producers
(R. G. Bryan, C. F. Metz, and R. K. Zeigler)

containing known concentrations of F- between O.010 and
0.206 #g/ml.

Approximately three weeks were spent in visiting
the laboratories

It was found that the

The calibration curve was not linear,

making the use of several concentrations mandatory.

of AI, B & W, GE (Sunnyvale), NFS,

The pyrohydrolysis

was carried out in an all-nickel

NUMEC, and UNC. PNL was included because of their

apparatus by passing steam, generated from slightly al-

responsibilities

kaline H20 containing KMn04, over the sample until

in the Pre-Qualification

and Qualification

Programs of their Fuel Procurement Program.

AHRCO

approximately 50 ml of condensate were collected.

was included because of their role as a potential supplier

F- was measured with the electrode,

of raw

with Th (N03 )4 for comparison.

material.

to obtain
ties

additional

of each

These

visits

information

laboratory

for

were

made

concerning

in an attempt

A

summary trip report has been written and forwarded to
RDT.

and the less-sensitive

The results obtafned by

titrations were discontinued.

The

average recovery of 1.9 to 9.3 pg of added fluoride was
9T%0and the precision

Phase If of the Analytical Program
This program is about to get under way.

and then titrated

the two measurement methods were approximately equal,

the capabili-

analyzing mixed oxide fuel.

The

(1 o) was 4%, showing satisfactory

operation of the method.
Instructions

The effects on the F- recovery caused by use of a

Determination of Burn-uP
(E. A. Hakkfla and R. G. Hurley)

Si02 boat and/or furnacetubeinthe pyrohydrolysis
were investigated.
Known quantities
of F‘,

as NsF, be-

Considerations of recent proposals to determine

tween 0.9 and 9.3 pg were added to l-g samples of U308
to prepare test samples.

Between thirteen and eighteen

test samples were analyzed under each of the following
conditions:

(1) Ni furnace tube - Si02 hat,

(2) Si02

furnace tube - Ni boat, and (3) Si02 furnace tube - Si02
boat.

Average recoveries

of F- were:

(1) 94%, (2) 9 ~,

and (3) 85%, under the respective conditions,

showing

that an all Ni system gave somewhat higher recoveries.
Determinations of F- added to (U, PU)02 are under way.

burn-up by measuring the concentration of a non-rscfio148
Nd offered
active fission product isotope indicated that
promise as a burn-up monitor.
rare

earth

specific

isotopes

were

determination

rescence

was

spectrometrio

As other fission

abundant

in irradiakf

required,

method

product
fuel,

and an x-ray

seemed

a

fluo-

appropriate.

For testing the proposed method, a solution was
prepared that oontained U, Ru, Rh, Mo, Zr, Nb, and Nd
at relative concentrations that would be found in a U fuel

O/M Atom Ratio
(J. W. Dahlby, T. K Marshall and G. R. Waterbury)

having undergone lU% burn-up.

Two thermogravimetric

Tb added as a carrier and an internal standard, respective-

methods, referred to here

The Nd, along with Y and

aa Lyonts Method and Chikallats Method, were tested

ly, was separated from U and fluoride-soluble

uncler conditions that were stringently mntrolled to dupli-

by fluoride precipitation.

cate, except for atmospheric pressure,

earths was effected by adsorbfng them from HC1-butanol

originally used.

the conditions

In these tests, the methods were applied

elements

Further purification of the rare

solution onto cation exchange filter paper.

Measurement

repeatedly to analyses of oxides, made either from high-

of the intensities of the LPI x-ray for Nd and the Lal

purity U metal or Pu metal in which the 02 contents were

x-ray for Tb on the paper permitted calculation of f.ntensi-

accurately known.

ty ratios which were compared to ratios measured from

For Lyon’s method, the sample was oxidized by

discs containing known quantities of Nd and Tb. Repeated

sllowtng air to back diffuse into the furnace at 750°C, the

measurements under optf mum conditions of 1 to 50 pg of

cxide was stirred in Ar at 75O°C, and reduction (pre-

Nd in aliquots containing 200 mg of U showed that the pre-

sumably to the stoichiometric

cision (1 a) was 1 relative percent or less in measuring

dioxide) was accomplished

at 70 O°C in He-O% 1$, atmosphere.
on U308 showed that the O/M

ratio

Seven determinations
of the final

2.015 and the precision (1 u) was 0.004.

oxide

was

For twelve

20 to 50 pg of Nd, 5% in measuring 5 pg, and 18% at the
1 #g of Nd level.

It was anticipated that the method would

apply to measurement of burn-up in irradiated fuels such

analyses of PU02, the final O/M ratios averaged 2.010

as the mfxed oxide, and further, that it would be adaptable

and the standard deviation was O.002.

to hot cell operation,

Both results were

significantly high.
In the Chikalla Method, the oxide was heated in
moist Ar-8% H2 at 8OO°Cto obtain the stoichiometric
dioxide.

At this temperature,

the O/M ratios of the final

oxides obtained from the U308 samples ranged between
2.022 and 2.030.

Samples of PU02 are to be analyzed

next by this method.
Upon completion of the analyses of the U308 and
PU02 individually by each method, mixtures of the two
oxides equivalent to 80% U and 20% Pu wfll be used as
test samples.

Spectrochemical Methods
(W. M. Myers, C. B. Collier,

Determination of the metal impurity elements is
planned to be done by emission spectrochemicsl

methods,

Analysis of test fuel pellets(4) indicated application of the
carrier4Millation

technique by using two substances as

the carrier in order to obtain adequate detection sensitivity for all the impurity elements.
the carrier,

be adequately determined.

.

With 8% Ga203 as

most common elements (including A@ could
For refractory

elements such

as Ti and W, use of AgCl as the carrier provided the
sensitivity needed.
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and R. T. Phelps)

.

Use of the

.

technique

material

has been

prepared

and

match those of the sample.

pliers.

Usually, matching involves

This mixture of U02-22 w/o PU02 was made

preparing the standards by the method used to prepare

from high-puri~

the sample;

cluding

however,

the sample

may

be altered

(con-

verting metal to oxide) in order to obtain similarity by
difficult

Sinoe the FFTF fuel consists

treatments.

of a single-phase

U02 and PU02 by mechanical mixing in-

tumbling

mortar.

in a plastic

bottle

ing the pure constituents at high temperature without in-

to the potential fuel suppliers.

trcducing contaminants.

the following impurity elements:

offer

to form

less

difficulties.

Two
the

U308-PU02 and analyze with

two-phase

standards having a U308-Pu02

matrix.

Second is to use

standards having a U02 -Pu02 matrix, but prepared as a
mechanical mixture, and grind the sample to a fine powder.
(4)
Results previously reported
showed that test fuel
pellets may be analyzed for the main impurities found -Al, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Si --by
first alternative.

the method listed as the

Also shown was that the results for Al,

Fe, and Si depend on whether the sample matrix was
single

-phase

solid

solution

U02 -Pu02 or two-phase

results

_No.

Element

These standards contain

2

~

but using the

2 @O relative standard deviation) for

(<

~_

No. 7

Al

12

65

250

500

Si

13

53

250

500

Cr, Fe, Ni

10

50

250

500

Ca, Mg, Mo, P

5

25

125

250

CU, Mn, Na, Pb,
-Sri, Zn

2

10

50

100

Ag, B, Be, Bi,
Cd, Li

0.5

12.5

2.5

25

Four primary B-standards containing impurity ele-

have been prepared but not analyzed.

method described as the second alternative, yielded gcod
precision

Three grams of each are ready for distribution

ments W, Nb, Ti, Zr, Mo, P, Co, V, Cd, Ba and Sr

U308-PU02.
Further analysis of test pellets(5),

TaC

The detectable impurities are Al and Si, each

analyzed.

One is to ignite

in a

Four primary A-standards have been prepared and

solid solution of U02 - PU02, preparing

This is not readily done.

and grinding

<5 ppm, and 12 ppm of W.

a comparable matrix for standards would require sinter -

sample

Eight B-standards

for use by LASL have been prepared and are being studied
to evaluate the spectrochemical

procedure.

Al, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Si. Also, the results for Fe and Si

Electron Microprobe Examinations
(E. A. HaIddla and H. L. Barker)

were confirmed by independent chemical analyses.

The electron microprobe

In

was used to identify in-

this method, the fuel pellet is finely ground to pass

elusions and to determine if the matrix was homogeneous

through 200 mesh screen and analyzed with reference to

in a sintered (U, PU)02 pellet.

standards having a U02 -Pu02 matrix.

Ij@tion of the

These evaluations indicate that reliable spectrochemical analysis may be made of the fuel pellets by
using standards having a U02 -Pu02 matrix prepared se a
mechanical mixture.

The need to prepare a sintered

and (4) P-Fe-Ni.

(2) Mo-W-Ni,

(3)

Heterogeneous distributions

of U and Pu were shown.
Miscellaneous

Analytical Support

Controlled-potential

coulometric

methods, having

relative standard deviations of 0.2 to O.3%, were applied,
without difficulty to measurement of U and Pu in three

matrix is obviated.
Plans made for Phase II of the evaluation of the
analytical capabilities of potential fuel producers include
supplying aid and materials by LASL.
chemical anslysis,

Four types of inclusions

were found: (1) P-Ni-Fe-W-Mo,
P-Ni-W,

sample is avoided.

.

matrix

is ready for distribution to each of six potential fuel sup-

alternatives

,-

A batch of

requires

standards having chemical and physical properties which

less

.

carrier-distillation

For spectro-

matrix material for making standards

and primary standards

is to be furnished to the pro-

(U, Pu)02 samples.
Spectrophotometric

methods, each having a pre-

cision of (1 a) of 2 relative percent, were used to measure
W in one Pu02, one Pu metal, and two (U, PU)02 samples;
Fe in one Pu02 and sixteen (U, PU)02 samples; and Si in

ducers.
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sixteen (U, PU)02 samples.

In each case the concentration

of the element determined was low, being no greater than
190 ppm.

No difficulties were experienced.

A potentiometrio titration method was used successfully to determine Pu in a PuO sample. The
2
relative standard deviation of the method was O.06%.

.

Dissolution of the PU02 was accomplished by heating at
300 to 325°C in 12 ~ HC1 in a sealed silica tube.
Pressures

of 3000 to 4000 lb/sq.

.

in. developed in the

tube assisted in dissolving the PU02 in a minimum time
oflto2
VII.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Task Area 4:
A.

For the successful operation of high temperature sodium systems contemplated for use in fast,

On-Line Monitoring Methods

Plugging meter studies.

Task Area 5:

Sampling and Analysis

central station reactor concepts, impurities in the

A.

Vacuum distillation studies.

sodium must be monitored and controlled. Nonradio-

B.

Study of gamma ray activation analysis
for C and O.

c.

Absorption spectrometry development for
metal impurity analysis.

cesses. Radioactive impurities introduced into

D.

Total carbon analysis development.

sodium from failed fuel elements should be removed

E.

Development of remotely operated distillation samplers for EBR-11.

active impurities such as oxygen must be maintained
at low concentrationlevels to limit corrosion pro-

to facilitate ‘Icontactmaintenance!!and to minimize
safety and detection problems. To control the

Task Area 7:

levels of these impurities, a knowledge of their

A.

behavior and interactionsin sodium must be developed. Acquisition of this informationhas been sub-

Cover Gas and Maintenance Atmospheres

Development of a high temperature quadruple mass spectrometer for cover gas
analysis.

divided in the LMFBR ProgramPlan into a number of

Details of the work in these programs are presented

task areas. The sodium technologyprogram at LASL

below.

has projects which contribute to six of these areas.

II. MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY

The broad tasks and current LASL projects within
those areas are summarized below:
Task Area 1: Materials Compatibility
A.

Correlation of sodium and helium leaks.

B.

Study of carbon transport in thermal convection loops.

A.

Correlation of Sodium and Helium Leaks
(D. C. Kirkpatrick,J. P. Brainard)

1.

General
The correlation of sodium leak development with

measured helium leak rates observed
tance testing

Task Area 2:

Sodium Purification

A.

Study of sodium oxide kinetics in cold
traps.

B.

Study of soluble getters for removal of
impurities from sodium.

c.

Study of gas diffusion through metals
into sodium.

Task Area 3:

Fission Products in Sodium Systems

provides

component integrity

information

sodium plant

now exist

that establish

tightness

operation.

for various

for safe,

No firm criteria

acceptable

levels

of leak-

situations.

This study uses fabricated

stainless

leaks and leaks that occur naturally
bar stock.

on the degree of

which must be attained

long-term

steel

during accep-

Selected

steel

in stainless

samples having a range of

A.

Study of fission product distribution in
loop experiments.

helium leak rates are incorporated into small sodium

B.

Study of fission product gettering in capsule experiments.

temperatureuntil sodium leakage occurs. From these

systems (cells) which are held at a predetermined

observations it may be possible to establish, for
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Studies

mass spectrometer acceptance tests on sodium system
components, the maximum tolerable helium rate which

have indicated

that the use of carbon

beds may be useful in the gettering of 137CS in

is consistentwith adequate long-term containment

sodium systems. Carbon, however, is slightly solu-

of sodium by that component.

ble in sodium and can carburize austenitic stainless

An interestingside effect from this work has

steels and refractory metals. Therefore, the pur-

been observation of the elusiveness of what are

pose of this study is to determine the conditions

considered to be large leaks (10-5 to 10-6 atm cm3/

under which carbon mass transfer rates are suffi-

see). Normal contaminantssuch as grease, water

ciently low to allow the use of carbon beds in a

and some solvents can completelymask leaks of this

sodium system.

be studied in thermal convection loops. The Type

some cases this can involve firing of the component

304 or 316 stainless steel loop itself will serve as

in a hydrogen atmosphere. If meaningful helium

the carbon sink when these alloys are studied and

leak tests are to be performed on LMFBR components,

vanadium alloy sleeves will serve as getter when

procedures must be developed for treating and

vanadium is studied.

handling of the part prior to leak test.

2.

2.

Current Results
No leakage of sodium has been observed in Cells

1 through 4 (the 400”C cells) after 8000 h of opera-

Current Results
The installationof the thermal harp to the

steam generator sodium supply loop was completed,
and sodium flow through the loop was started.

tion. However, all the 6SO”C samples (Cells 5-8)

Initially, sodium from the loop was passed through

known to have had helium leaks have leaked sodium.’

the harp to condition the internal surfaces to the

The sodium leakage of Cells 5 and 7 were reported

oxygen concentrationin the sodium. The cold trap

last quarter. During this quarter Cell 8 began

temperature in the main loop was 150”C. The con-

leaking sodium at low level (-5 x 10-2 cm3/day)

ditioning period continued 208 h.

During 67 h of

after 93 days of operation. This cell is being

that time 250”C sodium from the supply loop was

allowed to continue in operation in order to

intermittentlypumped through at 1 gpm.

observe leakage rate versus time. Cel1 6, the con-

the pumped flow was discontinued, and thermal con-

trol, had no helium leak and as expected has not

vection at 500”c was allowed. The pumped and con-

For 141 h

leaked sodium. With data on sodium leakage from

vection periods were alternated with the minimum

only eight experimentalcells, it is very difficult

period being 24 h in length.

to draw any general conclusions. However, it does

On March 6, 1969, a graphite rod l/4-in. diam

appear that the higher the sodium system tempera-

and 2-9/16-in. long was submersed in the sodium at

ture, the greater the problem of sodium leakage

the top of the hot leg of the loop. As of March 28,

through flaws in the container walls. A LAMS

1969, the rod had been exposed to the thermally con-

report (LA-4129-MS)has been written on the studies

vecting sodium for 528 h.

to date.

the loop varies from a low of 485°C in the cool leg

Weld adaptors were fabricated to place the

The temperature around

to a high of 525°C in the hot leg. The flow

fixed geometry leaks into the experiment. These

velocity as measured by a flowmeter is in the 2-3

leaks of known geometry will be used to test the

cm/sec range.

mathematicalmodel based on the theory of oxide

Present plans call for continuationof the test
At termination of the run

buildup in the leak path and to determine additional

for approximately 8000 h.

temperature effects. The leak sizes are approxi-

the loop will be sacrificed and examined for carbu-

mately 10-3 atm cm3/sec.

rization effects. Also, the graphite rod will be

B.

cleaned by heating under vacuum, weighed, and then

1.
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Study of Carbon Transport in Thermal Convection
!!XF!S
(J. C. Biery, C. R. Cushing)
General

-

The carbon transfer rates from carbon rods will

size and invalidate a leak test, unless proper pretreatment of the component is performed; and in

.

burned and analyzed for sodium content.

.

Initial Runs with “Removable Core” Cold Trap

[11. STUDY OF PURIFICATIONMETHODS FOR NONRADIOACTIVE IMPURITIES

a.

A.

four-month shutdown period during which the “removable Co=etI cold trap was installed.
The second

Study of Na20 Kinetics in Cold Traps
[C. C. McPheeters, J. C. Biery, W. W. Schertz,
R. Nartinez)

1.

General
be necessary

loop was started

up after

a

cold trap design includes a feature which allows
removal of a NaK-cooled section for direct observa-

In sodium coolant
it will

The cold trap test

systems for

future

LMFBR’s

to use cold traps for removal

tion and analysis of the cold trap deposits.
During initial operation of the cold trap test

and control of oxygen and other contaminants.

loop, after the shutdown period, the plugging indi-

These cold traps should be designed to handle

cator was operated in the partially plugged, oscil-

adequately the impurity loads and to maintain the

lating mode, and two distinct impurity species were

impurity concentrationlevel below some specified

detected. The entire system including the cold

upper limit. For economic reasons, cold traps must

trap was maintained at 450”C. One impurity was

be the smallest and simplest designs which can meet

saturated

at -220”C,

the above requirements.

saturated

at-270”C.

Knowledge of the mechanisms of impurity depo-

had precipitation

and the second impurity was
Neither

of these impurities

and dissolution characteristics

sition in cold traps is necessary to reach the op-

indicative of the oxide. They exhibited very slow

timum design for a given sodium coolant system.

precipitation and dissolution rates while oxygen

The rate of mass transfer of impurity species to

saturated at 220”C has very rapid mass transfer

cold trap surfaces must be measured and the effect

rates.

of various flow patterns, surface conditions, and

Two cold trapping runs were made in an attempt

temperatureon the mass transfer rates must be

to determine the overall mass transfer coefficient

determined. The purpose of this study is to deter-

of the 220”c impurity. These runs were made in the

mine the effect of the above variables on the mass

usual manner which consists of establishing a low

transfer coefficient for removal of oxygen from

cold trap temperature,then measuring the saturation

sodium systems. Knowledge of the mechanisms invol-

temperature change with time. Mass transfer of

ved and the mass transfer coefficientswill allow

oxygen in sodium has been found to be liquid phase

calculationof the rate of oxygen removal and the

diffusion controlled. Mass transfer of other

location of deposited oxides in the cold trap for

species would also be expected to be liquid phase

any given system size and cold trap geometry. Pro-

controlled; therefore, the mass transfer coefficient

posed cold trap designs could be evaluated in terms

should have the same value for different impurities.

of total oxide capacity and expected system cleanup
rates.
Cold trap tests are being conducted with a 60-

After the completion of the cold trap runs on
this unknown impurity, the NaK-cooled section of the
cold trap will be removed and examined visually as

gal sodium system which has analytical capabilities

well as analytically. An attempt will be made to

including a vacuum distillationsampler, a plugging

identify the compound present. Then the cold trap-

indicator, and two UNC oxygen meters. The cold

ping data can be used to calculate the mass t;ansfer

trap tests consist of measurement of the rates of

coefficient associated with the impurity. If the

change of oxygen concentrationin the system.

specie has a known volubility curve, the coeffi-

Various cold trapping conditions of temperature and

cients will be calculated directly, and their size

flow rates are tested to determine the effect of

can be compared with oxygen coefficientsobtained

these variables on the oxygen removal rates. When

under similar conditions. Thus, the validity of the

the rate of change of oxygen concentration,the cold

constancy of coefficientswith specie variation can

trap temperaturesand the deposition surface area is

be partially tested. If the volubility curve is

known, an overall mass transfer coefficient can be

unknown, the curve will be estimated and adjusted to

calculated.

produce mass transfer coefficients of similar size

2.

Current Results

to those obtained from similar oxygen precipitation
runs.
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b.

d.

New Computer Simulation Code
A computer code, COSIM, has been written which

temperature profile
and adjusted
the cold

trap mass transfer

follows:

precipitationkinetics at high Reynold’s number

the

(up to 5 x 104) has been initiated. The sodium

in the cold trap is calculated

to agree with measured values,

and then

run is simulated

The cold trap is divided

into

equal-volume

sections, and the mass deposited in each section is

equipment procurement and design are in progress.
B.

Study of Soluble Getters for Removal of Impurities from Sodium
(G. E. Meadows, L. A. Waldschmidt, D. N. Rodgers, O. E. ~omss)

1.

General

calculated with the equation,
(1)

where Am = the mass of impurity deposited in the
section, g.
k=

mass transfer coefficient,g/cm2-sec-ppm.

A=

surface area on which deposition occurs,

c=

For large sodium-cooled
may be desirable

reactor

to use soluble

systems,

getters

for control

of oxygen and other dissolved

impurity

the more conventionalhot and cold trapping tech-

concentration

in

the

section,

in lieu

of

niques. The soluble getters of interest occur in

Ce = equilibrium
concentration
surface
temperature
in
the

impurities

it

Cmz .

ppm.

At x

.

system and the precipitation test section have been
sized for the high Reynoldfs number operation, and

as

Am = kA(C-Ce) At,

at High

The design of a sodium system to study impurity

simulates the operation of the cold trap test loop
with the “removable core” cold trap. First,

Kinetics of Impurity Precipitation
ReynoId’s Number

time

re~uired

for

based
on
the section,
intemated

the
ppm.

flow

rate to equal the volume OF the section,
sec.

the sodium coolant either naturally, as an impurity
(calcium),or are produced during reactor operation
(as with magnesium). The techniques for the controlled additions of these getters, maintenance of

The impurity concentrationin each section is

fixed getter levels, and the selective removal of

changed by the amount of mass deposited (or dis-

depleted getter metals and other impurities from

solved), and each section is advanced one step. The

dynamic sodium systems roustbe developed if their

remainder of the system is simulated by storage

usefulness is to be evaluated. The significant

allocationswhich represent slug flow and by a rep-

chemical reactions occurring in a sodium system

resentationof the mixing tank. The computer code

containing these soluble getters must be understood

not only predicts the rate of change of impurity

and controlled. This mode of purity control has

concentrationin the system, but it also predicts

the potential for effectively controllingnot only

the mass deposit distribution in the cold trap.

oxygen, but also carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and

This distribution can be measured by removal and

possible metallic impurities.

analysis of the deposits on the NaK-cooled section

2.

Current Results

of the cold trap.

a.

Oxygen Addition System to Cold Trap Loop No. 1

Calcium Addition Run No. 2 in Analytical Loop
No. 1

The dynamics of adding oxygen to the sodium

On January 6, 1969, 1.15 g of calcium metal

c.

loop by connecting a volume of an oxygen-heliumgas

were added to Analytical Loop No. 1. The addition

mixture to a space above flowing sodium in the vac-

was done in the same way as previous additions,

uum distillation side loop have been calculated. It

i.e., a lump of calcium was put inside a wire

appears that an excessive time would be necessary to

screen basket which was lowered into the bulk tank.

add a significant amount of oxygen, and that the

?he calcium was weighed and loaded into the charger

quantity of oxygen added would not be well defined.

while inside a helium inert box; thus, it was not

The system has, therefore, been equipped with a con-

exposed to the atmosphere. The cold trap tempera-

trolled leak of pure oxygen into a gas space above a

ture was 225”C, and the bulk tank temperature was

flowing sodium surface. This latter arrangement

350”C. If the calcium were evenly distributed

allows metering of known quantities of oxygen to the

throughout the system, the

system under fast reaction rate conditions.

45 ppm calcium,
No change

18

sodium

would

contain

by weight.

in the system behavior was observed

.

Table 462-I

after the calcium addition. A vacuum distillation
sample taken 1-1/2 h after the addition contained

Loop No. 1 Background Before
Third Calcium Addition

J!>.oppm oxygen and 0.17 ppm calcium in the residue.
A

second distillation4-1/2 h after the addition

indicated 29.0 ppm oxygen and 0.14 ppm calcium.

Sample No.

.

Five samples analyzed before the addition had a

119

range of 24-34 ppm oxygen (average 28.6) and O.1O-

.

0.14 ppm calcium (average 0.11). Thus, the calcium
addition did not significantlyalter the bulk
sodium analysis.
The basket used to add the calcium was then
pulled from the loop to determine how much calcium
had dissolved. Out of 9.845 g of metallic substance recovered from the basket, 0.238 g (21% of

*

Coid Trap

d_

ppm Ca*
Residue

Date

125°C

1.58

0.15

2/28

120

125°C

1.62

0.094

3/3

121

By pass

1.54

0.31

3/4

122

By pass

1.5

0.36

3/5

123

By pass

1.77

0.11

3/7

124

By pass

1.34

0.14

3/10

Referred to sodium sample weight.
The calcium level in the distillation residue

the calcium added) of calcium were found. The

of the sample taken 1 h after the calcium addition

sodium was removed from the basket by distillation.

was 7.15 ppm.

When the residue in the distillation cup was dis-

to 3.2 ppm with an average of 5.8 ppm.

solved in O.OIN HC1 as per the normal procedure, an

appeared to be toward lower concentrationsat
longer times. The techniques used to determine the

extremely strong odor of phosphine (PH3) was

Subsequent samples ranged from 8.5
The trend

noticed. Apparently, there was a phosphorus com-

residue calcium content (atomic absorption) did not

pound in the basket when it was pulled from the

allow a distinction to be made between calcium

loop. The compound was not identified. The phos-

metal and calcium oxide. No correlationwas obser-

phorus compound may have precipitated the calcium

ved between the minor variations in calcium and

and may have made it unavailable for oxygen get-

oxygen levels, and no calcium (~0.5 ppm) was detec-

tering.

ted in the sample distillates. The calcium and

b.

Calcium Addition Run No. 3 in Analytical Loo~

oxygen sample reSUltS are summarized in Table 462-

-No.

11 and in Fig. 462-1.

1

Between Runs 2 and 3, the old cold trap was
Table 462-II

cut out of the loop, and a new clean cold trap was
installed. The change was made in an attempt to

DistillationSample Analysis
After Addition of Calcium

remove all impurities from the system before the
next calcium addition.
After establishingthe oxygen and calcium

.

Calcium
on cup
Exterior
mg

Date

distillationresidue was Na20, 1.06 g of calcium

125

Oxygen*
-IQ!!!_
0.21

7.15

0.216

3/11

metal were added to the loop using a procedure

126

0.10

3.2

0.045

3/11

similar to addition No. 2. A summary of the oxygen

127

0.10

8.5

0.035

31L2

and calcium backgxmunds before addition of the cal-

128

0.066

7.4

0.024

3/12

cium is presented in Table 462-I. The loop temper-

129

0.069

8.0

0.046

3/13

ature at the time of the addition was an isothermal

130

0.12

6.1

0.024

3/13

131

0.20

5.15

0.047

3/14

45 ppm solution if no precipitation or adsorption

132

0.19

5.1

0.035

3/17

occurred.

134

0.07

4.1

0.056

3/18

135

0.14

4.9

0.038

3/19

of the system showed an immediate decrease, as

136

0.12

7.1

0.050

3/20

expected. The average of thirteen samples taken

138

0.14

5.6

0.0s3

3/24

over a two-week period was 0.125 ppm oxygen. The

140

0.09

3.2

0.039

3/26

levels for Loop No. 1, assuming that sodium in the

.

Sample
No.

Calcium *
in Residue
PPm

3SO”C. The calcium added was sufficient to make a

Upon addition of the calcium the oxygen level

lowest oxygen level recorded was 0.066 ppm.

*Referred to sodium sample weight.
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I

I

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

black, porous-lookingmaterial of approximately the

I

same size and irregular shape of the calcium orig-

CALCIUM AODITION
NO. 3
350”C
ISOTHERMAL
OPERATION
LOOP I

oXYGEN LEVEL
CALCIUM

2.0 z
w
~

1.8 ●

VSTIMEO
vSTIME~

inally added. However, the material weighed
~
o
G
w

CALCIUM
ADDITION

●

1.6 (r

LEVEL

Table 462-III

■

9

●e

8:

s

x 1.40
~ 1.2-

■

z
62
0
J

●
■
●

am,

& 1.0-

48

●

0.8-

E
a,
a

■

0.6-

1

1-

I

0.4-

●

0.2
I

o
0

qm I
4

■

0,1048 g, only 10% of the original calcium weight.
The material proved to be extremely pyrophoric.

●

12.0

7.30

Calcium
X@
0.0815

2

11.5

6.96

0.0805

3

15.0

9.07

0.0557

Area Outside
cm2

Part of the material was quickly transferred
o
2630

24

Length
mm

JNo
1

● 0

**
,
I ● +::
8
12
16
20
O=FEB 26, 1969 10:OOam
TIME,

Calcium Deposition on Outside of Nickel Tube

to a beaker of hexane. Water was slowly added to
the hexane until the material was completely dis-

DAYS

solved. There was no insoluble black material re-

Summaryof Oxygen and Calcium Sodium
Fig. 462-1.
Concentrations after Calcium Addition No. 3 ss
Determined by Distillation.

maining. Thus, little, if any, elemental carbon
was present. Atomic absorption analysis showed
that of the 63.0 mg of material, 35.0 mg were cal-

Calcium was found not only in the distillation

cium (S5%) and 13.8 mg were sodium (22$).

residue but also on the outside of the distillation
cup. The amount of calcium was determined by washing the outside of the cup with O.OIN HC1 and analyzing the resulting solution by atomic absorption.
The amounts of calcium found varied from 0.035 to
0.0S6 mg which would be equivalent to 8.6 to 12.8
ppm based on the total sample weight. To see

Another piece of the material was partially
hydrolyzed with a small amount of wet helium in a
glass reaction chamber. Analysis by mass spectrometer showed the product gas to be mostly hydrogen
with amounts of helium, water vapor, and air.

detected.

whether the amount of calcium deposited would
change, the sample cup was submerged for up to 2 h
(normal submergence time is 1S-20 rein)in the
sodium flowing through the sample pot.

The one remaining piece of material will be
sent out for x-ray diffraction and qualitative
spectrochemicalanalysis.

No increase
c.

in calcium deposition was observed,
A length of 3/4-in. nickel suspended inside
the sodium bulk tank when the calcium was added
was subsequently removed and analyzed for calcium
deposition on the outside wall.
calcium

was

found

on

the

nickel

Considerablymore
tubing

than

found on the outside of the sample cup.

was

For com-

parison, 0.050 mg calcium on the outside of the
distillation cup is equivalent to 0.0016 mg/cm2
which is a factor of 3-5 lower than that found on
the nickel tubing. The calcium deposition found on
the tubing is given in Table 462-III.
The calcium basket was pulled out of the loop
eight days after it had been put in. The excess
sodium was distilled from the basket in preparation
for analysis. Inside the basket was a lump of

20

.

Traces of methyl acetylene and phosphine were also

1.

Study of Gas Diffusion Through Metals Into
Sodium
(J. P. Brainard, D. C. Kirkpatrick)
General
Very little quantitative information is avail-

able on the diffusion of gases in reactor system
containment materials, although the phenomenon has
been observed in several high temperature, liquidmetal-cooled systems. Diffusion of nitrogen
through stainless steel in such systems may be mis-

.

interpreted as evidence of an air leak in the
plumbing. If quantitative information on diffusion
were available, the expected rate of nitrogen
influx could be estimated, and the existence of
small hard-to-find leaks might be substantiatedor
dismissed by comparing the expected and observed
rates of nitrogen accumulation in the system.

.

A program for determining the diffusion rate

nitrogen plumbing are nearly complete. Liquid.ni-

undertaken. In later phases of the program the

trogen level controllers were modified from two-

diffusion of O and H in stainless steels will be

level probes to a one-level probe and timer.

studied.
2.

.

.

The fore vacuum, electrical, water, and liquid

of nitrogen in stainless steels has therefore been

Weld adaptors have been designed and fabri-

Current Results

cated to weld the thin wall stainless steel tubing

The diffusion oven heaters and insulation have

of the diffusion cell to the diffusion oven system.

been completed. The system is shown in Figs. 462-2

The adaptors have been welded to two diffusion

and 462-3.

cells. The cells are now being radiographed to

.

.

Fig. 462-2. Gas Diffusion Equipment.
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Fig. 462-3. Gas Diffusion Equipment.
determine variation in wall thickness.
The high pressure handling facility for the

fission product released from irradiated nuclear
fuels, and its long (27.7-yr) half-life simplifies

nitrogen and helium is now in fabrication.

measurements. Other candidates for study, using

IV. FISSION PRODUCTS IN SODIUM SYSTEMS

these experimental techniques, are 1311 and 140Balbo~a.

A.

Study of Pission Product Gettering in Capsule
Experiments
(H. A. O’Brien, C. R. Cushing)

In the present series of experiments, the
137cs gettering ad adsorption capacities of carbon

1.

General

and various oxides are being determined. In each

Capsule experiments have been designed to de-

test capsule a basket containing one of the mater-

termine the distribution of gamma-active isotopes

ials being studied is introduced into the sodium

in the sodium/stainlesssteel/helium/adsorbersys-

after the cesium and sodium have come into equilib-

tem as a function of time and temperature. Gamma

rium. The capsule is then scanned with a colli-

ray scanning permits a study of transport rates,

mated NaI(Tl) crystal in order to determine the

adsorption and resorption phenomena, and the equilibrium distributionbetween phases to be made.
The isotope 137CS is the first radioisotope to be
studied in these experiments because it is a major

22

137cs distribution and the amount Of pickup by the
getter.

2.

Current Results

;1
.

Gettering Behavior of Various Oxides

In the last report, it was shown that Al O
23
and Cr,03 were ineffectiveas gettering agents for

.

By plotting the natural logarithm of the fraction of cesium remaining in the sodium —
vs time, it
was observed that the resultant curves were similar
to a two-componentradioactive decay curve. Both

cesium in sodium. Since that time the behavior of

components of the curve could be expressed by a

Fe203, NgO, and Zfl was studied and was found sim-

first-order kinetic equation of the type,

ilar to that of the other oxides. It is concluded

A = Aoe-’t,

that none of these oxides would be useful as gettering agents for cesium in sodium.
Perhaps because of scatter in the data, no
noticeable difference was observed in the effects
of these oxides on the rate of cesium movement from
the sodium to the vapor region. In general, it was

and A are the fractions of Cs in the sodium
A
o
at times t and t, respectively. The term 1 repreo
sents the first-order rate constant in units of

where

see-l, while —
t is time, expressed in seconds, after
the experiment was initiated.
During the first 24 h of the experiment, both

observed that, after a slight adsorption of cesium
on these oxides during the first 24 h of the exper-

Cs metal and CSC1 left the sodium and entered the

iments, which were conducted at 500°C, the cesium

vapor region at a relatively rapid rate. The cal-

began to accumulate in the vapor region in appre-

culated rate constant for Cs metal during this

ciable quantities. Although there had been a

period was 4.3 x 10-5 see-l, while that for CSC1

noticeable accumulationof 137CS in the vapor

was found to be 2.0 x 10-5 see-l. Thus, the rate

region during the preliminary equilibrationperiod,

for Cs metal was a factor of two greater than that

the apparent accelerationof cesium distillation

for CSCI. However, at the end of the first 24 h of

after the introductionof the oxides into the

the experiment, the concentrationsof Cs from both

sodium suggested that either these oxides were

the metal and the CSC1 in the vapor region were
From this

acting to some extent as reducing agents for cesium

approximatelyequal, i.e., about 2s%.

ions, or the increased surface area of the stain-

point until the termination of the experiments, the

less steel baskets which contained the oxides was

rates of cesium elimination from both the metal and

the cause for the accelerated distillation. AII

chloride solutions were approximatelyequal. The

additional experiment is planned in which only an

calculated rate constants during this period were

empty basket will be lowered into the sodium. The

2.2 x 10-7 see-l for the metal and 1.8 x 10-7 see-l

result of this experiment should permit a decision

for the chloride.
Based on the fact that both metal and chloride

to be made between the two postulated mechanisms.
b.

Behavior of Cesium Metal Versus Cesium Chlor—ide
A question has arisen concerning the effect of

capsules reached essentially the same cesium concentration in the vapor region after the first 24 h,
and that, from that point to the end of the experi-

cesium!s valence state on its behavior in these

ments, the rate constants for both capsules were

systems. In an attempt to resolve this question,

about equal, it was concluded that the initial val-

10-mg samples of CSC1 and Cs metal were irradiated

ence state of the cesium has little effect on its

in the OWR reactor. Following the irradiation,the

behavior in these sodium systems.

samples were introduced into separate capsules

v.

ON-LINE MONITORING METHODS

A.

Plugging Meter Studies
(C. C. McPheeters, J. C. Biery)

1.

General

which contained only sodium.

.

The distributionof 134CS, both throughout the

.

was observed by scanning the capsule with a NaI(Tl)

sodium and in the vapor region above the sodium,

crystal. The scanning was initiated while the cap-

Plugging meters have been used on sodium sys-

sule was at room temperature. The capsule was then

tems for many years. They are relatively simple to

heated to 500”C and maintained at that temperature

design, install, and operate; however, the

for about 400 h.

of the data obtained from these instruments has not

meaning

always been clear, and as a result, the value of

23

the instrument has sometimes been questioned. Work
previously reportedl indicates that the plugging

(1

G
GBO (Valve open] =

[2)

. Flow rate, gpm, through
orifice
and throttling
valve.

G

gation indicated below are continuing in order to
better understand the meter.
(a) Studies of the bare orifice meter.
(b) Observationsof the operating characteristics of the oscillatingplugging meter.

GBo(Valve open) = Flow through the bare orifice with the throttling
valve wide open, gpm.
. Fraction of the orifice
cross sectional
area
covered by the plug.

‘f
(c) Determinationof mass transfer coefficients from plugging meter data.
2.

Current Results

a.

Computer Program for Processing Plugging Indicator Data

. Orifice-throttling

Kov

GM ( Valve open)

.

‘v
Gv (Orifice

(Orifice removed)

= Flow through throttled valve
if orifice were removed,
gpm.

removed)

plugging meter runs. These coefficientsmay be

valve

constant.

Mass transfer coefficientscan be calculated
from the flow and temperature traces obtained from

Pf)

(1 -Pf)z KOV2 + 1

meter is a valuable instrument and that it can be
used with confidence. The three areas of investi-

-

characteristicof the orifice and the flow Reynoldls
Once Pf has been calculated, the rate con-

number in the case where the mass transfer is
liquid phase controlled or of the impurity precip-

stant can be determined from Eq. 3 for any segment

itating on the orifice in the case where the trans-

of the plugging run. The derivation of Eq. 3 is

fer is reaction rate controlled. Even in the sit-

presented in Reference 1.

uation where the coefficient is determined by the
liquid flow patterns in the orifice, the actual
calculation depends upon a volubility curve for the
precipitatingimpurity and is, therefore, dependent
upon the impurity. Therefore, by investigatingthe

. Mass transfer coefficient for the
ith
time segment, g 0/(cm2-h-pp,].
. Density of impurity (oxygen) in
the precipitate on the orifice,
g 0/cm3.
. Radius of the bare orifice, cm.

ki

variations of mass transfer coefficientswith flow,
impurity, and orifice characteristics,a method
P
might possibly be developed whereby the type of
impurity and its concentrationcan be determined
from its plugging meter traces.
Large quantities of data from the plugging

r

0

functional variations. To help expedite this job,

=

c

. Concentrationof impurity (oxygen) passing through the orifice,
ppm.
. Equilibrium saturation concentration of impurity (oxygen) calculated from a volubility curve at
the temperatureof the orifice,
ppm.

a computer program, PLUGIN, has been written to
process data from the temperature and flow traces.

Ce

The mathematics and processing characteristicsof
the program are summarized below.
(1) Mathematical Characteristics
The calculationalprocedure contains two

ti, ti_l

major steps. First, the plug fraction must be calculated from the change in measured flow. Second,

Plug fraction at end and begin.th
ning of the I
time segment.

pfi’ Pfi ~

meter traces must be analyzed to determine these

= Time at end and beginning of time
segment, h.

To calculate ki, a volubility curve must

from the plug fraction and the sodium time-tempera-

be selected for determination of both C and Ce in

ture plot, the mass transfer coefficients can be

the integral of Eq. 3.

calculated. The double orifice effect produced by

reported here for oxygen, the semi-log linear curve

upstream throttling has been previously describedl

of Rutkauskas2has been utilized. That curve is

and can be representedmathematicallyby Eq. 2.

given as Eq. 4.
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For all of the calculations

3500
10glOppm(Oxygen)

= 8“25

-

T(”K)”

high plug fractions when bridging across the cylin(4)

[2) Program Characteristics
The initial data required are G~~ (Va1ve
open), initial Pf, diameter of bare orifice, number

drical hole may occur.

Figures 462-4 through 462-7

show the mass transfer coefficient both as a function of Reynoldts number and time for the two G. E.
runs on Loop 8.

of orifice holes, saturation temperature of impurity, and density of precipitate. For each time

.

initial and final flow rate; initial and final
sodium temperature;and length of time segment.
is first calculated from the

‘rem ‘hese ‘ata ‘Ov
initial conditions and then P

is determined from

f.
1
the change in flow rate. To determine ki the time-

I

I

segment of the run the followingdata are required:

I

I

+
-— “o

1

~x-6 11.1

~cn

of the volubility curve, the integral is calculated

3
20

0

40
TIME,

centration-timeintegral, ki can be calculated

Diam of holes:

!!!N

cator runs3 were processed through the computer

were divided into two runs.

In both runs a plug

PRECIPITATION
. DISSOLUTION

80
w
MINUTES

10
k“

program described above. The data from Loop 8

8 -

DATA

6

g~

FROM PLUGGING

mode. This type of run allowed changes in mass
transfer coefficient to be determined as a function
of Reynoldls number and time. The results from

ld~
g=

fi~2
L
U)w

ZE

: ~ 1.0
b ~ 0.8
ln -)m
0.6
2
~3

-(0.05)

4

2

681042

4

68

NUMBER

Fig.
462-5.
Plugging Indicator Mass Transfer Coefficient vs Revnoldls number from Run 1 on LOOD
.-8.
General Electri~, San Jose, California.
1 1 I I I 4 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

k-

DATA FROM

-

Z8
w
kg
~

PLUGGING

METER

ON LOOP8,GENERALELECTRIC
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
RUN 2

=(U

both runs indicate that time has an effect on the

-(0.75)
-(0.78

RUN I
0.8 SLOPE
(0.86),
—TIME SEQUENCE
(0.81)/
UP TO 20 MINUTES
~lga]:~$l’::
OPLUG FRACTION
(0.58)
● PRECIPITATION
9-(0.70)
. O,SSOLUTlON/
/-(::)

U-X4
L

REYNOLDS

on and partially dissolved off in the oscillating

12(

100

I
METERON

LOOP 8, GENERAL ELECTRIC
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

z

was precipitated on a bare orifice; was partially
dissolved off; and then repeatedly precipitated

I

Fig. 462-4. Plugging Indicator Mass Transfer Coefficient vs Time from Run 1 on Loop 8, General
Electric, San Jose, California.

Number of holes in orifice plate: 4

Data from the General Electric plugging indi-

I

VARIES
BETWEEN”
14.420k 15,500
VARIES
BETWEEN:
0,$8 t 0,79

numerically. With the plug fractions and the con-

Type of meter: Regenerative, flow down outside, up inside, orifice plate
at bottom of inside tube.

I

aE

volubility curve. Because of the nonlinear nature

Length of holes: 0.035 in.

I

=4 u
L
~lu
fE~2

0.035 in.

1

●

#

ok
v

ZE
<0

Mass Transfer Coefficients Calculated from
Plugging Meter on General Electric Loop 8 at
San Jose, California

[

[

DATA FROM PLUGGING METER
0NLOOP8,
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
RUN I

z

saturation temperature,sodium temperatures,and

directly from Eq. 3.

I

1-- 8

concentrationintegral must be calculated from the

b.

I

X6

_

● PRECIPITATION

mass transfer coefficient in that the plug appears

.

to approach the cylindrical shape of the postulated model with repeated precipitations and dissolutions. Also, the velocity dependence observed
earlier at LASL3 seems to be evident in the middle
portions of the precipitation run. Large deviations from the postulated model seem to be indica-

i:

:+:

S8HQ: 14,600 TO 15,3M
.,,,,-TIOK:

~ ‘0-

~-lo

o

20

W&

fRACT10ti:t63 100.12

0,s6

m

m

cm

Inn
---

Im
---

“+IME, iTNUTE<-

ted early in a precipitation run when the plug may
not be uniformly distributed and late in a run at

Fig. 462-6. Plugging Indicator Mass Transfer Coefficient vs Time-fr~m Run 2 on Loop 8, General
Electric, San Jose, California.
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the 0.8 slope line and came up to it at a plug frac-

10

tion of 0.4. The previous analysis suggests that

l--

z
WIN
~g
iix4
L-

6

OPLUG
●

IYY2
L
~cu
ZE
<0
~
1.0
*< ~ o,8

per hole.

sioPE
/
(0.62 & 0.75)
@ —Vttt;E:l;:
.

(0.44)>
(0.53)=
(0.34)=
J
(0.14~
l(o~~)

n.

the number of nuclei initially precipitated was 3-S

OS

(0.56)

PRECIPITATION

~ DISSOLUTION

:
i

(0.50)

FRACTION

In Run 2 the initial coefficientsstarted

above the 0.8 slope line by.a factor of 1.3 and
approached the line at a plug fraction of 0.3s to

~5 MINUTES

0.45. In this case 20-25 nuclei per hole are indicated.

~

06

=

o.4~

11

If the nucleation characteristicswere in fact

DATA FROM PLUGGING METER
ON LOOP 8, GENERAL ELECTRIC
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
RUN 2

I&

2

4

6

8 104

REYNOLDS

ing force should have been greater in Run 2 than in
2

68

4

Run 1. This condition appears to have existed. In
Run 2 the &C driving force at the first noticeable

NUMBER

flow change was 1.1 ppm while in Run 1 the driving
force was 0.6 ppm.
c.

The mass transfer coefficients from two runs

Plugging Meter Studies at
City, Pennsylvania

MSA

Research, Evans

A trip was made by McPheeters and Biery to MSA

seem to indicate that the original nucleation

Research Laboratory in Evans City, Pennsylvania. A

characteristicsof the two plugs were somewhat
different. In Run 1 the coefficientsstarted below

study of the behavior of plugging indicators on

the 0.8 slope k(v) line and then approached it as

three sodium systems at MSA Research Laboratories

the plug grew.

was made during a visit by LASL personnel. The

In Run 2 the coefficientsstarted

above the 0.8 slope line and then approached it as
the Reynoldls

number increased.

An analysis

of

three loops consisted of a “high carbon” loop, a
‘thighoxygen!!Ioop ~d a IIclean”loop. The results

nucleation characteristics (number of nuclei ini-

of operating the plugging indicators on these three

tially precipitated)and their effect on the mass

loops are summarizedbelow:
Loop 1 - (High Carbon Loop)

transfer coefficientwas previously presented.3

The cold trap was operated continuously

That analysis indicated that for a few initial nuat 250”F.

clei the mass transfer coefficientshould start
below the

0.8

slope line (as much as a factor of

Three distinct precipitable impurities

were detected at three different temperatures. The

3.5 below for 1 nucleus) and then approach the line

three saturation temperatureswere-750, -550, and

as the plug increased in size and possibly go above

-320”F.

the line and then drop back to it.

For a single

nucleus, the line should be crossed at a plug frac-

Loop 2 - (High Oxygen Loop)
The cold trap had been operating contin-

tion of 0.55 and go 29% above it and then drop back

uously at 440”F up to two weeks prior to these

at a plug fraction of 0.7S. For 16 or more nuclei,

tests. Two distinct precipitable impurities were

the coefficient should initially be above the 0.8

detected which had different saturation tempera-

slope line and then drop back to it as the cylin-

tures. The temperatureswere -SSO and-440”F.

drical precipitate surface is formed. In the case
of 16 nuclei the coefficient could be a factor of

Loop 3 - (Clean Loop)
The cold trap was operating continuously

2.8 too large as the plug increases and should drop

at 250”F. Only one impurity was detected in this

back to the 0.8 slope line at a plug fraction of

loop, and its saturation temperaturewas 28S * S“F.

0.5. With 113 nuclei, the coefficient could be a
factor of 3.0 too large and could be expected to
drop back at a plug fraction of 0.1 to 0.2.

initial
a factor

nuclei.

The highlights of the above studies were the
detection and measurement of kinetics of as many as
three impurities in a single loop. In Loop No. 1,

The two runs may be examples of the two types
of cases, i.e., a —
few and =
Run 1, the coefficient
started

.

different, then the initial precipitation AC driv-

Fig. 462-7. Plugging Indicator Mass Transfer Coefficient vs Reynold!s number from Run 2 on Loop 8,
General Electric, San Jose, California.
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In

of 2 below

each impurity nucleated quite readily; however, the
concentrationswere sufficiently low so that only iI
slow growth of the plug occurred. Therefore, the

.

temperature could be lowered sufficiently to nucle-

plugging indicatorswould remove these impurities

ate and grow the impuritieswith lower saturation

because of the better nucleation and mass transfer

temperatures. Kinetic behavior of each of the

conditions.

lower temperature impuritieswere studied by oscil-

d.

lating the sodium temperature about the individual

Two unknown impurities have been detected in

saturation temperaturesand causing each impurity

the Cold Trap Loop after startup with the new “re-

to dissolve and precipitate. Nass transfer coeffi-

movable core” cold trap. (See Section III-A) The

cients from these data are now being calculated.

oscillating plugging indicator tended to operate

The high temperature impurities in Loops 1 and
2 (550 and 7SO”F) exhibited
and precipitation

typical

kinetics

initially on the impurity with a saturation temper-

of dissolution

of impurities

Unknown Impurities in LASL Cold Trap Loop Kinetic Studies on Plugging Indicator

ature near 195°C but at longer times indicated a

in the 1-2

ppm range. Since these impurities are precipitable

saturation temperature in the 260-270”C range for

in the sense that they precipitate in the plugging

the second impurity. Dissolution and precipitation

indicator, the question arises - why are the satu-

runs for the 195°C impurity were analyzed kinet-

ration temperaturesnot controlled by the cold trap

ically by calculatingmass transfer coefficients.

temperature since the cold trap also operates by

The impurity was assumed to be NsH, and the Addison

precipitating impurities? Unusually high

volubility curve was used.

impurity

(The oxygen level in

saturation temperatures in the presence of low cold

the loop appeared to be low, with a saturation

trap temperatureswere observed also at G. E. - San

temperaturebelow 150”C.) The results of the mass

Jose,on corrosion Study Loop 9, as well as the MSA

transfer coefficient calculation are tabulated in

loops.

Table 462-IV.
The mass transfer coefficientson the precipi-

The basic difference between plugging indica-

tation cycle were in the range of 1.1 x 10-2 to

tors and cold traps as precipitation devices is the
relative sodium velocities and degree of turbulence.

1.5 x 10-2 g H/(ppm(H) cm2-h). These numbers are

Flow conditions in cold traps may be too nearly

almost identical with similar coefficients calcu-

stagnant to cause nucleation and growth of the —low
concentration-highsaturation temperature impuri-

lated for Na20 precipitation. The inference from

ties which have been observed. In order to effec-

and that the volubility curve is correct since the

tively remove these impurities, it may be necessary

mass transfer rate appears to be liquid phase con-

to operate a small, high-velocity cold trap at a

trolled and, as a result, mass transfer coefficients

the agreement is that the assumed species is NaH

temperatureabove the oxygen saturation temperature

for various species should be of a similar size.

but below that of the high temperature impurities.

The quantity of data does not prove the inference;

Velocity and turbulence comparable to that found in

however, the process of guessing at the identity of

Table

462-IV

Mass TransferCoefficientData
LASL - Cold TrapLoopNo.1 -

3/13/69
- Plugging
Run1 - Unknown Inpmity

FlcstValve Open, gpm, - 0.6S50,InitialPlug Fraction- 0, DiameterBare Orifice,in. = 0.0520
SaturationTemperature,“C n 195.0
Temperature“C = 195.0SitConcentration,
ppm = 0.303, Logloppm - 10.211- 5021,0/T(K) (Addiscm)
Densityof

.
Inc

.

No.
1
2

Impurity
in Precipitate,g/aIs .

0.05S1,No, of Holes in Plate . 4

Contentration
Plug Fraction
at End of
COncentratiOn-Msss Transfer
Reynold*s velocity,
at End of
Time Segment, Timo Integral, Coefficient
Number
cmfsec
Time Segment
m
gH/(ppm Cmth)
PP
PPm,min
6719
301.9
0.026S7
0.7017
0,02448
4.268
10400
467.2
0.7466
0.02831
1.381
0.00714

3

11760

S28.3

0.8088

0.01580

1.410

4

13430

603.3

0.86s2

0.01580

s

14430

648.3

0.8772

0.03640

6

14940

671.2

0.9010

0.08974

7

15470

69S.0

0.9166

0.3036

0.9597
0.4641
0.6102
0.31s6

0.01079
0.01684
0.00829
0.01349
0.01884

Average Msss
Tram fer

Coefficientfor
TWO Tim-tSegments
-------

Ctmwlative
Time, Min
1s.0

0.02024

20,0

0,00898

25.0

0.01324

2S.3

0.01405
0.01124
0.01531

30.0
32.5
35.0
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impurity,

determine
a reasonable
impurities

and

then

using

whether

the

mass

transfer

coefficient

may be

valuable

in

value,

and verifying

its

their

volubility

curve

to
has

identifying

volubility

curves.

These data from the Cold Trap Loop may also
give some insight into the Na20, NaOH, NaH system.
When the Na20 concentrationis very low, the precip-

to verify
reality

that the suspected
precipitating.

able to identify
multiplicity
cator

specific

The ultimate

impurity
goal

and determine concentrations

of impurities

from the kinetics

with the plugging

of precipitation

is in

is to be
of a
indi-

and disso-

.

lution.
VI.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS - LaboratoryMethods

A.

Vacuum DistillationStudies
(G. E. Meadows, L. A. Ualdschmidt, D. N. Rodgers)

itation data in Table 462-IV seem to indicate that
NsH was the specie precipitating. However, in
other runs previously reportedq at LASL, when the
Na20 plugging temperaturewas above 200”C, the

1.

plugging indicator curves for the impurity believed
to be NsH behaved considerablydifferent.

For

the high oxygen condition the precipitation cycle
was approximatelyfive times slower than the dissolution cycle and the mass transfer coefficients
calculatedby using NsH volubility data was a factor of 10 too low for the precipitation. The
slowed rate may indicate that a reaction is occurring at the surface of the plug.

Possibly, NsH is

the first specie to precipitate. However, since O
is present, a reaction on the surface may occur to
produce NaOH, and the conversion to NaOH may be the
rate limiting step. Data from the G. E. precipitate collection device at San Jose, California,
have shown that both NsH and NaOH are present in
the precipitate collected and that the ratio can
vary from 100% NsH to 50% NaH - 50% NaOH.
e.

Plugging IndicatorTest Facility
The constructionof the facility is 95% com-

plete.

(The title and purpose of the facility has

been changed; it was titled Analytical Loop No. 2
previously and was to be used in the soluble getter
program.) The plugging indicator, distillation
sampler, and cold trap have also been fabricated,
leak checked, and installed. Also the side loops
for these instruments have been welded and helium
leak checked. Installationof trace heaters and
insulationare proceeding. Work remaining includes
wiring of heater and thermocouple leads, construction of the vacuum system (from assembled parts)
and system outgassing end cleanup.
The loop will be utilized in the plugging
indicator program as a test unit to supply various
impurities to the indicators being investigated.
The kinetic behavior of a variety of impurities
will be studied to characterizebehavior with the
impurity. Removable orifice units will be tested
28

.

General
The vacuum distillation technique has been

shown to be a valuable method for analyses of oxygen in sodium.2 As a result, the method is routinely used on many of the experimental loops at
LASL. The determinationof oxygen using this technique is an indirect method. The assumption is
made that the sodium in the residue is Na20 and the
O concentrationis computed from the residual sodium

.

concentration. The presence of other compounds of
sodium and materials capable of reducing Na20 can
influence oxygen values obtained by this technique.
Distillationstudies are directed toward understanding these interactions.
2.

Current Results

a.

Effects of Calcium on Distillation Results
Using the vacuum distillation sampler which

has been installed on the sodium chemistry inert
glove box, some of the effects of metallic Ca on
sodium residues have been studied. A

SUpplY

Of

solid sodium was used as the source of sodium; the
concentrationof oxygen in it was determined by
vacuum distillation to be 18 * 8 ppm O.

Known

amounts of Ca metal were added to the individual
sodium samples, and the distillationswere carried
out in the usual manner with an initial distillation temperature of-300”C, end of cycle temperature of 400°C. It was found that the oxygen concentrations as determined from sodium in the residues
were substantially lowered (<2 ppm O) when the Ca
was 5-30 times the amount needed for stoichiometric
reduction of the Na20.

The following reaction per-

haps explains the reduction of Na20 in the residues:
Na20 + Ca = 2Na t + CaO.
It was also found that 17-30 w/o of the Ca
added to the Na samples was carried over with the
distillate. Ninety-five percent material balances

.

for Ca were obtained when the Ca in the distillate

2.

Ca metal withand in the residues were recovercf.1.

a.

out sodium when heated in a similar manner was not
found to distill nor exhibit a detectable weight

Current Results
Photon Activation Run
A sodium sample drawn from a barrel of Reactor

Grade Sodium was irradiated at the Los Alamos Elec-

change during the distillation cycle.

tron Prototype Accelerator and analyzed for carbon

b.

Off Gas From Distillation

content. The results indicated that there was not

The pressure peak previously observed at the

sufficient photon energy to activate carbon.
Therefore, work was done to determine the elec-

end of the distillationdid not change noticeably
in tests performed after the new cold trap was in-

tron beam energy of the accelerator as a function

stalled in Analytical Loop No. 1. However, the

of the normal operating parameters. There is no

shape of the peak has been observed to vary with

provision at the present time for monitoring elec-

the total vacuum system pressure. With the cold

tron energy during operation of the accelerator;

trap at 125°C and a system pressure of-1

however, a bending magnet is being designed for this

v (meas-

ured at the distillationchamber), the peak dura-

purpose.

tion is one minute and the height is 2.S v. At a
system pressure of-O.5 u, the peak duration is
30 sec and the height is 1.5 P.

The beam energy can be determined to-5% by
using simple techniques and readily available instru-

The narrower peak

seems more reproducible. In an effort to run

ments. From data published by a French physicists

future distillationsat the lower pressure, a diffu-

a curve was constructed relating the ratio of oxygen to carbon
150/llc
activation
in Lucite (POlY-

sion pump was connected to the vacuum system.

methyl methacrylate) to the electron beam energy for

B.

Study of Gamma Ray Activation Analysis for C
and O
(D. M. Helm, G. E. Meadows, W. J. Heyman, D. N.
Rodgers, B. K. Barnes, J. L. Parker)

a 300-sec irradiation time.
Several pieces of 1-1/2 x 1-1/2 x I/8-in.
Lucit were irradiated for 5 min each and then
counted for 20 min with an environmentalsurvey

1.

General
Many analytical techniques for the analysis of

oxygen such as vacuum distillation and amalgamation
methods are not specific for a given compound and
give oxygen concentrationsby assuming the form of
the final residue being extracted or analyzed by
flame photometry. Thus, analytical techniques are
required which can give concentrationsof oxygen
and other impurities such as carbon directly without making assumptions about the chemical form of

meter. Since the half life of 150 is 2.1 min and
llc is 20.4 minj the initial slope of the decay
curve can be extrapolatedback to zero time (when
the irradiation stops) to give the oxygen activation. Likewise, the final slope can be extrapolated
back to give the carbon activation. The ratio of
these numbers determines the electron beam energy.
Because of the curve’s steep slope, an error of 30%
in the 150/llC ratio corresponds to an error of only
1.6% in the beam energy (at 19 MeV).

the impurity.

The Lucite irradiationsshowed that the beam

Photon activation of oxygen and carbon may be
used to determine total impurity concentration

operating at full power, the actual energy was about

regardless of its chemical nature. The sodium sample is irradiated by high energy photons (-20 MeV);
the sodium is extruded from its container and then
is transportedpneumatically to the counter where
positron annihilation radiation is detected in a
very large segmented NaI crystal. The resulting
count rate vs time curve is decomposed by computer
analysis into O, C, and K decay curves. Thus, O
and C can be determined from one sample if the
and Na interferencesare kept at low levels.

energy was considerably lower than expected. When

K

17.1

MeV as

compared

to

an

expected

24-25

MeV.

Fur-

ther calculationsby MP-Division staff have confirmed the results of the Lucite irradiations.
Efforts are being made to increase the beam energy
at least to 20 MeV which is a desirable energy for
sodium activation analysis.
b.

Sodium Shear Extruder
Since the shear extruder was not working prop-

erly, modificationswere made to improve its performance. Limit switches were relocated on the sodium
extruder so the extruded sodium samples would be
29

deposited deeper into the plastic container. A new

a straight line. The procedure, applied to prepared

shear block was made which seems to work much bet-

samples

ter. Also, the stroke on the shear cylinder was

gave recoveries of 25 ~ 1, 52 * 1, 104 * 1, and

reduced by 1/4 in. on the down stroke. Air inlet

1B4 *

and exhaust fittings on the extruder cylinder were

2 ppm, respectively.

D.

Total Carbon Analysis
(K. S. Bergstresser)

1.

General

relocated from the top to the side to eliminate
interferencewith the sodium-filledtube being

containing 24, 50, 100, and 180 ppm of CS,

Development

.

installed in the shear.
The low temperature combustion technique for
c.

Absorption SpectrophotometryDevelopment for
Metal Impurity Analyses
(G. E. Meadows, L. A. Waldschmidt, R. D. Gardner, R. L. Carpenter)

1.

that

various
a function

nique

for

sorption

tive measurement of the C02 produced, it is hoped
that carbon concentrationsin the 1 ppm range can

(.-1
and

be

metal
of

corrosion

impurity

in

studied

being

conditions.

these

ppm)
bulk
are

made
both

Ca,

to

vacuum
samples.

Mg,

be

concentrations

detect

low

known

is
of

2.

Current Results

level

Several modificationswere made in the proposed

ab-

method and in the apparatus for the determinationof

this

C at concentrationsbetween 1 and 10 ppm in metallic

concen-

distillation
The

be determined.

require

One tech-

Refinement

in

sodium

studies

concentrations

operating

determining

is

tration
dues

and

spectrophotometry.

technique

to

a high sensitivity gas chromatography
for quantita-

General
Soluble getter

as

total carbon analysis is being refined. By using

Na.

resi-

The basic operations remained unchanged: low

temperature combustion of the Na in 02 in a Ni ch~-

impurities

ber, dissolution of the combustion product in H20,

K, Fe, Ni, and Cr.

acidificationwith H2S0~, collection of evolved
2.

Current Results

a,

Calcium Determination

traces of C02, and measurement of the C02 with a
sensitive gas chromatography.Modifications included:
(1) addition

The atomic adsorption analysis procedures have

of the Na sample directly

chamber, without

been used extensivelyin analyzing for Ca in both

the previously

to the Ni

used heavy Ni cruci-

ble, in order to reduce the combustion time, (2)

distillationresidues, distillationcondensates,

transfer of the alkaline solution from the Ni cham-

and in sodium bulk samples in support of the cal-

ber to a small glass flask before acidificationso

cium soluble getter and the vacuum distillation
studies. Those results are presented elsewhere in

that the volume from which the C02 was swept was

this report. (See section III-B.)

smaller, and (3) use of an unpacked collection trap
to increase the rate of the subsequent transfer to

b.

Detezminationof Cesium in Sodium
A

the gas chromatography
and reduce tailing of the

procedure has been developed for the deter-

chromatogram.

mination of Cs in Na metal in the 20-200 ppm range

Modifications also were made to the inert-

using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The

atmosphere drybox system for handling Na and to the

sample is dissolved in ethanol and diluted with

Na supply system to (1) prevent H20 leaks from a

water. The maximum sensitivity is achieved at a

water-cooled heat exchanger into the drybox system,

pH of 5 in HN03 solution. Nitric

acid was chosen

land (2) provide more heat to the compartment from

for the neutralizationafter testing the effects

which samples were dipped and thus eliminate cold-

of chloride, nitrate, acetate, sulfate, and phos-

trapping of Na20 in this area. The Na supply system

phate on the absorbance of Cs. The light source is

was dismantled and thoroughly cleaned.
The analysis system was tested by measuring

an Osram lamp, and the absorbance of Cs is measured
at 8521 ~ with a red-sensitivephotomultipliertube.

known quantities of C02 added as C02 gas (equivalent

At a sample concentrationof 1 g/25 ml the Na has

to 1-4 ppm of C in 5 g of Na) or as dilute Na2C03

no absorbance,but it does reduce the sensitivity

solution. Some satisfactory results were obtained,

for the Cs.

but occasional erratic behavior of the gas chromato-

The absorbance-concentrationcurve for

()-200ppm Cs in the presence of Na was found to be

1

graphyindicated instrumentalproblems that remained
to be corrected.
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E.

1.

Development of Remotely Operated Distillation
Samplers for EBR-11
(W. R. Wykoff, D. N. Dunning, J. R. Phillius.
Il.N. Ruess, E. O. Swickard~”J.M. Reilly,& E. L. Duran)
General
At the request of the AEC, part of the effort

.

directed to a study of in-line sampling associated
with the vacuum distillation analyticalmethod has

pling procedure. Twenty-two distinct steps are involved in the procedure. Manual mode of operation
is also provided, with key-lock control. Mock-up
systems have been built and tested and modified
until satisfactory operation was achieved. Unit 1
is now being fabricated.
VII. COVER GAS AND MAINTENANCE ATMOSPHERES
A.

Development of a High Temperature Quadruple
Mass Spectrometer for Cover Gas Analysis
(J. P. Brainard, D. C. Kirkpatrick, C. R.
Winkelman)

1.

General

been redirected to the design and constructionof
remotely operated, integral sampling and distillation units for installationon the primary coolant
loop of EBR-11. A version of the sampling system
is also being developed for the nonradioactivese-

The purpose of this research is to develop a

condary sodium system of EBR-11. The sampling sys-

method for continuous on-line analysis of high tem-

tem design is a modified engineering loop version

perature (up to 650”C) cover gas in an LMFBR. The

of the laboratorymodel integral full-flow vacuum

analyzer must be capable of detecting impurities

distillationsampling system currently in use on

such as nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide,

the Analytical Loop No. 1 and cold trap experimental

methane, and fission products in the cover gas with

facilities at the LASL. The entire sampling system

a sensitivity varying from the part-per-million

will be fabricated of Type 304 stainless steel, and

range to the percent range. A response time of

separation of sodium from the nonvolatile impurities

about 1 min is necessary if the analytical data are

will be accomplishedby induction heating. The work

to serve as an error signal for activating devices

coil of the induction heater is located within the

for continuous control of cover gas composition.

metal envelope surrounding the distillation zone.
2.

Current Results

a.

Transfer Machine

A

quadruple mass spectrometerwas obtained

in order to meet the above requirements. It is
believed that reasonably representativesampling

The mock-up transfer machine has been built and

can be accomplishedby transporting the sample gas
in sodium loop containmentmaterials and at sodium

tested. It perfozmed satisfactorily,except that

loop temperatures until it has passed through the

the cup transfer speeds were not optimum, and the

spectrometer for analysis.

model SO Slo-Syn motors were marginal in torque

2.

Current Results

output. The gear-box of the mock-up is being modified to provide the desired transfer speeds, and

A paper is being prepared for an American

to accept Model 250 Slo-Syn motors. With these

Vaccum Symposium in April, 1969, on the gas beam

changes, the mock-up will become Unit 1, (the unit

studies. The gas beam flux distributionhas been

to be retained by LASL).

measured for three different collimatedhole struc-

Design of the electronic circuitry for control
of the transfer machine is completed. Fabrication
of the prototype unit is in progress (printed circuitry is being used).

tures (bundles of a few thousand tubes) and for a
single 7-roilid.

tube.

The 7-roilid.

long tube with a 7-roilaperture

about 0.1 in. away has been chosen for the initial
gas beam source for the gas analyzer. The target

b.

Vacuum-InertGas System
Three complete systems have been built and

.

tested and are ready for use.
c.

Control and Instrumentation

for the molecular beam is a small opening in the
ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer. The
closer the gas source is to this opening, the
greater the beam divergence that can be accepted
and hence, the less total gas flow that would be

A control system has been designed which will
permit semi-automatic operation of the entire sam-

needed for a fixed beam flux. The aperture must
be far enough away from the gas source to make it
appear a point source (-.1stimes the diameter of

31

the source). This means the large diameter of the

analyzer system to help align the cover gas beam

collimatedhole structure must be much farther away
from the ionizationchamber than does the 7-roil

with the ion source. Variations in welds and copper
seals were felt too much to maintain tolerances

id.

without this flexibility.

tube. For this reason the 7-roiltube can place

a given molecular beam in the ion source with less
than half the total gas

flow of the collimated hole

The system vacuum envelope has been designed.
Only design of the gas beam source installation

structure source even though the collimated hole

remains.

structures have a more resolved flux distribution.
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PROJECT 463
CERAMIC PLUTONIUM FUEL MATERIALS
Person in Charge:

R. D. Baker

Principal Investigator:

J. A. Leary

I. IXTROI)UCTION
The principal
goalsof thisprojectare toprepare

compositions

were synthesized and fabricated into
Compositions made were:

pure, wellcharacterized
plutoniumfuelmaterials,and

useful forms for testing.

todeterminetheirhightemperatureproperties.Pro-

plutonium, uranium, and plutonium substituted uranium

pertiesof interestare (1) thermalstability,
(2) thermal

dicarbides (plutonium replacing approximately 1.6 to

expansion,(3) thermalconductivity,
(4)phase relation-

16.5 a/o of the uranium in the substituted dicarbides) ;

shipsby differential
thermalanalysis,(5) structure

plutonium carbides of a composition PuCX where

and phase relationships
by x-ray diffraction,
high

1<

temperaturex-ray diffraction,
neutrondiffraction
and

carbide (plutonium replacing from 5 to 25 a/o of the

high temperatureneutrondiffraction,
(6) density,(7)

uranium ).

hardnessand itstemperaturedependence,(8) compati-

were employed with these exceptions:

bility
including
electronmicroprobe analysis,(9)

at 1655°C, the sintering and annealing temperatures of

compressivecreep (deformation)
.

1600 and 1600°C, respectively,

In additiontophase equilibria
and generalprop-

x 5

1.5 and plutonium substituted uranium mono-

Previously described synthesis procedures
Since PuC melts

were lowered to 1500°C

or less; and the 65O°C hydrogen treatment cycle was

erties,specificthermodynamic propertiessuch as free

omitted for those materials having a carbon to metal

energy of formation by vaporization equilibria in the

atom ratio greater than one.

1000-2000°C temperature range with mass spectrometer identification of vapor species,
formation by electromotive

free energy of

force measurements in the

It can be shown theoretically that in an equilibrium
mixture of either metal and monocarbide or monocarbide
and sesquicarbide,

the plutonium will preferentially

450-1200°C temperature range, and heat capacity and

depleted in the monocarbide phase.

heat of transition are being determined.

experimentally by preparing sample pellets of the

n. SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION

following types:

(R. Honnell,M. W. Shupe, R. Nance, D. Kelley,
C. Gilley,J.A. Leary)

.1.

This was evaluated

Sample 68-0369 consisted of a pellet from lot
7-60-3D having the composition U&*UPUO.~S8Ci. ~~after

Carbides
To meet the material needs of the physical property

measurement program,

be

a number of different carbide

heat treatment 24 hr at 1500°C.
The volume fraction of M2C+phase was approximately 28 percent by point count analysis.

h

this
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specimen,

the plutonium x-ray intensity in the M2~

phase was approximately 100 percent greater than that
from the MC phase.

Theuranium x-ray intensity was

approximately 25 percent less than from the MC phase.
The carbon x-ray intensity in the M2~ phase was

.

approximately 45 percent greater than that from the MC
phase.
Sample 68-0225 consisted of a pellet of single
phase MC having the composition Uo.~Puo.~Co.99after
heat treating for 1800°-4

hr + 1400°-2

sintering cycle, lot ‘7-26-1,

hr (normal

pellet no. 926).

Using this specimen as a reference,

the intensities

of the constituents in sample 68-0369 were as follows:
(a)

Mount

No.

68-0369

In the M2CSphase, the plutonium intensity

380X

1:1:1 Etch

was 42 percent greater than that in
sample 68-0225
(b)

In the M2C3phase, the uranium intensity
was 16 percent less than in sample 68-0225

(c)

In the

phase, the plutonium intensity

MC

was 27 percent less than in sample 68-0225
(d)

In the MC phase, the uranium intensity
was 10 percent greater than in
sample 68-0225.

Photomicrographs
in Figure 463-1.

of these specimens are shown

Chemical purity is shown in Table

463-I.
Table 463-I
Spectrochemical
Element
Li
Be
B
Na
Ivlg
Al
Si
P
Ci
Ti
v
Cr
Mn
Fe

Analysia on (U, Pu )Cl. 13 Pellets

J?P!L
<2

<

1
2

<5
<5

10

<

95
<100
<5
<

50

<5
20
<5
170

Element
co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Zr
Nb
Mo
Cd
Sn
Ta
w
Pb
Bi

J?Iz#
<

10

2
< 10
< 100
< 100
15
< 10
<
5
<1000
<1000
< 10
<
2

Mount No. 68-0225
1:1:1 Etch

380X

Figure463-1. Photomicrographsof CarbideSamples
From theseresults,thecompositionsof thetwo
phases in sample 68-0369 are calculated
tobe
(Uo.,0Puo.30)2~and Uo.85Pu0.
15C. Theoretically,
tie
compositionsin equilibriumat 1500°C shouldbe
approximately(Uo.~6Puo.
S4)z~ and Llo.
~5Puo.
1sC. in
view of theestimatesused for some of thethermodynamic
properties,theseresultaare in good agreement.
Similarresultswere obtainedon mixed carbidepellets
produced by carbothermicreductionof theoxides;these
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.

s:unplcscontainedapproximatelyO.3 percentby wt.

Table 463-II

ox~gcvl.

SpectrochemicalAnalysisof PuN Pelletsfor UK

.>
-. Nitrides

Element

The preparationofpure singlephase PuN pellets
fur thelTIi
was reportedlastquarter(LA-41 14-MS).
Companion pelletshad thefollowing
properties:
Chemical composition
Pu (Theor L 94.5 w/o)

94.5

N (Theor = 5.55 w/o)

5.49

0, ppm by wt

330

Ll,ppm by v.t

26

Tb, ppm by wt

<75

SpectrochemicalAnalysis

Pp m by wt.
<

B
Si
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn

Element

yym by wt.

Zr
Nb
Mo
Cd
Sn
Ta
w
Pb
Bi

< 300
< 300
<
30
<
3
<
1
< 1000
<
30
1
<
0.5

0.5

10
< 50
<2
< 0.5
<5
<5
1
<5

Therefore additional experiments were conducted to
develop a procedure for producing singie phase mixed
oxide.

(Table463-II)

X-ray powder diffraction
analysis

Results are summarized in Table 463-III.

Apparently the best procedure is to form the solid
solution by sintering in C02, followed by adjusting the

Singlephase PuN, a = 4.9046+ O.0004A

O/M ratio.
HI. PROPERTIES

!&@&

1. X-ray Powder Diffraction Studies
(M. W. Shupe, C. W. Bjorklund, R. M. Douglass)

12.2 g/cc
3. Oxides

A series of compositions

in the plutonium-carbon

Referencepelletsof(U, Pu)02 are needed foran
sys tern were prepared (mainly by powder metallurgy
exchangewiththeUK.

Pure U~

and PU02 powders

methods ), heat treated, and analyzed by conventional

were blendedand ballmilledto-325 mesh for 24 hr.

x-ray powder techniques.

The results,

which are

This powder mixture was then pressed and sintered
summarized in Table 463-IV,

clearly indicate that both

at 1600°C for 6 hr in Ar - 6~0Hz that contained 0.4 mm
H20 to adjust the O/M ratio.
prepared.

A total of 160 pellets were

X-ray powder diffraction analysis indicated

that the pellets contained two solid solution phases.

PuC and Pu2~ have a range of composition.

In addition,

the lattice dimension of Pu2~ in the presence of PuC
is constant at an average value of 8. 1287A from a C/Pu

Table 463-III
Effect of Sintering Conditions on UO.~5Pu0.~~~ Solid Solution Formation
First Firing
Conditions

.

X-ray Diffraction
Analysis

1. 1600°C -12 hr.
6% H2-Ar-0.4mm
H20
2. 1600°C - 15 hr.
6% H2-Ar (Tank)
3. [1650°C -4 hr. - Cd
+ [4 hr. 6% Hz- Ar( Tank)]
4. ~1650°C- i hr. - CO~+ ~4hr,6YH2- Ar(Tank)]
5. ~1625°C- 3.5hr. Ar]
+ ~.5hr.6?6H2-Ar(Moist)]
6. 1625°C -8 hr.
6% H2-Ar

Multiphase
MUItiphase

Second Firing
Cycle
[1600°C -4 hr.- C~
+ [6% H2-Ar (Tank) -4 hr~
[1600°C -4 hr. - CO,]
+ [. hr”(:$n:) -‘r

SinglePhase
“““
Multiphase

( T~k)l

~625°C -8 hr. 6%JH2 - Ar (Dried)]
~1625°C-6 hr.
~R H2-Ar (Dried)]

X-ray Diffraction
Results
Single Phase
a = 5.4529* 0.0004k
Single Phase
a = 5.4544* 0.0002Ji
Single Phase
a = 5.4531i
Multiphase
MultiDhase

Multipbase

(Dried)
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Table 463-IV
Effect of Changing Composition on Lattice Dimensions of Plutonium Carbides

Specimen
7-37-1

PuCO.~~iO.. ~OiNO.~00

as melted

7-37-2

PuCO.,60.. ~OONO.
~00

as melted

6-123-1
6-123-2

1300°C-2

hr. -Ar

1300°C-2

hr. -Ar

6-123-3

F’uCi .22800.

O@ I). 004

1300°C-2hr.-Ar

6-123-4

PuCi

~03No. 003

1300°C-2

hr. -Ar

7-5-1

PuCi .4860.. OOINO.
on

1600°C-6

hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.

.3430..

7-16-2

PuC1 . SWOO.
OOINO.
~w

7-18-1

PuCi . S80.. 001No. 000

7-21-1

Pu~. ~20..001 No. 001

7-11-1

PuC1 . ~7800.~iNo. om

ratio of 0.992 to 1.343.

Lattice Dimension
A

Heat Treatment

Composition

1400°G2
1700°C-3
1600°C-2
1700°C-3
1600°C-2
1700°c-3
1600°C-2
17000C-3
1600°C-2

This value tncreases signifi-

a Pu
Puc
U Pu
Puc
Puc
Puc
Plqq
Puc
Pu~~
Puc
Plqq
Pu~q

+
-Ar
+

minor
4.9501+ 0.0007
minor
4,953 * 0.002
4.953 * 0.002
4. 9776* 0.0005
8.1283 * 0.0003
4. 9785* 0.0004
8. 1289* 0.0003
4. 9604* 0.0009
8. 1269* 0.0002
8. 1306* 0.0006
8.1313
8.1317

+
Pu#2

+
+

8. 1324+ 0.0002
8. 1324* 0.0004

solidus and liquid us temperatures,

respec lively.

DTA

cantly at PuC1, ~b, which indicates that this substoi-

observations of stngle phase materials show gradual

chiometric

heating arrests becoming detectable at 2305° and

regton.

composition is in the single phase “Pu2~”

The upper limit of the “Pu2q”

region apparent-

ly lies between PuC1. ~ and PuG. 12.
2.

analysis of quenched samples shows what

is believed to be the beginning of liquid phase formation

Difft?rentlal Thermal Analysis
(J. G. Reavis, L. Reese)

at 2275°.

The Iiquidus temperature determined in this

series was 2475°.

Samples of stngle phase UO.*P%. ~C have been
observed by use of differential thermal analysis

account

Taking all measurements into

best solidus and liquidus temperatures for

single phase Uo.~Puo.2C should remain 2285 * 20° and

techniques and have been quenched for metallographic
examination to determine solidua and Iiquidus temperatures,

2485 + 20°, respectively.
Identification of Species in the (U, Pu) e Sys tern:
Previous observations led to the plot of thermal arrests

(U, pu) C2 compositions

containing O to 50% PuC2

have been observed by DTA during preparation of

Transition temperatures observed were generally in
good agreement with those previously reported.

in the (U, Pu) C2 system shown by Fig. 463-2, \yhich was
previously reported and is included here for ready

quenched samples for x-ray powder diffraction analysis.

X-ray

analyses are in agreement with but do not prove
identities tentatively assigned to the various regions of
the M~ isoplctb.
Transition Temperatures of ( U. Pu) Monocarbides:
Previous observations of near-single phase Uo.Spuo.~C
lcd to the assignment of 2285* 20° and 2485* 20° as
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metsllographic

reference.
PuG (excess

More recently,

samples containing O-5 nl/o

C) have been quenched from selcc tcd

.

temperatures in an attempt to ident@ phases existing
at these temperatures.
treatments,

Incidental to these sample

.

thermal arrests were observed by DTA

and were found to be in generally gocd agreement with
Fig. 463-2.

Results of phase identification by x-ray

powder diffraction methods is given in Table 463-V.

The

Table463-v
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at
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< 1min.
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h
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X-ray Powder Diffraction
(C. W. Bjorklund, R. M. Douglass)
The results of x-ray powder diffraction analyses of

Figure 463-2. Major Phase Fieldsin theHigh
Temperature - High Carbon Region of the
U- Pu-C System

plutonium

fuel

materials

are

in other

incorporated

sections of this report.
The lattice dimensions of several of the plutonium

resultslisted here can be misleading if reaction rates
are ignored, but they also give some indication of
It has been ~qortd( 1) fiat ~tiwond
reaction rates.
UC2 decomposes

compounds for which self-irradiation

damage is being

studiedas a functionof time were remeasured approximately 6 mos. after the previous set of measurements.

to U2~ + C at 1515° and lower temperaThe compounds

PuQ.,

PuN,

and Pu2Cj,

all with

normal

turesbut thatthedecompositionis extremelyslow,
requiring many days for detectable U2~ to form.

The

results shown in Table 463-V are in agreement with this

Pu isotopic composition,

are now 5.7,

5.3,

years old, respectively,

and their lattices have expanded

to within 94%, 97%, and 81%, respectively,

and 3.6

of the

and alsoshow theacceleration
of thisdecompositionby
saturation values predicted by a least squares fit of each
theadditionof PUC2. The degree of acceleration
appears
tobe progressiveas thePu~ concentration is increased

set of data tn the equation
Aat
—=
a
o

from 5 to 50 m/o.
Other investigators
have shown thatUC2 is cubic

A(l-e

-Bt

)

.

(1)

above 1795°‘1) and PuC2 is cubicabove 1700°,‘2)but

(~

that cubicM ~ cannotbe “quenchedin”because of the

lattice dimension at time O, and A and B are constants.)

extreme rapidity
of thediffusionless
cubicto tetragonal

The lattice expansion of a 5 yr. old sample of PuQ

transition.The stableform of UC2 between 1515 and

enriched with 3.75 ajo 238Puhas now been saturated for

1795° was foundtobe tetragonal.

almost 4 yrs.

The present results are consistent with these

is the lattice expansion measured at time ~ a. is the

Measurements of the lattice expansion of enriched

observationsand leadtotentative
assignmentofidentities

PuQ as a function of time and temperature have been

to thephase fields of Fig. 463-2.

applied to the equation derived previously
.
Aat
Pi P2
~_e-(P2+P3e ‘p4/T)
—=
a
o
P2+P3e ‘p4/T

It appears that the

region lsbelled “M~ (+ C) “ contains cubic solid solution
M% + C.

The region Isbelled “M2C3 + C“ contains body

I

7
t

J

(2)
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inwhich theconstantsP1, P2, P3, P4, and a. were

4, Htgh Temperature X-ray and Neutron Diffraction
(J. L. Green, K. L. WaltEms)

evaluatedby a leastsquarestechnique.The PuN used
in this study was enriched with 3.75 a/o ‘8Pu.

During the time that the neutron diffraction work

In

was done on the 240PuCi-~ tsrge~ oxygen and nitrogen

order to apply Eq. 2 the normal PU02 for which fhe
lattice expansion was measured at only one temperature,

samples.

These calculations were based on the experi-

at saturation ts independent of the dose rate which, in
turn, is proportional to the average disintegration

parameters 22 and I?3 tn Eq, 2 contain the disintegration
as a factor,

-.P, do not.

The resultant equation for normal Pu@

Aat
—=
a
0

whereas the parameters lJi and

3,22i x l~sX 1.15fx 10-8
L 151 X l~s + 6,276x 10-Se

contamination on the magnetic properties

of PuC were

sufficient to justify the material losses.

The diffraction

target was, therefore,

It can be shown that the

constant~

was

broken open and sampled in an

inert atmosphere box.

The target had been stored for a

considerable length of time, therefore,

the results

should probably be regarded as upper limits.

~e(1.15i

-1321/T

It was later decided that the uncertainties

introduced by the possible effect of oxygen and nitrogen

mental observation that the lattice expansion of Pu~

constant~ of the material.

These

analyses involve the unrecoverable loss of the analytical

the values of P2 and P3 were recalculated for normal
Pu~.

analyses of the sample material were not done.

The

1

x 10-3 + 6.278X 10-S e-1321/T)

t

-

[

.

(3)

The agreement between the experimental data obtained

analyses showed that the target material contained 240

for normal Pu~ at room temperature and the values

ppm N2 and 1000 ppm C+. Thts is equivalent to approxi-

calculated by means of Eq. 3 was quite reasonable,

mately 2 at % of the total carbon content.

It is felt that

indicating that the same technique might be applied to

it is unlikely that contamination levels of this magnitude

Pu02 of any isotopic composition.

would result in significant magnetic perturbations.

As the time ~ approaches tnfinity, l?q. 2 reduces to
Aasat
-=
a
o

graphic calculations have been adapted for use on the

Pi P~
P2+P3e

Most of the computer programs used for crystallo-

-P4/T

.

(4)

CDC 6600, whtch is now the primary computing machine,
h addition, a linear least squares fitting program has

An annealing curve for PuQ was calculated by means of

been set up specifically

Eq. 4 and compared wtth annealing data in the

thermal expansion data.

literature.(3)

Satisfactory agreement was obtained

5.

Thermodynamic Properties of Plutonlum Compounds bY Electromotive Force Techniques
(G. M. Campbell)

over the range -198° to - 500°C, but the calculated
curve leveled off too soon at higher temperatures.

Sufficient data has now been obtained on the systems

Attempts were made to extend the temperature range by
including arbitrary data showing a negligible lattice

PuCi. ~, UC,. ~, and U@ ~Puo.~C1. ~ so that an unsmbiguoua
interpretation can be made.

expansion at 1000°C in keeping with experimental
observations without success.

the LiC1-KCI electrolyte

4 is proportional to an average annealing activation

1.6 C+4MC13=

energy, and apparently cannot be adjusted to accommo-

occurs by several processes
energies,

particularly

Annealing undoubtedly

with different activation

at the htgher temperatures.

In the absence of the pure

metal, Pu or U as the caae may be,

The constant Pd in Eq,

date a larger temperature range.

for fitttng crystallographic

More

In the presence of
M+i+ e=

generated tn

through the mechanism

3MC1, +MC1. G .
M+ 4 the

(1)

reaction

M+2

at the electrode
venting

M+ 4 is

(II)

surface

thermodynamic

competes
information

with

reaction

from

being

(1) pregained

than one activation energy term may be required in
from

Eq. 4 to match the experimental data above 500°C.
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reaction

(I)

alone.

Although

the reactions

result

of M+4 and M+3, no dissolution occurs and the potentials
are stableover longperiodsof time. One cellcontainingPuC1. ~ electrodes was operated for a period of
1006.4 hr at temperatures ranging between 644 and
744°C.

The Pu+4 activity increased as the temperature

was raised.

This was indicated by the chronopotentio-

Cells containing the pure metal —
vs one of the
electrodesundergometal enrichmentat theMCi .6
electrodedue tothereductionofM+ 4 in Eq. (I)by the
These cells are unstable after 100 hr

The theory necessary for obtaining thermodynamic
information from the mixed potential has now been
formulated and the experimental technique is being
checked out.
successful.

Results so far indicate that it will be
It appears certain that reliable thermodyn-

data on the PuC1. ~ and UC1. 6 can be obtained.

Additional instrwnentation will be required for
successful

studies to be made on the solid solution

sys tern. One experiment was carried out on this system
which indicated conclusively

that both U and Pu are

involved in the metal-electrolyte
6.

-10.2

+3.0

Puci . SJS)

- 12.2

+5.3

At 1660 + 15°C, the sesquicarbide
the dicarbide.

transforms to

Above this temperature,

a detailed

knowledge of the Pu- C phase diagram is lacking.

The

gaseous Pu and PuG.

The study of this region of the

phase diagram will be completed when the new HitachiPerkin Elmer magnetic mass spectrometer

is installed.

This unit is new scheduled for deliverytoLASL on
May 1, 1969.

operation.

amic

PUC0.*7(S)

vapor above the solid mixture Pu(+-x -C contains both

metric trace.

pure metal.

AS;238
eu

A HI 2g8
kcal mole- i

in a mixed potential
which isdependenton theactivities

equilibrium.

Thermodynamic Properties from Vaporization
Studies
(R. A. Kent)
Maas SpectrometricStudiesof theVaporizationof

7.

High Temperature Calorimetry
(A. E. Ogard, G. Melton)
In a continuing effort to determine the high tempera-

ture physical and chemical properties

of plutonium-

containing materials the high temperature heat content
of these materials is being determined.
During this reporting period,
aneroid calorimeters

several features of

have been investigated that

greatly affect the experimental accuracy obtainable.
These features should not be peculiar to this particular
calorimeterbutshouldapply to all Cu block calorimeters
used for high temperature drop calorimetry

(higher

ttimperatures than 1400°C) ,
A large error (1-2%) is introduced into the rescdta
if the temperature sensing device is not permanently

PlutoniumCompounds. Manuscriptsdetailing
thecom-

attached to the Cu block calorimeter.

pletedinvestigations
of thevaporization
behaviorof Pu

was described at the 1967 Vienna Thermod~amics

metaS and PUFJO.
98have been accepted for publication in

Meeting.(5)

the Journal of High Temperature Science.

plated Cu block weighing - 28 kgs. , a constant tempera-

The study of the vaporization behavior of the Pu-C

The calorimeter

The important features are a 6” dia Au

ture (25. O°C) surfaceat 2.5 cm from allsurfaces of

system as a function of both composition and tempera-

the Cu blockand an Al radiationand convectionshield

ture is being continued.

positioned -1

These studies indicate that,

above the solid mixture PuC- Pu2~,
is 4.6

x

1~ 6 atm

mixture P~~-C
temperature.

at

the Pu(g) pressure

1800°K, and above the solid

the value is 1.0 x 10-7 atm at the same
When the Pu( g) pressure data above

PUC-PU2C+and above Pu2~-C

are combined with
(4) ~d

cm from aH surfaces of the Cu block.

The cylindrical

surface of the Cu block is grooved for

placement of a resistance
resistance

thermometer.

U the

thermometer is wound on the Cu block

without any adhesive the calibration constant of the
calorimeter

was found to be dependent on the gas

thermodynamic functions published for PuC

surrounding the Cu block.

estimated for PU2~ one obtains:

constant can be as largeas + 1-2% between calibrations

The difference in calibration
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inAr and vacuum although the precision for calibration
in a particular atmosphere is better than* 1%. This

is being built to replace the recording system.
The apparent heat content of three W crucibles

has

difference in calibration constant is also dependent on

been determinedas a functionof temperaturefrom

the total amount of beat supplied to the calorimeter

1500 to2550°C. The resultsare listedin Table 463-VI
and are not correctedfor any heatlossduringdrop.

The calibration constant can be

during calibration.

In thissetof resultsthereisno apparentsystematic

made reproducible and almost independent of the
atmosphere surrounding the Cu block by permanently

relationship
ofheatcontentwithsample sizeor weight.

attaching the resistance

These resultswhen plottedon a graph show an experi-

thermometer to the Cu block.

‘I%is was done by spraying 3 coats of a clear acrylic

mental precisionof- + 1% at alltemperatures.Included

coating on the thermometer wire and Cu block after

as causes of this”error are the+ O.3% calibration

installation of the thermometer.

accuracy and * O.5% calibration of the optical ppometer

Although it has not

been tested, this problem could equally exist with the
use of thermocouples as with the resistance
ter.

thermome-

A permanent bond between calorimeter

block and

temperature sensing device is needed.
The high temperature calorimeter

used for temperature measurements.
Pellets of PU02 weighing 56 g have been loaded into
a crack free W crucible and welded.

A thin spot in the

weld was found tn the x-ray radiographs of the commust be operated

The weld cannot be repaired so a new

pleted crucible.

in vacuum if an accuracy of better than+ 1% is desired.

crucible is being fabricated and the Pu~ will be rc-

The calibration constant of the calorimeter

Ioaded.

is indepen-

dent of the difference in temperature (AT) between the
Cu block and constant temperature surface only if
vacuum separates them.

to- 2650°C including the heat of fusion.
8.

Medium Temperature Drop Calorimeter
(A. Ogard, D. Clifton, G. Melton)

In the AT range of 1 to 10°C

the calibration constant increases
‘C of AT if the calorimeter

at the rate of-

O. 1%/

is surrounded by Ar.

III

vacuum, the calibration constant is independent of this

The heat content of Pu~ will be determined up

A drop calorimeter

of 300 to llOO°C is betng assembled.

A largeAT capability is needed in htgh temperature
drop calorimetry

( > 14000C) since only a single sample

is normally used over a large range of drop temperatures.

The crucibles

fabricate so a minimum of samples are used.

Ideally,

a separate sample should be used at each drop temperature.

This sample should be of a size that would give

the same amount of heat ta the calorimeter

can be used for determination of the temperature of tie

demonstrated in other laboratories

Tam

‘MoWA

1610

A AT covering the range 1 to 9. 2°C and a heating

rate over a factor of 2 have been studied.

The calibra-

tion factor of 2582.6 cal/min * O.3% was obtatned.

The

least accurate part of the calibration presently is the
recording system and chart paper.

An all electronic

1610
1532
1027
1622
1840
1840
184
z 160
2162
2 MU
2160

Ned Cmhnt

AE@!fL
61.6
61.3
61.1
64.7
64.2
64.6
66.0
64.7
77.6
76.8
71.0
81.0

A - 10.YC, -17.1
B = 54. 6s, -17.1

d

40

of

443-VI

TUIU81a Vu.um

Q!!@!l

A
A
n
c
B

B
A
B
B
c
A
c
cd ●tdaca uvs
CiIISN?f*c9 uOa

C. 06.0s,
- W 1cmz..ifacc
uan

integrating system with an accuracy of better than O. 1%

that accuracies

* O. 1% can be obtained and therefore it will be legitimate

Appucnt

been determined with vacuum surrounding the calorim-

The accuracy of these heat

contentmeasurements should be - 0. 1%. It has been

at each drop

has

but

This will permit

In this temperature range accurate thermocouples

temperature.
The calibration cons tant of the calorimeter

block.

the use of the same sample in both calorimeters.

crucible before dropping.

are difficult and expensive to

The design is

similar to the high temperature drop calorimeter
with a smaller Cu calorimeter

AT.

eter.

covering the temperature range

Drq

(kloiimalar

3mu.12
1260
2286
234S
1346
2ss8
?.447
2463
2462
2460
2646
2s4s

81.9
82. X
84. s
86. S
86.4

B
A
A

8D.a
40.4
82. a
S1.4
B4.2
06.7

B
A
c
n
A
B

c

B

.

2.

totrike
thederivative
of theheat contentequationto

Miscellaneous SWP ort
(N. L. Koski, W. W. Wilson, T. K. Marshall)

obL~inan equationfortheheatcapacity,
Controlled-potential

The calorimeterhas been assembled and tested,
including the constant temperature surrounding bath,
vacuum sys ternand Marshall furnace assembly.

.

The

9.

Pu in nine PuC, two PuN, six (U, Pu) C, and one Pu~.

method for the measurement of Pu and N.
A Kjeldabl-spectrophotometric

vacuum systernand instrumentation
have been completely

measuring N concentrations

assembled and partially
tested.
A setof experimentstodeterminepower settings
the sample

heater

which

The Pu~ was dissolved in

HC1 at 325°C and 4000 psi pressure by the sealed-tube

The adiabatic
calorimeterand itsassociated

for

of the method was 0.2 to 0.3 percent

in determining either metal.

Adiabatic Calorimeter
(D. G. Clifton)

methods were

applied without difficulty to determination of U and/or

The precision ( la)

dropping mechanism is now being fabricated.

coulometric

are necessary

one PuC, one Pu~,

method was used in

at the ppm level in one UC,

and ten (U, Pu) C samples.

T%e

relative standard deviation of the method was 2 percent.

to obtain

variousratesof temperaturerisefor a Ta sample

A method utilizing the Kjeldahl distillation separation

weighing31.25 gms have been completed.

with a titrimetric finish was applied to measurement of

Calibration
of theintegrating
circuitry
which is

N in two PuN samples.

At the 5.50 percent N concen-

used to give a digital read-out of the integral of current

tration level found, the precision (la ) of the method was

throughthesample heatertimes time has been accom-

0.2 relative percent.

plished.
resistor
timer

These tests were performed using a standard
load,

standard

resistor

and potentiometric

voltage

readings.

dividers,

The power

a
ranges

A combustion-gravime

tric method, having a relative

standard deviation of O.2 to O.3 percent, was applied
successfully

to determination of C in nine PuC and

covered were from about O.03 watts to 5.6 watts and the

eight (U, Pu) C.

calibration
showed theintegrator
tobe accurateto

was used to measure C at ppm concentrations in foux

aboutO.07R, which is adequate. other dataWhich has

Pu~ samples.

been acquiredare thenecessarypower settings
for the

10 relative
percent.

matn

heater

power

supply

to attain

various

operating temperatures of the calorimeter.

steady

state

The maxi-

mum temperature reached to date has been about 1150°C.
The control circuitry,

which is used to maintain a

minimum AT across the shields surrounding the sample
and thereby minimizing heat losses,

A combustion-m icromanometric

method

The precision ( lcr) of this method was

Measurements of Pt concentrations
in theppm
range infour PU02 samples were accomplishedwithout
difficulty
by a spectrophotometrtc
method havinga
relativestandarddeviationof3 percent. The sealedtubemethod was used todissolvethesesamples.

has been tested

Spectrophotometric
methods alsowere used in

several times and has been found to need adjustments in

determiningU and ‘III
in two PuN samples. The

the control parameters.

precision (lIY)of themethods were 5 relative
percent

IV.

for themeasurement of U and 2 relative
percentfor the

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
1.

Electron Microprobe Examinations
(E. A. Hakkila, H. L. Barker)

Homogeneity of the matrices and mottled areas of

Th atlow (ppm) concentrations.
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PROJECT 464

STUDIES OF Na-BONDED (U,PU)C AND (U,PU)N LMFBR FUELS
Person in Charge:
D. B. Hall
Principal Investigators: R. H. Perkins
G. H, Best

I.

INTRODUCTION

bide fuel. Type 316 stainless steel is the base

(U,PU)C and (U,PU)N are regarded as attractive

cladding material being studied, though vanadium

alternates to mixed oxides as fuels for commercial

alloys are also being tested.
As prerequisites for this compatibilitypro-

LMFBR application. The high heavy-atom densities
and thermal conductivitiesof the mixed carbide and

gram, a number of developmental efforts have been

nitride make it possible for these fuels to outper-

undertaken. These include establishmentof (1)

form mixed oxides. Full exploitationof carbides

techniques for the production of single-phasemono-

and nitrides dictates the use of

carbide pellets of known composition and dimensions,

a gap between fuel

and clad to accommodate fuel swelling (with minimal

(2] techniques and equipment for fuel pin loading,

fuel-claddingmechanical interactions)and a high

bonding, and inspection, and (3) techniques and

thermal conductivitypath across the gap to limit

equipment for determining the distribution of fis-

fuel temperature. The conditions can be met by

sion products in irradiated fuel pins.

filling an annulus between fuel and clad with so-

II.

SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION OF (U,PU)C PELLETS
(M. W. Shupe, J. A. Leary, A. E. Ogard,
R. W. Walker, S. McClanahan, R. E. Honnel,
H. G. Moore, C. Gilley)

A.

General

dium.
Before a satisfactorysodium-bondedfuel element can be developed, however, information is required that will identify the number and severity
of problems associatedwith sodium bonding and will
suggest solutions to these problems. Problem areas

Standardizedprocedures for producing singlephase monocarbide pellets of known composition and

that are being studied in this experimentalprogram

dimensions have been developed. These pellets will

are:

be utilized in EBR-11 irradiation experiments and
1. The mechanisms and kinetics of carbon
transfer to claddings through the sodium

compatibilitytesting. Basic process steps are:
1.

bond.
2.

3.

4.

2.

3.

Crushing and grinding of the ingot in a
WC vibratory mill, followed by screening

The behavior of sodium-bondedfuel ele-

The performance limitationsof the sodium

4.

of the resulting powder to —< 62 P size.
Blending of several powder batches.

bond under high-heat-fluxconditions.

5.

Elimination of excess carbon by reaction

ments under irradiation.
5.

Solution treatment of the arc melted ingot for 24 h at 1600”C.

The consequencesof exposing fuel to
coolant sodium.

.

using a graphite electrode.

The significant fuel and sodium variables
that affect compatibility.

Multiple arc melting of a physical mix235
U, Pu, and C on a 60-g scale
ture of

with H2 at 850”C.

Efforts are now concentratedon the mixed car6.

Cold compaction at 20 tsi into pellets

43

without the use of binders and sintering

7.
8.

both electrolyticallyetched and stained pellets

aids.

have shown them to be single phase with intergran-

Sintering of the pellets in Ar at 1800”C.

ular porosity.

Characterizationof the pellets by linear

electrolyticallyetched pellet is shown in Fig. 464-

dimensioning,weighing, density (by im-

2.

mersion technique),metallography,x-ray

--’-==-

-“Fq

powder diffraction analysis, chemical analysis including U, Pu, C, N, O, H, and

k.,~”a.’

spectrochemicalanalysis for trace impurities, electron microprobe analysis,

:.=.

m

x-ray radiography for determinationof

0 . .*

.-

Ue

-

.

aLe.+—__

h+

-.

possible internal cracks, and isotopic

-.=+-

analysis of the uranium and plutonium.
B.

typical photomicrographof an

A

Current Results

&

.,*
~%.m<..”’”9’w+L”-—

Carbide pellets are needed with a nominal com-

.
. ..—

position of U. ~Puo ~C and a density 95% of theoret.
.
ital. Pellets are presently being fabricated with
measured densities ~ 12.7 g/cm3 or 94.4% of theoretical, the theoreticaldensity being 13.44 g/cm3

—..

as calculated from lattice constant and chemical

,..

,

X-.

..J

compositionvalues of similar material.
Process procedures for the denser material are
similar to those referenced previously; however, the
1800”C sintering time was increased from 4 to 8 h,
and a 12-h ball milling cycle was added to supplement the oscillatorygrinding. Particle size dis-

Fig. 464-2 94.4% T.D. single-phase (U0.8PU0.2)C

tribution of the milled powder before sintering is

at 900X (electrolyticallyetched with a 1:1:1 acetic:

shown in Fig. 464-1. Metallographicevaluation of

lactic:nitricacid at a current density of 90 mA/cm2)

SA6tPL2 NO. WL-O-2-2
c4kwosmN:

CSoua,

SAMPLE !47: aSSS7#
~M2NTAT10N

‘:9

h
at %
100% OF NORMIiL

IN Y.OomOf ~M

N% ?04AT 15”C

OAT.2:2-17-69/

2-18-69

M570RY: 1. SPEC-MILLEO SIX7V MMJT2.9
ZSIEVED - 32S MESH
3. M4.L NILLCD TW2LVE HOURS
4. tit TREAT2D D.6 MRStG8AMA7 890”0
NOTf : AOOLOMSR6TC BUM-UP,
EVIDENT 821WE2N STIRS

W MYONU.Y3U
1 c 9..

.
STIR NO. S

4

o

012

4667

.*!4

SIZE

Fig. 464-1.
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Particle

size

distribution

of

(U

l11tt3141slelY

I*

IN MIcRONS

0.8PU0.2)

C

powder after ball milling and hydrogen treating.

It should be noted that process procedures for
the 94.4% T.L).pellets are not optimum. In fact,

eter analyses of gas samples from the boxes after
maintenance gave the results shown in Table 464-I.

radiographshave revealed that approximately30 per
cent of the sintered pellets are capped; i.e.,

Table 464-I
Analyses of Gas from Loading Facility Gloveboxes

microcracks are present usually near the end of the

.

pressing. Consequently,work will continue to be

.

Fuel Glovebox
(ppm)

pellet which seats against the short punch during
H20

directed toward determining the effect of process

‘2

parameters on pellet integrity.

‘2

Approximately900 single-phasepellets with
239
235
a nominal compositionof (
Puo ~)C and a
‘0.8
.
95% T.D. are required for a planned series of com-

02

patibility and nuclear evaluation tests. To date
200 pellets have been prepared, and further details
on these pellets will be reported upon completion

Sodium and Weld Glovebox
(ppm)

Not detectable
3-6

Not detectable to 2
Not detectable

1-3
1

6-7
Not detectable

Several different types of test capsules containing fuel and sodium were loaded during this reporting period. These included OWR and EBR-11 irradiation assemblies as well as out-of-pile compatibility test capsules.

of all the characterizationtests. Buttons of
(u,Pu)ci+x have also been prepared and are being

IV.

CARBIDE FUEL COMPATIBILITYSTUDIES
(F. B. Litton, H. A. O’Brien, Jr., L. A.
Geoffrion, J. H. Bender)

A.

General

processed into pellets for use in compatibility
tests.
III. LOADING FACILITY FOR TEST CAPSULES
(D. N. Dunning)

The objectives of this program are to study
the interactionsamong single-phasemixed (U,PU)C,

A.

General
A prerequisite to a compatibilityprogram in-

a sodium bond, and potential cladding materials,
i.e., to investigate the technology related to so-

volving (U,PU)C and sodium is a satisfactory cap-

dium-bonded fuel elements. There are two approaches

sule loading and bonding facility. There is little

to the experimentalwork. One approach is to de-

point to obtaining well-characterizedmaterials for

termine the reactions occurring between (U
0.8PU0.2)C
and potential cladding materials, using Type 316

testing if these materials are contaminatedbefore
they are placed in test. Sodium and (U,Pu)C are

stainless steel and a high strength vanadium-base

sufficientlyreactive that all operationsmust be

alloy as the first and second choices of cladding

performed either in vacuum or in a high-quality

material, respectively. A second concurrent set of

inert atmosphere. The loading faci1ity for handling

experiments is designed to study the mechanism of

these materials has been constructed;it consists of

carbon transport through sodium, the effect of im-

inert-atmospheregloveboxes equipped with inert-gas

purities such as oxygen, and the carburizing poten-

cleanup systems to provide an environment for han-

tial of sodium in mutual contact with carbides and

dling fuel pellets and bonding sodium with a mini-

the preferred cladding materials.

mum of contamination.
B.

Current Results

Capsules containing sodium-bonded,singlephase (U,PU)C are tested in sodium loops at 750”C
for periods up to 10,000 h.

During this reporting period, the loading facility was shut down and general maintenance on the
gloveboxes was performed. The complete system, including the inert-gas cleanup system, was checked
with a helium leak detector; several leaks were detected and corrected. The pressure switches used
as box pressure controls were leaking through neoprene diaphragms; these were replaced with switches
utilizing stainless steel bellows. Mass spectrom-

High purity, thor-

oughly-characterizedsodium is used for the studies.
Fuels of known composition are used in all tests.
Most of the testing is performed on single-phase
(U,PU)C fuel in which the Pu/U ratio is maintained
at 0.25, but some experiments are being carried out
on material containing a second phase (either metallic or carbon-rich). Other experiments are being
carried out on stoichiometricand hyperstoichiometric UC to determine the effect of plutonium
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addition

on

the

behavior

of

the

carbide

fuel.

fuel

carbides

transfer

B.

Current Results

1,

Thermodynamic Calculations

with

sodium

oxide

and the

resultant

of carbon from the fuel to chromium. The

calculationswere based on reported standard freeenergy equations which are applicable over the

As part of the program to determine the com-

temperaturerange of intere5t. The reactions,

patibilities of various fuel carbides and structural

together with the appropriate standard free-energy

materials, calculationswere made of the thermo-

equations, that were studied are:

.

dynamic equilibrium constants for the reactions of

.
(a)

.

UC + ~r

+ 2Na20 + U02 + ~r23C6

+ 4Na

‘Gi98-935°K = -469>945 + 100.33T - 47.65T log T + 10.34

X

10-3T2

- 1.7 x 10-6T3 + 23.3 x 104T-1 cal/mole

AGj35 ~0450K= -458,765 + 55.33T - 32.OIT log T + 13.73
- 1.7 x 10-6T3 + 19.8 x 104T-1 cal/mole
(b)

#JC2 + ~r

+ Na20 +~02

‘G;98-935°K

=

+ 2Na

-239,210 + 54.44T - 23.8T log T + 5.17
-

‘G;35-1045”K=

+ ~r23C6

X

0.85 x 10-6T3 + 11.6 x 104T-1 cal/mole

-238,120 + 31.95T - 16.OT log T + 6.865

X

10-3T2

- 0.85 x 10-6T3 + 9.9 x 104T-1 cal/mole
(c)

$2C3

+ ~r

+ $4a20 +

+2

+ gr23c6

+ ~a

‘G~98-935°K = -307,112 + 67.84T - 31.77T log T + 6.89 X 10-3T2
- 1.13 x 10-6T3 + 15.S3 X 104T -1 cal/mole
‘G~35-1045°K=

-305,658 + 37.B4T - 21.34T log T + 9.15

X

10-3T2

- 1.13 x 10-6T3 + 13.20 x 104T-1 cal/mole
(d)

Iu
) C + 1.34Na20+~r+
# 0.8PU0.2 2 3

0.13Pu02 + 0.53U02 + #2r23C6 + 2.68Na

‘G;98-935°K =

-300,420

+ 56.727T - 29.S9T log T + 7.45 X 10-3T2

‘G~35-1045°K =

-299,265

+ 32.88T - 21.3T log T + 9.25 X 10-3T2

1.14 x 10-6p
(e)

$2C3

+ $4a20 +

~r

+

‘G;73-1023”K =

$W02 + ~r23C6
-300,267

+ 10.77 x 104T-1 cal/moIe
+ ~a

+ 30.7T - 20.8T log T + 9.36 X 10-3T2

- 1.1 x 10-6T3 + 1.33 x 104T-1 cal/moIe
(f)

YPuCo,87 + 2yNa2O + ~r
6
where y = 1.149:

+ yPu02 + $r23C6

+ 4yNa

AG;73-1023.K = -523,228 + 63.2T - 35.86T log T + 1.61

X

- 1.95 x 10-6T3 + 2.3 x 104T-1 cal/mole

10-2T2

Ine results of tie calculations
all

cases,

carbide

a strong

indicate,

thermodynamic potential

in

for the

fuel to react with sodium oxide and chro-

mium. However, these calculationsgive no information about the kinetics of these reactions or about
the effect of oxygen concentrationsin sodium below

Studies

of Carbon Transfer

the activity of the residual carbon in the sodium,
or the amount of available carbon, was insufficient
to carburize the stainless steel.
The structure of the source after decarburization consisted of an iron case, a relatively thin
transition zone, and a core of eutectoid iron-carbon

the volubility limit.
2.

the sodium when no source was present, showing that

in Sodium

alloy. The cementite (Fe3C) tended to spheroidize,
and after prolonged heating (116 h test) converted

Carburizationof potential cladding alloys in
sodium is thought to be a diffusion-controlledprocess in which the difference in chemical activities
between the carbon source and the”product of reac-

to nodular graphite. Spheroids of cementite were
occasionally observed in the grain boundaries of the
case. A typical metallographic structure of the
iron-carbon alloy source is shown in Fig. 464-3.

tions is the primary driving force. It is apparent
that relatively long periods of time may be required to establish equilibrium in a given system,
and that the activities of the carbon and metals in
the source and the cladding alloy change during the
carburizingprocess. This, of course, implies that
the rate-controllingstep also may change. Carbon
is assumed to be soluble in sodium to some small but
finite amount. While the transfer mechanism is
contingent on the formation of a particular species
in the sodium, the end products of the reaction are
independent of the transferringspecies. Carburization of cladding alloys using carbon sources of
different activities are being studied in an attempt to determine the rate-limitingstep in the
reaction.
Type

316L

stainless steel tabs were carbu-

rized in zirconium-getteredsodium at 650”C for periods from 2 to 116 h using eutectoid (0.85 w/o C)
iron-carbon alloy as the carbon source. The sodium
(229.36 g) was held in a magnesia crucible under a
purified helium atmosphere. Four l/2-in.-square

Fig. 464-3. Typical metallographic structure at the
surface of iron-carbon alloy source after immersion
in sodium with Type 316L stainless steel for 2 h at
650”C. Etched, 300X.
The initial phase of carbon penetration into

Type 316L stainless steel tabs were suspended by

Type 316L stainless steel is shown in Fig. 464-4.

nickel wires with the carburizingsource at the cen-

After a 2-h immersion in 650”C sodium with iron-

ter of the assembly. The depth of carburizationof

carbon alloy source, grain boundary penetration oc-

the tabs and decarburizationof the source was meas-

curred to a depth of 40 pm and bulk penetration oc-

ured metallographically. The metallographicmeas-

curred to a depth of 18 Pm.

urements were confirmed by microhardness determina-

which included exposure times up to 116 h, the

tions. Chemical analyses of the tabs will be used

structure at the surface of heavily carburized Type

for determining the carbon flux. The carburizing/

316L stainless steel consisted of four zones: a

decarburizingdata are recorded in Table 464-II.
Other Type 316L stainless steel tabs were im-

In all of the tests,

thin layer at the surface, uniform in appearance
(presentlyunidentified); a zone characterizedby

mersed in sodium after the initial carburization

massive carbide precipitation, resembling a hyper-

experiment had been completed and the carbon source

eutectoid structure; a zone characterizedby carbide

had been removed. No carburizationwas observed in

precipitation throughout the grains; and a zone in
47

Table 464-II
Diffusion of Carbon from Fe3C Source to Type 316L Stainless Steel in Sodium at 650”C

Depth of
Carburization
Weight
Rate of
(microns)
St~~n- Weight Gain of
Depth of
Decarburization
Bulk
Lass Stainless
Fe3C
of Fe3 Source
plus
of
less
Steel
Grain
Removal
Source Steel
.
Boundary (g/cm2-sec x 10-9)
(microns) Bulk
(cm’)
(mg)
(mg)
Area

Area of
Fe3C
Reaction
Time
(see)

7,200

Source
.
(cm’)
2.415

14.796

1.90

1.34

Rate of
Carburization
of Type 316L
Stainless Steel*
(g/cm2-sec

70

18

40

109.7

12.5

25

58

40.9

9.9

22,200

4.031

14.783

3.67

3.19

12s

76>200

3.612

14.782

7.29

7.25

260

66

150

26.5

6.4

2.967

14.764

9.36

8.72

500

133

216

19.2

3.6

675

1s0

230

9.1

2.6

163,800

4.979

418,200

14.783

18.87

1S.93

.

x 10-9)

.

*Based on weights gained; rates will also be obtained from chemical analyses.
sodium leak during testing and was discarded. Inasmuch as this phase is the primary reaction product
resulting from carburization of Type 316 stainless
steel, further tests on its stability in sodium are
planned.
\fetallographic
examination of heat-treated
(capsule 1680) showed that a zone at the
“C1.04
surface was depleted in the dicarbide phase. The
structure is shown in Fig. 464-5. The surface

Bulk and grain boundary penetration of
Fig. 464-4.
carbon at the surface of Type 316L stainless steel
after immersion in sodium with iron-carbon alloy
source for 2 h at 650°C. Etched, 1200X.
which grain boundary carbide precipitationwas predominant.
In a series of capsule tests for studying the
transfer of carbon through a sodium bond to Type 316
stainless steel containers,metal carbides were

.

selected which possess thermodynamicstabilities
lower than, approximatelyequivalent to, and higher
than the stability of single-phasemixed uraniumplutonium carbide. The capsule loading information

Fig. 464-5. Structure at the surface of UC1 04
carbon source in capsule 1680. The surface ;n contact with sodium was depleted in the dicarbide phase,
and consisted of sesquicarbidedistributed in a
monocarbide matrix. Etched, 300X.

is recorded in Table 464-III. The capsules were
heated for 1000 h at 750”C.
Capsule 1685 containing Cr23C6 developed a

48

structure consisted of sesquicarbidedistributed in
the monocarbide matrix. The stmcture away from

.

Table 464-III
Capsule Loading for Studying the Relative Stability
of Sodium-BondedMetal Carbides

Capsule
No.
1680

Carbide Material
- heat treated 116 h at
‘cl.g4
1350 C to convert UC~ to U2C3

Granular
-10+14 mesh

4.50

Weight of
Type 316L
Stainless Steel
Tab
(g)
1.17584

4.4429

Granular
-10+14 mesh

4.S2

1.17223

3.0140

1/8” x l/8°
x 3/4’9

4.9B

1.18083

3.9152

Granular
-10+14 mesh

4.s9

1.17978

Carbide
Weight
(g)
4.6479

Form

Sodium
Weight
(g)

Both phases were present in the
heat-treated structure
1681
1683
168s

%.04
matrix

- as cast; UC2 in UC

Cast iron - Fe3C and graphite
in Fe matrix
cr23c6

- essentially single phase

this zone, which is shown in Fig. 464-6, was unaffected by the test conditions. The stainless
-5
2.
steel tab gained 1.8 x 10
g/cm In weight, and
showed a general precipitationof chromium carbide
throughout the cross section. The tab structure is
shown in Fig. 464-7.

Fig. 464-7. Distribution of chromium carbide precipitates in Type 3L6L stainless steel after carburizing for 1000 h at 750”C from heat-treated
UC1.04 source. Tab from capsule 1680. Etched, 300X.
out of the granules. The stainless steel tab gained
4.4 x 10-5 g/cm2 m“ weight and showed a more pronounced chromium carbide precipitationgradient than
Fig. 464-6. Core structure of UC1.04 Carbon source
‘in capsule 1680. The structure consisted of the
dicarbide and sesquicarbidephases distributed in
the monocarbide matrix.

occurred in capsule 1680.
The cast iron source (Fe, Fe3C, C phases) in
capsule 1683 was depleted in the Fe3C phase. How-

after test was single-phasemonocarbide throughout.

ever, graphite remained in contact with sodium.
-5
g/cm2 and
The stainless steel tab gained 58 x 10

Cracks developed in the granules permitting more

was extensively carburized throughout its 0.036-in.

rapid diffusion of carbon from the dicarbide phase

cross section.

The structure of as-cast UCI.04 (capsule 16811
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3.

Behavior of Vanadium Alloys in Hot-Trapped
Sodium

on Type 316L stainless steel and on V-15Cr-5Ti alloy

Vanadium alloys have been proposed as a back-

carbide-graphitesources of carbon. The sodium did

up cladding material for Type 316 stainless steel

in sodium utilizing a magnesia crucible and iron

not carburize the Type 316L stainless steel prior

for the liquid-metalfast breeder reactor. The in-

to immersing the carbon source. In the experiments,

formation being developed in this experimentalwork

one-half-in.-squaretabs of either potential clad-

will aid in the screening of vanadium alloys for

ding alloy material and an iron carbide-graphite

this application.

carbon source of approximatelyequivalent surface

Weight changes of vanadium alloys tested in
hot-trapped sodium were summarized in Fig. 464-6

were immersed in sodium for 72 h at 650”C.
Metallographicexamination of the Type 316L

in the Quarterly Report dated March 4, 1969 (LA-

stainless steel showed bulk penetration of 85 Pm

4114-MS). The curve included data as a function of

and grain boundary carburization for an additional

temperature on V, V-10Ti, V-20Ti, V-40Ti, and V-

200 pm.

15Ti-7.5Cr immersed in sodium from 500 to 4000 h.

hardened surface layer of 262 lim(0.0105 in.) thick-

Microhardnessmeasurements indicated a

The test samples were analyzed for oxygen. The

ness. Using the metallographic data, a diffusion

oxygen contents versus test temperatures for V,

constant of 1.96 x 10-10 cm2/sec was calculated for

V-20Ti, V-15Ti-7.5Cr,and V-15Cr-5Ti alloys are

carbon in Type 316L stainless steel. Compared to

shown in Fig. 464-8. The data for V-10Ti and V-

the stainless steel tab, carburizationof the V-

40Ti overlap the curves for V-20Ti and V-15Ti-7.5Cr

15Cr-5Ti alloy was much less extensive. Metallo-

and are not shown in the figure.

graphic examination did not reveal bulk penetration
of carbon at the surface. The structure is shown
in Fig. 464-9. Microhardnessmeasurements, however
indicated a depth of carboa penetration of 75 l.im
(0.003 in.). From these microhardnessmeasurements
a diffusion constant of 1.06 x 10-11 cm2/sec was
calculated.

1700-

V-20

1300-

11

V-15 Tl-7.5Cr

A

900‘~

v

V-15 Cr-5Tl

P

500L
●

v
I00 -.

I
400

I
500

I
700

I
500

TEMPERATURE,

aoo

“C

Fig. 464-8. Oxygen content of corrosion test tabs
immersed in hot-trapped sodium from 500 to 4000 h.
The oxygen contents of these alloys indicate
that relatively pure vanadium and the V-15Cr-5Ti
alloy are stable (as far as oxygen pickup is concerned) in hot-trapped sodium, though not necessarily in cold-trapped sodium. These data confirm
the thermodynamiccalculationsshown in Fig. 464-5
of the referenced report.
Using the technique previously described, additional carburizationexperimentswere conducted
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Fig. 464-9. Microstructureof V-15Cr-5Ti alloy
after carburizing in sodium from Fe-Fe C-C alloy
source for 72 h at 650”C. Etched, 3002 .

The carbon diffusion coefficientof 1.96 x
,().10
cm2/scc in stainless steel is consistentwith
-lo
the value of 1.75 x 10
cm2/sec calculatedby
1
-11
Gmpbell and Tyzack. The value of 4.12 x 10
.
cm-/sec reported by Anderson and Sneesby2 for Type

nium is fully enriched. LASL-42B has operated in

304 stainless steel appears to be low. The dif-

lated a maximum burnup of approximately 1.4 a/o.

fusion coefficient in unalloyed iron is reported
3
-9
2
as - 10
cm /sec.

The maximum fuel centerline temperature was esti-

v.

A.

EBR-11 IRRADIATIONTESTING
(J. O. Barrier)
General

sodium-bonded (Uo.8Puoo2)C-fueledEBR-11 capsule
from the first set of reference capsules. The ura-

EBR-11 in the X039 subassembly at an estimated
lineal heat rating of 29-30 kW/ft.

It has accumu-

mated to be 2230”F (1220”C),while the maximum inner
Type 316 stainless steel clad temperature was 1250”F
(677”C). The nondestructivetesting of LASL-42B has
been completed. Nothing unexpected was observed
from the initial irradiation. The following para-

The purpose of these irradiationsis to eval-

graphs describe the nondestructive test results.

uate candidate fuel/sodium/cladsystems for the
LNFBR program. In the reference design, pellets of

1.

single-phase (U,PU)C are separated by a sodium bond
from a cladding of Type 316 stainless steel or

Initial Hot Cell Evaluation
Upon arrival at the LASL hot cell, LASL-42B

was examined visually. Contaminationswipes, radi-

other high temperature alloy. Seven fuel-element

ation readings, surface temperature readings, and

tests are planned in the initial group of a con-

micrometer measurements were taken. The capsule

tinuing series of EBR-11 irradiation experiments.

was clean with no apparent discolorations. Con-

The capsules are to be irradiated under the
following conditions:
1. Lineal power: 29.15 to 30.20 kW/ft (max).

gamma reading was 300 R/h at one meter. The tem-

2. Fuel composition: (Uo.8Pu0.2)C (single-

perature of the outer Type 304 stainless steel sur-

phase, sintered, fully enriched).

face of the capsule varied from 3.6°C to 15.3°C

3. Fuel density: 90% of theoretical.

above the ambient air temperature. Diametral mi-

4. Smear density: 80%,

crometer measurements of the outer Type 304 stain-

5. Clad size: 0.300 in. o.d. x 0.010 in. wall.

less steel clad indicated that along the majority

6. Fuel size: 0.265 in. diam x 0.25 in. high.

of the length the diameter was the same as that de-

7. Clad type: 316 SS

termined by the preirradiationmeasurement, 0.375 —+
0.001 in. At one point 20 in. from the bottom of

8. Maximum clad temperature: 12SO”F.
9. Maximum fuel centerline temperature:2130”F.
10. Burnup: 0.22 to 0.66 g fissioned per cm3.
B.

tamination swipes read 20 mR/h beta + gamma with no
detectable alpha contamination. The gross beta +

Current Results

the capsule, the indicated diameter was 0.377 in.
Because the measurement accuracies before and after
irradiationwere no better than —+ 0.001, this apparent increase may not be real.

In addition to the first seven tests described above, approval-in-principlehas been received for irradiationof three capsules which are

2.

Neutron Radiography from TREAT
Neutron radiographs of LASL-42B with one ori-

to operate at - 42 kW/ft. In the three capsules
235
U will be replaced by
tested at high power the
233U
The purpose of these experiments is to in-

entation were taken at TREAT utilizing iridiumand

vestigate the effect of high thermal stresses on

bottom were depleted UC pellets. However, the top

clad behavior. Proposals for approval-in-principle

pellet, which was supposed to be a depleted UC

dysprosium foils. These radiographs confirmed that
the pellets in the first four positions from the

have also been submitted for reirradiationof

pellet, was found to be a (Uoo8Puoo2)C fuel pellet.

LASL-42B (nondestructivetest results are described

The fact that this was a fuel pellet increased the

below) and for the irradiationof six capsules

capsule heat generation by about 2%.

fueled with 95% dense fuel.

chip was observed resting on the lower end cap in

LASL-42B is a doubly encapsulated,doubly

A small fuel

the annulus between the bottom UC pellet and the
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clad. Another small chip was observed resting on

activity over the majority of its length, and diam-

the shelf formed by the top of the third UC pellet

etral scans were taken at selected points.

from the bottom (Note: The fourth UC pellet is mis-

Section VI for additional information on gamma

aligned with respect to the third, thus forming a

scanning of this fuel element.)

shelf.) ‘l%esechips will not affect the further
operation of LASL-42B. M

apparent large chip was

(See

Total gamma scans over the fueled length were
taken in 0.003-in. steps and O.010-in. steps. Over

located in the annulus at pellet number 36 (all

approximatelythe lower 2/3 of the fueled length,

pellets including the UC pellets are numbered from

counting statistics were good enough to measure fuel

the bottom of the capsule). This apparent chip is

pellet lengths to ~0.003

so large that it is believed to be a piece of pellet

of the fueled length, the O.010-in.-stepscan had to

number 36 which has remained in place with respect

be relied upon, so the pellet-to-pelletinterfaces

to its origin. Several pellets were observed to be
split longitudinally. The split pellets resulted

were measured to —
+ 0.010 in. Heights of selected
stacks of pellets were also measured to —
+ 0.003 in.

from the high thermal stresses encountered during

and ~0.010

in.

in. Over the upper 1/3

Preirradiationand postirradiation

operation. Observations concerning split pellets

lengths of individualpellets are tabulated in

are tabulated in Table 464-IV. Pellet number 4,

Table 464-V. Obviously, error in any one measure-

a UC pellet, which was in immediate contact with a

ment affects the measurements of the two pellets on

fuel pellet appeared to have a higher density of

either side of the pellet under consideration.

fissionablematerial than the other three UC pellets.
This may be due to contaminationduring manufacture.

The total fuel stack height, as measured by
gross gamma activity, was 13.631 in. The total

However, it is much more likely that the fissionable

length of the original stack, based upon the sum of

material is 239Pu from breeding because it is lo-

the preirradiationpellet lengths, was 13.570 in.

cated at the bottom of the EBR-11 core.

The preirradiationstack height was also determined

3.

Betatron X-Radiography

.

from contact radiographs; a value of approximately
13.63 in. was obtained. The average axial pellet

LASL-42B was x-radiographedutilizing a betatron machine. Resultant radiographs illustrated
6-in. sections of the capsule (at a magnification
of 1.5). The total length of the capsule was
radiographed in successive shots taken at both 0°
and 90°.
The resolution of the capsule components and
split pellets in the x-radiographswas better than
that in the neutron radiographs. Informationobtained on split fuel pellets and annular gaps is
tabulated in Table 464-IV. The sodium level was
observed to be 3 in. above the fuel, which is
identical to that observed prior to irradiation.
All components,except some of the pellets,
aPPeared to be intact. The inner can was not bowed
with respect to the outer capsule and was in the
same position as prior to irradiation. The possible chip in the fueled region observed in the
neutron radiograph was not observed in the xradiographs.
4.

Gamma Scanning
LASL-42B was gamma scanned for total gamma

expansion during irradiation,based upon the sum of
pellet lengths, is 0.45%. Therefore, the average
axial expansion is 0.36% per a/o burnup (see next
paragraph for average burnup results). If the pellet expansion of the fuel is isotropic, a value for
the average volume expansion is 1.1 v/o per a/o
burnup.

If the preirradiationstack height ob-

tained from contact radiographs is used instead of
the sum of the individualpellet height, a somewhat
smaller value for fuel expansion during irradiation
is obtained.
Analysis of the gross gamma activity in the
fuel region (not corrected for clad activation products) resulted in a peak-to-averageburnup ratio of
1.12. The minimum-to-averageratio was 0.85 at the
top of the element and 0.87 at the bottom of the
element. The peak burnup was observed at about 3/4

maximum burnup of 1.4 a/o estimated by EBR-11 personnel, the average burnup for the 54 fuel pellets
was 1.25 a/o.
No evidence of 85Kr nor any other fission
product was observed in the gas volume between the
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in. below the EBR-11 core midplane. Based upon the

.

Table 464-IV
Tabulation of RadiographicObservation of Pellets in LASL-42B
Position
No.*
1
~

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Pellet
No.
UC-8
UC-9
Uc-10
UC-11
101
102
103
104
105
99
290
259
260
309
316
328
332
343
109
113
114
310
311
313
314
315
318
320
321
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
323
325
326
327
329
330
333
335
116
289
291
171
261
269
270
272
106
107
161
162
?

Test**
Neutron
Radiograph
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
s
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
s
s
s
OK
s
s
s
s
s
OK

s
s

OK
s
OK
OK
OK (chip)
OK
OK
s
s
s
OK
OK
OK
s
OK
s

0°
X-Ray
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
S (L)
OK

OK
OK

OK
OK
S (N)
OK
OK
S (N)
OK
S (N)
S (B)
S (L)
OK
OK
S (N)
S (B)
s (N)
S (L)
OK
S (L)
S (N)
S (N)
S (N)
OK
OK
SO~N)
S (N)
OK
S (N)
S (B)

OK
s

OK
S (N)

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
S (R)
OK

OK
S (N)
OK

OK
OK
OK

90”
X-Ray
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
SO~L)
OK
S (L)
S (N)
S (N)
S (N)
OK
S (N)
S (N)
S (N)
OK

OK
OK
SO:N)

OK
OK
S (N)
OK
OK
SO~N)
S (N)
OK
OK
OK
SO:N)
OK
OK
OK
OK
S (N)
OK
S (N)
OK
SO;R)
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Consensus**
If Split,
Condition
No. of Pieces
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
s
2
OK
s
4
s
2
s
2
s
2
OK
s
2
s
4
s
2
OK
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
4
s
2
OK
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
4
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
OK
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
2
s
4
OK
s
2
s
2
s
2
OK
OK
s
2
OK
OK
OK
OK
4 UC intact; 20 (U,Pu)C intact;
34 (U,Pu)C split.

*Positionnumbered from bottom UP,
**KeY: OK _ pellet intact; S - spiit longitudinally;
(L) - annular gap on left; (R) - annular gap on
right; (B) - annular gap on left and right;
(N) - no annular gap.
***Note: pellets in positions 15, 21, 27, 343 and 47 were split into four pieces. For pellet 21 no
annular gap was observed. As in all split pellets, gaps between the pieces were observed.
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Table 464-V
Length of Pellets in LA8L-42B

Position
No.

Pellet
No.

1

UC-8
UC-9
Uc-lo
UC-II
101
102
103
104
105
99
290
259
260
309
316
328
332
343
109
113
114
310
311
313
314
315
318
320
321
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
323
325
326
327
329
330
333
335
116
289
291
171
261
269
270
272
106
107
161
162
?

2
3
4
s
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Preirradiation
Length
(in.)

Postirradiation
Length
(in.)

Difference
(roils)

.

0.282
0.252
0.252
0.252
0.253
0.251
0.252
0.251
0.252
0.250
0.251
0.252
0.250
0.252
0.252
0.251
0.250
0.251
0.252
0.251
0.253
0.252
0.253
0.252
0.252
0.246
0.246
0.245
0.244
0.245
0.243
0.246
0.245
0.253
0.252
0.252
0.252
0.252
0.251
0.250
0.251
0.250
0.250
0.252
0.251
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.251
0.253
0.251
0.252
(0.250)
Total

13.570

0.282
0.253
0.251
0.253
0.252
0.251
0.252
0.252
0.255
0.252
0.252
0.255
0.246
0.254
0.252
0.251
0.250
0.256
0.255
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.255
0.254
0.256
0.248
0.249
0.247
0.24B
0.246
0.244
0.245
0.246
0.256
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.253
0.252
0.252
0.250
0.252
0.254
0.252
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.253
0.250
0.252
0.251
0.252
0.250
13.631

0

.

+1
-1
+1
-1
0
0

+1
+3
+2
+1
+3
-4
+2
o
0
0
+5
+3
+3
+1
+2
+2
+2
+4
+2
+3
+2
+4
+1
+1
-1
+1
+3
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+1
o
+2
+2
+1
o
0
0
-1
-1
-1
0
(:)

.

inner and outer containers. Evidence of the three
fuel chips observed in lower UC regions in the neu-

B.

Current Results

1.

Gamma Scanning

tron radiographswas observed in the gamma scans,
A uranium carbide fuel element (LASL-42B)has

UC pellet interfaceswere not detected in the gamma

been examined by gamma scanning of the unsectioned

scans.

element inside a secondary container. Axial activ-

.

5.
.

Conclusions

ity of the fuel section was measured by gamma scan-

1. The outer Type 304 stainless steel and

ning with a slit collimator along the length of the

the inner Type 316 stainless steel clads

.
2.

3.

4.

fuel element. Individual fuel sections can be dis-

of LASL-42B appear to be intact.

cerned from the multiscaler scans, as shown by the

There are no chips present in the inner

two large dips in Fig. 464-10. In these multiscaler

sodium-fuel snnulus that would appear to

scans, data were accumulated for 2 sec and the sam-

inhibit fuel expansion.

ple was moved in 0.003-in. increments between data

It could not be determined if there were

points. From the multiscaler scans, the complete

any chips in the spaces between split

length of the fuel was also measured. An accuracy

pellets that would inhibit fuel expansion.

of about 0.002 in. is easily obtained from these

Based upon the average linear expansion

scans. To date, no anomalies in this fuel element

rate of the fuel, the fuel would be re-

have been detected.
As part of a cooperative agreement with the

strained by the cladding at about 18 a/o
burnup. Based upon observed linear ex-

ASTM E-10 Committee, a 3 x 3-in. NaI detector as-

pansions measured on individual fuel pel-

sembly has been set up and a series of absolute de-

lets in the center of the stack of about
2 roilsper pellet, the fuel would be re-

5.

strained at approximately10 a/o burnup.

experiments have been received, and they are in

The probable presence of sodium in the

very good agreement with the results obtained by

space between split pellets will lower

the ORNL laboratories.

maximum fuel temperatures. Hence, swelling should be reduced to a lower rate.
6.

LASL-42B is capable of undergoing further
irradiation.

VI.

cay rate determinationson a standard sample con140
La has been made. The results of those

taining

GAMMA SCANNING AND RELATED STUDIES
(D. M. Helm, W. M. Sanders, B. M. Moore,
B. K. Barnes)

2.

Gamma-Ray Spectra of Short-Lived Fission Products from Fast Fission of Plutonium
All equipment is installed for the experiments

on tbe fast fission of plutonium.
Experiments performed at the critical assembly
site indicate that the neutron shielding for the
12 x 8-in. NaI detector is adequate. With the Hydro

A.

General
Gamma scanning is a nondestructivetechnique

fission products and activationproducts in fuel

ity. In the experiments on the fast fission of
239
Pu, Hydro will be at least a decade lower in

elements. A new advanced semiconductordetector

power than during these tests.

for obtaining informationon the distributionof

system has been constructed for this purpose.
Informationon the gamma-ray spectra of fis-

.

critical assembly running in the kilowatt range,
24Na or 22Na activthere is no indication of either

The diode photocell used in the irradiation
239
Pu sample is

end station to indicate when tbe

sion products from fast fission of plutonium is lim-

present was tested with Hydro running in the kilo-

ited when compared to tbe data available on uranium

watt range and performed as it should. However, the

fission. To extend tbe basic data, a program for

life of tbe diode may be shortened in the high neu-

studying fission product gamma-ray spectra following

tron and gamma field when Hydro is running.

the fast neutron-inducedfission of plutonium is
underway. An unshielded uranium metal critical assembly (Hydro)4serves as a source of neutrons for
irradiating the plutonium.
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Fig. 464-10. Multiscaler scan of LASL-42B section showing pellet interfaces.

VII. SODIUM-BONDHEAT TRANSFER STUDIES
(J. O. Barrier,K. Meier)

bonds utilizing a central, high-heat-fluxheater are

A.

cated and assembled. A solenoid device was built to

General
The purpose of this project is to evaluate

methods for determining the effects of fuel-pin defects on heat transfer properties of the sodium
bond. Such defects could arise in a number of ways.
For example, a void in the sodium bond could: (1)
be present before insertion in the reactor, (2) come
from dewetting of the pellet due to change in composition as fission products are formed, [3] form
from a hot spot on the pellet and consequent local
vaporizationof the sodium, and/or (4) be produced
from desorbed or fission-productgases. Of these,
probably the most serious defect would be the presence of fission gas bubbles in the bond region.
There appear to be three methods of obtaining
the high heat fluxes necessary for “defect anal-

underway. The bubble injection apparatus was fabri-

move the bubble injection tube down away from the
bubble after injection into the sodium bond.
Equipment for studying bubble behavior in sodium annulus at 100”C was assembled. This contains
a glass tube mockup of capsule cladding, a UC cylinder around the graphite rod heater, and sodium in
the annulus between the UC cylinder and the glass
tube. The bubble injection apparatus was incorporated into this equipment, and tests have begun. NO
meaningful results have yet been obtained because of
impurities in the sodium and on the walls of the
capsule mockup.
The status of other components of the highheat-flux test apparatus is as follows:
a.

Assembly has begun.

ysis”: (1) in-pile experiments, (2) out-of-pile
experimentsutilizing a central, high-heat-flux

b.

Design work has been completed on the
thermocouple rotor. The 40 thermocouples

heater, (3) out-of-pile experimentsutilizing an

will be spring-loadedto ensure contact

induction heat source with the heat flow direction

against the cladding. Drafting work has

reversed. These three methods are all receiving
c.

The drive train has been designed. This
consists of a slo-syn motor, preset in-

B.

Current Results

dexer, and gear which rotate the thermocouple rotor.

Design, construction,and testing of portions
of the apparatus for out-of-pile testing of sodium

56
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started.

consideration for use in sodium-bondheat transfer
studies.

The transition section has been fabricated.

d.

Design and drafting work have begun on the

.

outer structure which houses the slip

Table 464-VI

ring assembly, thermocouplerotor, and

Analysis of a Na Sample Using Hot Cell Facilities

the test section. A thermal stress prob-

Element

lem exists in the structure. An analysis

Mg

of the problem has started.

VIII. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
A.

.

General
Specific analytical techniqueshave been de-

Na-1

Na-2

Na-7110

1-20

10

Al

5-30

20-30

1

Si

20-60

30-60

15

Ca

30-100

30

Ti

1-3

5-50

<1
<3

0.3

so

Cr

3-70

15-70

veloped and evaluated to cope with the problems en-

Mn

2-1o

2-1o

countered in the investigationof fuel/clad com-

Fe

40-200

patibility. The results of many of these special

Ni

1-30

analyses are given in several sections of the re-

Cu

3-5

5

port in Project 464. A brief summary of some of

Mo

2-5

2-5

<1

the techniques,and the problems to which they were

Ag

applied, is given below.
B.

Current Results

1.

Spectroanalysisof Sodium
(O. R. Simi, R. T. Phelps)
The semiquantitativespectrochernical
method

0.3

< 0.3

100-300

s

3-20

1
3

0.3

< 0.3

Sn

< 3-lo

3

<3

Pb

~ 3-3

3

<3

Note: The elements Be, B, V, Coj Zn, Sr, Cd, Ba,
and Bi were not detected. Na-1 and Na-2
were converted to NaCl in Cell 12. Na-7110
was converted to NaCl and loaded into electrodes outside the cells.

used to analyze sodium for impurity elements was
tested in a hot cell facility. Two portions of a

four replicates are not uniform enough to report as

nonradioactivesodium sample were analyzed by re-

an average. It is considered that contaminationof

mote manipulationoperations according to the fol-

the sample with some of the impurity elements

lowing steps. In Cell 12 (SolutionProcessing),the

(mainly Al, Si, Cr, Fe, and Ni) has occurred. Be-

sample was dissolved in Dowanol EB and excess 6N

cause uranium samples have been analyzed without

hydrochloric acid was added. The solution was evap-

contaminationusing Cells 10 and 16, the probable

orated to dryness in a closed system with provision

source of contaminationis Cell 12.

for absorption of acid fumes. The NaCl was packaged
in a vial.

In Cell 10 (Balance),a weighed amount

of the NaCl was put into a Wig-L-Bug vial containing

Additional sodium samples will be tested in
Cell 12 after further cleaning of the cell. This
cell, which is also used for general solution proc-

graphite-internalstandard mixture. In Cell 16

essing, may not be suitable for spectrochemicala-

(SpectrochemicalAnalysis), the sample vial was

nalysis because of contaminationresulting from cor-

shaken on a Wig-L-Bug, electrode portions were taken,

rosion of various metal parts.

and the sample was arced. Spectra were recorded on

2.

S.A.-3 photographicplates by use of a 3.4-meter
Ebert-mountingspectrographequipped with a 1S,000
line-per-in.grating, Standards were also arced and
their spectra were recorded on the plates with those

.

of the samples.
The results of the analysis are listed in
Table 464-VI. The control sample, Na-7110, (a por-

Electron Microprobe Examinations
(E. A. Hakkila, H. L, Barker)
A reaction product at the surface of a sin-

tered (U,PU)C pellet that had contacted a V-Ti-Cr
capsule was identified as V-Ti-Pu. Precipitates in
grain boundaries in the (U,PU)Cwere essentially
free of carbon and contained more plutonium and less
uranium than the matrix.

tion of the same sodium metal treated in Cell 12)
was prepared outside the cells with the same reagents that were used in the cells and was arced in
Cell 16. A range of concentrationsis given for
some elements when the individual results among the

3.

MiscellaneousAnalytical Support
(W. W. Wilson, N. L. Koski, L. E. Thorn,
R. G. Hurley, W. B. Hutchinson, G. R. Waterbury)
Controlled-potentialcoulometric and combustion-

gravimetricmethods were applied without difficulties
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to measurement of U, Pu, and C in two pretest

4.

(U,PU)C samples. The coulometrictitrations of
uranium and plutonium had a relative standard de-

William Bernard, “Hydro - A Small, WaterCooled, and Water-ReflectedNeutron Source,”
Report LA-3374, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, March 14, 1966.

viation of 0.2 to 0.3 per cent, and the combustiongravimetric method for determining carbon had a
precision (1 u) of 0.S relative per cent.
A potentiometrictitrationmethod, having a
relative standard deviation of 0.05 per cent, was
applied to the assay of plutonitanmetal to be used
in the preparation of mixed carbides. Spectrophotometric methods were used to measure Ta, W, and
N in this Pu metal and also in a (U,PU)C. The precision (1 U) of each spectrophotometricmethod was
2 relative per cent.
X-ray fluorescencespectrometrywas very satisfactory in rapidly identifyinga suspect alloy as
V-Ti.
An inert-gas-fusionmethod, having a relative
standard deviation of 10 per cent, was applied without difficulty to the measurement of oxygen in four
samples of zirconiummetal from a sodium hot trap.
Oxygen analyses were also performed on five V-Ti,
two V-Ti-Cr alloys, and two vanadium coupons that
had been tested in molten sodium at 450 to 650”C
for S00 h; one plutonium metal and two (U,PU)C samples were also analyzed for oxygen.
A combustion-micromanometric
method was used
in measuring carbon in the plutonium metal. The
precision (1 u) of the method in determining low
concentrationsof carbon was 10 relative per cent.
No difficultieswere experienced.
Samples of zirconium and various vanadium alloys for corrosion tests were analyzed for carbon
and nitrogen. Sodium metal was analyzed for C, N,
and H.

Alloy steel samples were analyzed for carbon

as an aid to identification. Establishedmethods
were used for this work.
IX.
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FAST REACTOR METALLIC FUEL STUDIES
Persons in Charge:

R.
D.
Principal Investigators:W.
R.

.

I.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program is the develop-

ment of metal fuels for fast reactor application.
Much of the primary effort is placed on preparation
and fabricationdevelopmentof the U-Pu-Zr alloys.
Supporting effort is directed toward areas of physics and system evaluation, determining of physical
and chemical properties of the fuel, and studying
fuel-claddinginteractions.
Irradiationtesting is an essential part of
the evaluation of a potential fuel alloy for fast
reactor application. A knowledge of its intrinsic
swelling rate as a function of alloy composition,
metallurgicalhistory, irradiation temperature,and
total burnup must be obtained. The fission gas release rates and the limits of lattice-retainedgas
as a function of the above parameters are also required. In addition, the compatibilityof fuels
and cladding during irradiation at temperaturesof
interest to the LMFBR program must be determined.
II.

FUEL PREPARATIONAND FABRICATION
(D. R. Harbur, B. N. Robbins, A. K. Murdock,
E. L. Grady)

D.
B.
J.
H.

Baker
Hall
Maraman
Perkins

stirring the melt for 30 min followed by pouring
into an aluninum mold an ambient temperature. Emphasis is now being placed upon th, fabrication‘of
these billets into fuel pins with

arge length to

diameter ratios. Characterizationof these extruded
alloys has been initiated.
B.

Current Results
A new Y203 coating which can be easily applied

to a graphite or metal surface has been developed
with Acheson Colloids Co. The coating is applied by
spraying the colloidal Y203 in K2Si03 solution
(Acheson Colloids Co. N~berEC

3327X) onto the de-

sired surface. Once applied, the coating has excellent thermal shock resistance, good abrasion properties and is on-wetted by the molten U-Pu-Zr alloys.
This Y203 coating on a graphite crucible can be used
for casting U-Pu-Zr alloys provided that the addition
of about 100 ppm of silicon and oxygen can be tolerated. Attempts to develop similar coatings with NbC
and ZrC have not yet been successful.
The development of an extrusion process for
fabricating this alloy is essentially complete.
Using a relatively low-pressuredie system of 50 T

A.

General
The initial goals of this project are to pre-

capacity, the alloys are easily extruded in the alpha phase temperature region at 570”C. Extrusion

pare high purity, homogeneous U-15Pu-6Zr to u-l5Pu-

ratios as high as 9 to 1 have been realized. The

15Zr alloys, to fabricate these alloys into fuel

extrusion die, die body, punch and ram are made of

pins of the EBR-11 size and to fully characterize

M-2 tool steel hardened to 60-64 Rc.

these pins. An alloy preparation and casting method

used is WS2-commerciallyavailable in a pressurized

for making high purity extrusion billets has been

spray can under the trade name ‘Tungspray.!l

developed, Ihe extrusion billets are prepared by

The lubricant

Installationof the dry box system for the

inductionmelting of the three elements in a NbC-

swaging machine is nearly complete, and process de-

coated graphite crucible at 1400”C, mechanically

velopment with this machine will be carried out during
the next quarter.
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X-ray diffractometerstudies have shown that

density of 15.0 g/cc. Density decreases of 0.07 and

the as-extruded alloys exhibit a high degree of pre-

0.09 g/cc for two specimens from the same lot were

ferred orientation. This observation is supported

observed after simply holding them for 17 days at

by metallography and thermal cycling experiments.

75o” and 650”C, respectively. It is believed that

Thermal cycling experiments are being made with

the density decreases of the above specimens were

U-15Pu-12Zr alloy rods in the as-extruded condition.

caused by a redistributionof phases due to homo-

Three separate thermal cycles are being used (1)

genization in the y phase temperature region.

500” (IZphase) - 650”C (i?phase) (2) 500° (a phase)
750”C (y phase) and (3) 630” (13phase) - 750”C
(y phase). After

200

A

catastrophicdensity decrease occurred in

the specimens cycled between the a and 6 phases.

thermal cycles the diameters

After 500 thermal cycles, the density decreases were

of the specimens (originally0.163 in.) increased,

0.23 to 0.68 g/cc. Both specimens tested had devel-

whereas the lengths and densities of the specimens

oped longitudinalcracks which were visible on the

(originally0.75 in. long) decreased. Figure 466-1

surfaces. A 0.030 in. diameter hole had opened up

shows the behavior of this material during the var-

in the center of the specimen which had the greater

ious thermal cycles. Metallographicexaminationof

density decrease. It is quite probable that this

.

hole was a former shrinkage cavity formed during
casting that closed during extrusion. The change in

mc+-mm.f.s
m CXI’RUSION

diameter, length, and density for a specimen held
for 17 days at 500”C was negligible. Metallographic

,\O
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and microprobe data are being gathered on all of the
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thermal cycling specimens after 100 and 500 thermal

\
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cycles. The extent of ion transfer due to a thermal
gradient along the length of a U-Pu-Zr rod is being
determined. One end of the l-in.-long,0.178-in.diam rod is in the y phase temperatureregion while
the other end of the rod is in the a phase temperature region.
The tensile properties of several U-Pu-Zr alloys are given in Table 466-I. The highest room

Fig. 466-1. Physical Changes in As-Extruded U-15Pu12Zr Alloy Due to Thermal Cycling.

temperature tensile strength of the extruded material is 97,000 psi for the U-15Pu-6Zr alloy, decreas-

these specimens after 100 thermal cycles showed all

ing to a value of 70,000 psi for the U-15Pu-10Zr

of the specimens to have a completely recrystallized-

alloy and again increasing to 84,000 psi for the

equiaxed grain structure. It appears, however, that

U-15Pu-13.5Zralloy. All of these alloys tested

the anisotropicgrowth pattern continues to 200

were high purity containing 125, 70, and 180 ppm

thermal cycles. After 200 thermal cycles, the diam-

oxygen, respectively. The maximum tensile strength

eters of the specimens cycled between the a and !3

exhibited by the U-15Pu-12.2Zralloy in the as-cast

phase were out of round by a maximum of 0.010 in.

condition was 61,000 psi. Tensile strength values

During the same period, the length of one specimen

as much as 17,000 psi lower than this value were

continued to decrease slightly whereas the length

obtained, but small cavities were always evident at

of another specimen started to increase. Between

the fracture surface. These small cavities were a

200 and S00 thermal cycles the preferred orientation

result of centerline porosity which occurred during

was eliminated in the specimens cycled between the

the casting operation. The U-15Pu-10Zr alloy be-

a and !3 phase.

haved in a brittle manner up to 300”C. At 350”C the

The density decreases of the specimens cycled

alloy showed some ductility and became quite plastic

between the a and y phases or the 6 and y phases

at 400”c, having an elongation of 53% over the 2-in.

were quite uniform, appearing to level out at a

gage section of the tensile bar.

0.06 to 0.10

alloy was quite plastic at 290”C, elongating 11’.

60

g/cc

decrease from the as-extruded

The U-15Pu-62r

.

.

during a creep test at 5660

temperature spread between a brittle mode of frac-

psi. The creep data

betwecn 290° and 500”c for two of the U-Pu-Zr alloys

ture and a completely plastic behavior suggests that

are given in Table 466-II. All of the tensile/creep

the grain boundaries are becoming plastic at the

test bars were reduced to a tapered point at the

higher temperature resulting in grain boundary creep.
Three high purity alloys have been cast and

fracture interface even though the entire 2-in. gage
section was carefullymaintained at the test temper-

extruded and are being machined into samples for

ature. This observation coupled with the short

further characterization.

.

Table 466-I
(a)
Tensile Properties of U-Pu-Zr Alloys
Alloy Composition,
Nominal w/o

Temp

U.T.S.

Y, s,(b)

Elongation

u

Pu

Zr

(“c)

(psi)

(psi)

(%)

75

15

10

Nil

As-Extruded

2.2

-

Nil

As-Extruded

2.1

73.3

15

11.7

71.5

15

13.5

79

15

72.8

1S
(a)

6
12.2

25

70,000

300

39,000

Fabrication
History

E
6
psi x 10

350

44,000

44,000

3

As-Extruded

0.9

400

14,000

10,000

S3

As-Extruded

0.4

25

76,000

Nil

As-Extruded

2.3

100

80,000

Nil

As-Extruded

2.2

25

84,000

Nil

As-Extruded

1.0

25

97,000

Nil

As-Extruded

2.5

25

61,000

Nil

As-Cast

1.4

-

Tensile test performed at a strain rate ofO.015 in./in./min,

(b) Yield strength at 0.2% offset.

Table 466-II
Time (in minutes) to Attain 2% Strain in U-Pu-Zr Alloys
In the As-Extruded Condition
Alloy Composition,
Nominal w/o

Stress

u

Pu

Zr

psi

75

15

10

2,000

Temperature, “C
290

350

400

20

3,000

79

15

6

500

5

8,000

30

10,000

9

rupture
11

11,000

3

!1

20,000

300

30,000

20

40,000

9

rupture
It
If

1,000

II
II
!!
0.3

5,000

30

6,000

9

rupture
It

rupture
t!

rupture
t!

III. METAL FUEL COMPATIBILITYTESTING
(J. A. Horak)
A.

General
The purpose of this task is to study the com-

IV.

IRRADIATIONEFFECTS STUDIES
(J. A. Horak, R. L. Cubitt, D. C. Kirkpatrick)

A.

General
All long-term irradiationsof metal fuel to

patibility of potential fast reactor metallic fuels

date have had the effects of thermal cycling (due to

(e.g., U-Pu-Zr, and other alloys) with potential

reactor shutdowns and changes in power level) imposed

claddingmaterials (e.g., Type 316 stainless steel).

upon the effects due to irradiation. Some of the

This will be accomplishedby studying the mechanisms

detrimental effects to the fuel caused by this ther-

and kinetics of reactionsbetween the fuels and clad-

mal cycling are:

.

●

ding both in-pile and out-of-pile at temperaturesof

1.

interest to LMFBR designers. The emphasis will be

volume changes associatedwith the alpha-gamma

on out-of-pile studies with neutron irradiationbe-

phase transformationin uranium-basealloys

The internal stresses produced by the

ing added es an experimentalvariable. To attempt

could be the source of microcracking.

to understand some of the reactionswhich will occur

2.

between the complex candidate fuel and cladding al-

and grow frcinthe existing gamma grains, the

loys, some experimentswill be performed to study

fission products (those that are insoluble and/

the reactionsbetween the pure components of these

or above their volubility limits) are swept

Upon cooling, as alpha grains nucleate

alloys (e.g., U —
vs Fe).

ahead of the new alpha grains and end up in the

B,

alpha grain boundaries. The reverse prucess

Current Results

occurs on heating. The agglomerationof these
Eighteen diffusion couples of U-5FS versus
Type 304L stainless steel have been prepared for
irradiationby bonding at 600”C in a helium atmosphere for l/2 h.

Three diffusion couples end 0.31 g

of sodiun have been loaded into each of six primary
irradiation containers. The three diffusion couples
that constituteeach irradiation assembly have been
sodium-bondedto the primary containerby centrifuging for 30 min at a temperatureof 300”C.
These couples will be irradiatedwith the
U-SFS

fuel specimens to detexmine the effect of neu-

tron irradiationon diffusion in cladding and fuel
that is held at constant temperature during irradiation. The first irradiation is planned for a fuel/
clad interface temperature of 600”C. This is 50°C
higher than the present fuel surface temperature in
EBR-11 while it is operating at 50 MW; however, it
will provide valuable informationon the diffusion
rates that will occur when EBR-11 goes to its design
power of 62.5

MW

and the fuel surface temperature is

increasedby approximately25”C.
In addition, 24 out-of-pile fuel specimens of
U-15Pu-12.5Zrand 48 cladding specimens of Type 316
stainless steel have been prepared and are awaiting
insertion into the fuel loading box for bonding of

elements produces a brittle and/or weak phase
(usually intermetallic)resulting in a decrease
in the mechanical strength and ductility of the
fuel. This phase could exhibit a lower corrosion resistance to hot sodium than that typical
of the parent fuel.
3.

Possibly even more important is the re-

location of fission gases during thermal cycling; the agglomerationof fission gases during repeated phase transformationscould be
responsible for the extensive swelling and
cracking observed in many of the fuel alloys
irradiated to date.
It is evident that thermal cycling of unirradiated material does not provide the information
necessary to separate the effects due to irradiation
from those due to combined irradiation and thermal
cycling.
One of the prime objectives of this program is
to determine the effects of irradiation in the absence of thermal cycling. Irradiationswill be conducted in the Omega West Reactor where controlled
temperature instrumented facilities are available.
Parallel experiments will involve thermal cycling to
assess accurately the effects of thermal cycling dur-

the fuel and clad and sodium-bondingof the diffuing irradiation on the properties to be studied.
sion couples to the primary container.
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B.

Current Results

During this experiment, studies were also made

The OWR irradiation cell was reinserted into

.

.

of the effectivenessof various gas mixtures (helium

the core of the reactor on February 10, 1969. Al1

and nitrogen) in controlling the temperature in the

of the controls, alarms, heaters, and associated

specimen. The electrical power required to hold the

circuitry were operated to check out the facility

specimen at temperature as a function of the heliun

and prepare it for installationof an experimental

content of the heat control gas was determined. The

insert the followingweek. Subsequent to these op-

time required for a change in gas composition to

erations the cell was withdrawn from the core and

result in a temperature change in the specimen and

placed in a standby position,

the time required for a change in electrical heater

On February 17, 1969, the cell was reinserted

power to result in a temperature change in the spec-

into the core and an experimentalinsert installed

imen were studied. ‘l%etemperature decrease experi-

in the cell. The insert contained stainless steel

enced by the specimen as the result of a reactor

components to measure the gamma ray heating with an

scram and the time required for the temperature to

experimentalinsert in the cell. Determinationof

stabilize to the preset value after a scram were

the gamma ray heating in the cell is necessary to

determined.

determine the amount of fission heating that can be

v.

generated in the cell without exceeding the heat

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (W. Hutchinson, W. Wilson,
N. Koski, L. Thorn, W. Baughman, R. Hurley,
and G. Waterbury)

dissipation capability of the cell which is 10 kW.
The gamma ray heating in the specimen was determined as a function of reactor power level with

without difficulty to measurement of oxygen in sixteen U-Pu-Zr alloys. The standard deviation of this

mixture of 50% helium and 50% nitrogen flowing at a

method is 9 relative percent over the oxygen concen-

rate of 50 cm3/min as the control gas. The gamma

tration range between 50 and 410 ppm found in these

ray heating in the specimen was 0.35 kW per MW of

samples.

at the normal reactor operating power of 8 Ml$’.

A combustion-micromanometric
method performed
satisfactorilyin measuring carbon in nine U-Pu-Zr

elec-

alloys. For the carbon concentrationrange between

trical heat can be generated within an experimental

200 ppm and 0.42%, the precision (1 u) was 10 rela-

insert without exceeding the heat dissipation capa-

tive percent. For the simultaneous determination of

Therefore, a total of 7 kW of fission heat ~d

bility of the irradiation cell. Calculations indi-

carbon and hydrogen in four U-Pu-Zr alloys, a com-

cate that 1400 W of fission heat is generated in

bustion-gravimetricmethod was applied. At the

each U-5FS specimen that is 52% enriched and is

concentrationranges found, the standard deviation

low

1-1/2 in. long by 0.144 in. diameter. In addition,

of the method was 10 ppm in measuring carbon and 5

525 W are generated in each fuel-clad diffusion as-

ppm in measuring hydrogen.

sembly. Hence, three fuel specimens and three dif-

Controlled-potentialcoulometricmethods were

fusion specimens can be irradiated in the cell and

used in measuring uranium and plutonium in ten U-Pu-

still permit the applicationof 1.5 kW of electric-

Zr alloys. The relative standard deviations were

al heat for control and for minimization of temper-

0.2 to 0.3% in measuring either element. No diffi-

ature gradients in the fuel and diffusion specimens.

culties were experienced.

Calculations also indicate that 650 W are
generated in each 1 in. long U-15Pu-12.2Zralloy
fuel specimen and 370

.

modified inert-gas-fusionmethod was applied

stagnant nitrogen as the control gas and with a

reactor power, or a total of 2.8 kW of gamma heat

.

A

W

in each diffusion couple

Spectrophotometricmethods were applied to
determination of zirconium in twenty-threeU-Pu-Zr
alloys; Ta, Fe, Ga, Th, W, and N in four of these

assembly. Hence, six fuel and three diffusion

alloys; and Nb in two alloys. The relative standard

couple specimens can be irradiated, and 2 kW of

deviations were 1 percent in measuring zirconium and

electricalheat can be used for control without ex-

2 percent in measuring the seven impurity elements

ceeding the 10 kW heat dissipating capability of

listed.

the cell.

An x-ray fluorescencespectrometricmethod was
used to determine yttrium in four U-Pu-Zr alloys.
63

The yttrium concentrationswere less than the 400
ppm lower limit of reliable’measurementby this
method.
Spectrochemicalmethods were used for the semiquantitative analysis of five samples of U-Pu-Zr
alloys.

.

.

.

.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

B.

Basic to the evaluation of various fast breeder
6Li

concepts and proposals are the analytical tech-

Data Testing
2
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,
,,,,
,
,
,
,,
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MODERATOR
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DATA TAPE lXITA TAPE
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o
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I

.

I
I

.
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MOL3+RATOR
DATA
DATA TAPE

MU:~:::OUP

Fig. 465-1.

Schematic

sections

from FLANGE2

inelastic

scattering

11111

of SINTAE.

for the moderator
kernel calculated

111[ \l 11111[

I 11111

;

representation

12

C, and an

by one of

o
1

0
3?aw <w.>

the thermal group collapsing
or GLEN.

data was used regardless
kernel waa calculated.
296,

500,

codes FLANGE2,

At a given temperature,

1000,

SUMMIT,

the same moderator

Fig. 465-3.
Flux spectra at 296°K for calculation
made with FLANGE2, GLEN-TOR, and SUMMIT.

of how the scattering
Results

are available

for

and 1200”K for FLANGE2 and SUMMIT

and for 296 and 500”K for GLEN. Representative

are shown for calculation
nels.

At 296”K,

lies between

made with

the three ker-

the curve for the FLANGE2

spectrum

the curves for the GLEN and SUMMIT

results are shown in Figs. 465-2 through 465-4. The

spectra, the maximum difference between the spectra

flux spectra calculated using the FLANGE2 kernels at

amounting to 1.3% at 0.04 eV.

four temperaturesare shown in Fig. 465-2. In Figs.

curve lies below the other two by leas than 1% at

465-3 and 465-4, the flux spectra at 296 and 500”K

0.05 eV.

At 500”K, the SUMMIT

3000

IO@

.

.
10-3

,.-1

10-2
~

Fig. 465-2.
kernels.
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Flux spectra

100

calculated

10-’

10-1

10-~

100

Ufam’<w.>

(N.>
using FI.ANGE2

Fig. 465-4.
Flux spectra at 500”K for calculations
made with FLANGE2, GLEN-TOR, and SUMMIT.

3.

ETOE .

core storage
reduced

Test computer

(ECS) file simulation

the peripheral

processor

this code, especially
file.

showed a reduction

5.08 to 3.20 min peripheral
change

The time required

.

have effectively

time required

for

processor

time.

to read directly

equal

to

AND CONCEPT

NETHODS

General

evaluation

to read data tapes to ECS and to

the time required

A.

task in fast reactor

is the improvement

and the development

time, with

use ECS for data storage was approximately

ANALYSIS

A continuing

from

in the central processor

REACTOR

EVALUATIONS

when using ECS as a scratch

A sample problem

no significant

III .

runs using extended

In addition

of computer

of new computational

to new methods,

being made in computer
sible the extension

analysis

advances

technology

of existing

and

programs
methods.

are constantly

which make pos-

calculational

techniques.

from the tape

file.
B.
4.

LAPH .

The Los Alsmos photon production

code, LAPH, now calculate
sections

using gamma

photon production

transition

neutron

cross sections,

duction

by capture and fission using neutron

sections

read either

brary tape.

One method

cross

probabilities

and

The neutron

cross sections

aged over each fine-group

interval.

for obtaining
performing

as well as the photon procross

from cards or the ENDF/B

Variational Principles Applied to Transport
Problems (R. E. Alcouffe)

li-

the functional

leakage

one-dimensional

transport

small fast systems
representation

to improve

angular

method
when

calculations

the trial function

is to improve

of the solution.

the trial function

tation of Ref. 2 ia to represent

These portions

corrections

on two-dimensional

An attempt

are aver-

for improving
transverse

represen-

the two-dimensional

flux as

of the code have all been checked by hand calculations.

Work is in progress

of the code which account
neutrons

at energies

level de-excitation
the ENDF/B

above
schemes

eral zones and several materials
For each material,

within

of the total information

information.

A code, ETOL

to prepare

stored

of peripheral

essor time were being spent in reading

processor
library

@NDF/B

a library

time required

information

tion has been retrieved
able on punched
abbreviated

The original

ENDF/B

for NT = 110.
from another

tape for LAPH.

for
proc-

—to ~APH),

The

by LAPH using

the

by more
tape did

This informatape, is avail-

cards, and has been edited

library

:Zi+l

tape contain-

tape has been reduced

than a factor of ten.
not contain

‘l~z

past the

ing only files 3 and 15 for each material.

abbreviated

and

These files contain a

and large smounta

peripheral

for sev-

each zone.

the LAPH code uses files 3

tape.

small fraction

has been written

for the ranges Ek+l < E : Ek,

that the

matrices

each material,

umeeded

by

there are

(MT = 15 and = 110 on

photon production

and 15 on the ENDF/B

those parts

those for which

It has been verified

tape).

code calculates

on debugging

for photon production

onto the

The quantities

~(r,z,u,E)

to come from previous
axial directions,

and x(z,~,E)

calculations

are assumed

in the radial

and

respectively.

●

6J

The addition
waa

x(z,~,E)
would

improve

equations
similar

the energy

derived

through

spectrum

the quantity
that this

information.

from these trial functions

to those in Ref. 2.

calculations
value

of information

done with the expectation

However,

showed no improvement

for the examples

lifetime

of the reactor.

the code provides
The

are

the resulting

in the eigen-

given in Ref. 3.

age burnup
burnup

eter is useful

Preparation

and Maintenance

Multiple

1.

Carmichael).

User Experiment

CDC 6600 called the Multiple
is being developed
LASL .

(MOX) (B. M.

A system of remote

changes

terminal

(MUX)

Division

device

Model 35 Teletype.

mitted

of

is the Tele-

version

of 2DB has been sub-

the input instructions
The LASL version

of the code.

appear in the Code Abstracts

under

Battelle-Northwest

(325) ae the original

REFUEL,

has been added to 2DB to

is that the cost

lifetime.
of computer

the MUX terminala

puter Facility

problems

can be performed

divide problems

the debugging

In general,

into increments

the output

printere

By such

releaaing

for full

codes can be called off tape

For problems

requiring

the input for a reference

problem

extensive

be used for modifying

input,

ie read off cards

in the usual way and stored on tape.

initial

refueling

on the control
eigenvalue,

Then MUX can

performs

for fuel-cycle

accurate

resulta

the charges

3.

Linked

tinuing

with

which will facilitate

after

the burnup

step.

power frac-

both before

Thla feature allows

analysis.

and

the

in the development

problems

These

inter-

results

of all fuel iso-

for input to the

Work

Is con-

of complicated

much of the handling

The DPC code, which prepares

input for the two-dimensional

power shift to be observed

over a single burnup

step, and the total change

to be observed

of the FORTRAN-IV

68

was nodi-

of linked code packages

the solution

theory code 2DF waa rewritten,

over the

codes.

ATDENS3

McGirt).

by automating

of the input data.

the

which are punched

format

(A. F.

Codes

in connection

reactor

code

code LAREC.

Two additions

of the code.

simplify

of all burnup

intervala,

(R. D. O’Dell, T. J. Hirona).
4,5
were made to 2DB
which are useful

the instantaneous

program

and discharges

economice

step,

This single

of any reactor and provide

the results

topes for all burnup

Burnup Codes

tion for each zone in the reactor,

for the next burnup

refueling

vals in a single burnup

for

atom densi-

for input to economics

fied to summarize

include

atom densities

schedule.

analysis

over the

keff calculation,

studies will greatly

bumup

fuel-cycle

The first calculates

the burnup

step and the refueled

for any fuel management

detailed

The code

to give the desired

the final eigenvalue

out on cards in the correct

such input to perform

the burnup portion

poison

the discharged

the given burnup

at any time

fractions.

after the burnup using a straight

studies.

parameter

of the fuel discharge

for the different

The separate

Large production

2.

treatment

option gives a nearly

ties of all fuel isotopes

to output

results.

results before

to the high-speed

the de-

rapid service

for checking

one can verify

The refueling

and calculates

short

during

printing.

using MUX.

which

for the flux shift over the reactor

given time step, calculate

one should

The system is well adapted

of problems

sampling,

phase on

requiring

storage

phase in order to obtain

sampling

exact

searches

much more efficiently

times and minimum

through MUX.

Com-

of the Laboratory.

through MUX than otherwise.

bugging

have been run

set up at the Central

With proper procedures,

execution

code, PHENIX,

as that of an

desk calculator.

A variety

problems

the same abatract

version.

form a eingle burnup-refueling

using

for

will

number

will account
electronic

schedule.

A distinct

of this type of terminal

is of the same order of magnitude

distribu-

Code Center with a brief

summarizing

this version

A subroutine,
advantage

the burnup

in the fuel management

to the Argonne

memorandum

for the

User Experiment

by the Computing

The baeic remote

type Corporation

terminals

for each

This param-

tion of the fuel and could be used as a criterion
for =king

of Code Packages

lifetime.

in determining

to

of the aver-

rate for each zone, in MWd/T,

step of the reactor

The LASL CDC-6600
c.

The second addition

for the calculation

programming

neutron

transport

incorporating
features

many

such as

variable

This task was made somewhat

dimensioning.

easier by the use of a FORTRAN-IV
age ASAP, which helps
keeping

to eliminate

chores normally

adjustable

optional

associated

many of the book-

To what extent
fied without

snd

The variation

model

error trace printout.
of DPC is being

2DF linked code package

of fuel-cycle

linked to

computational

package

The complete

describing

DPC-

the reactor,

should be fully operational

sile content,

designed

to calculate

IV problems
culation,
using

the regular

simultaneously

is being

the DTF-LV

cality and central

Problems

D.

DTF-

reactivity

cal-

are being run

distribution

option.

calculations

run for each of the 63 materials
MC2 library

and adjoint

with a perturbation

tested.

angular

a code

presently

Criti-

will be
on the

tape.

Fast Reactor
J. Hirons)

the initial

and the boron distribution

fis-

during

the

lifetime.
were selected

to determine

the effect. of region detail on the fuel-cycle
eters:

One was the 18-region

465-5),

and the other was the 24-region

model with axial temperature
(Fig. 465-6).

asymmetry

A comparison

differences

param-

model

(Fig.

half-core
neglected

The same group constants

for both models.
no significant

whole-core

were used

of results

indicated

(>1%) in any of the fuel-

cycle parameters.
Design Analysis

(R. D. O’Dell,

The second area of study was the effect of main-

T.

taining

In conjunction

with the detailed burnup analysis
6
studies have
of the 1000-MWe mixed-oxide LNFBR,
been conducted

of criti-

step, the flux or power

lifetime,

Two reactor models
FATDTF,

(A. C. Niethammer).

five

These char-

of region detail used in

the maintenance

the burnup

shift over the reactor

burnup

FATDTF

(e.g.,

rate) with

has been studied.

are the amount

cality during

soon.

4.

parameters

ratio and fuel-discharge

characteristics

acteristics

with simple input requirements.

model be simpli–

the fuel-cycle

analysia?

breeding

2DF to form an independent

can the calculational

unduly affecting

also in-

aids such as array dumping

The revised version

.

pack-

with the use of

The ASAP package

dimensions.

cludes debugging

subroutine

in an attempt

to answer

tht

Iuestion:

burnup

criticality
analysis

critical

on fuel-cycle

was performed

after refueling

end of the burnup
formed with

step.

the reactor

ing and just critical

One

parameter.

with the reactor

and 2-3% subcritical
Another

analysis

supercritical

just
at the

wae per-

after refuel-

at the end of the burnup

step.

—
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78.0066.0060.00-
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1161

8
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2

I
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7
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-
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RAOIAL
DIMENSIONS
(IN.)
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.

.

1.
2
3
4.
S
6.
7.
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S

CORE ZONE1
CORE ZONE2
CORE ZONE3
RAOIAL BLANKET OUTER
RAOIALSLANKET
INNER
UPPER AXIAL BLANKET INNER
LowERAXIAL
BLANKErl NNER
UPPER AXIAL BLANKET OLJTER
LOWER AXIAL BLANKET OUTER

Fig. 465-5.

18-region

10.
11.
13,
13.
14.
15,
16.
17.
18.

UPPER RADIAL BLANKET
LOWER RAOIALL3LANKET
VOID
VOID
UPPER AXIAL REFLECTOR
LOWE R AXIAL REFLECTOR
UPPER RAOIAL REFLECTOR
THE RMALSHIELO
RAIXALSOOIUM
REFLECTOR

whole-core

model.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

CORE ZONE I INNER
COREZONE1
OUTER
CORE ZONE 21NNER
CORE ZONE 20UTER
CORE ZONE3A
CORE ZONE3B
CORE ZONE3C
CORE ZONE30
RAOIALBLANKET
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RADIAL SLANKETMIO
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Fig. 465-6.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
I&
19.
iO.
21.
22.
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AXIALBLANKETINNER3
AXIAL BI-ANKETMIO1
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SHIELO
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24-region half-core model.
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The fuel-cycle
agreed

the first analysis,

parameters

from these two analyses
239
Pu discharge
1%, except for the

to within

from the inner axisl blankets,

where

an equal percentage

change

in

the boron content, based on the boron densities at
the end of the previous burnup interval, was made

the difference

for all zones to obtain the proper criticality ad-

was about 2.5%.

justment. Since the boron burnup i.smuch greater
The third study involved

the effect of flux

in regions nearer the center of the reactor, this
shift over the reactor

lifetime

on the calculated

method led to a poison distribution that waa heavily
discharges.

One fuel-cycle

analysis

.

was performed

weighted toward the outer core zone and the blanket
in which differences

in the zone- and group-averaged

regions during the latter burnup intervals. In the
fluxes over the lifetime

A second

were neglected.

second burnup analysis, the boron distribution at
snalysis

was conducted

with a first-order

correction

the beginning of each burnup interval was maintained
for the relative

Between these two

flux shifts.

at some fraction of the initial poison loading.
anslyses, appreciable differences in results occur239
Pu discharge from the axial blankets.
red in the

This method gave a spatially uniform boron content
throughout the burnup history. Both analyses were

In these blankets,

of up to 7.4% were
239
Pu discharge
snd the total accumulated

produced,

differences

carried out over the first 16 burnup intervals
using the 18-region whole-core model with no flux

from the center

third of the axial blanket

over the

shift correction. The breeding ratioa and fissile
first 12 refueling

intervals

differed

by nearly

4%.

discharge rates were higher for the uniform boron
In the fourth study,
of the mixed-oxide

the initial

LMFBR was varied

amount of initial excess reactivity
built in to ensure
cal throughout

important

to determine
which must be

if a fixed refueling
burnup

tions were first made to approximate

librium

loss of the reactor

analyses

were performed

tonium content

in which

the 18-region

These

that each 2% increase
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reactivity

approximately

the

core loading would be re-

the U/Pu ratio ia decreased,
to maintain

combine

con-

to maintain criti-

As the initial plutonium

required

out

indicated

in the initial plutonium

creased,

content

criticality

to produce

is in-

and the boron
is greater.

a lower overall

ratio.

When a power reactor

ia initially

control

rods can be adjusted

achieve

the desired

loaded,

.

the

in several ways to

degree of criticality.

studies were made

boron distribution

Jo

regions.

the initial plu-

quired.

burnup

of the limited number of control rods in these

model and no flux

cality over the burnup history,
+16%-plutonium

breeding

and this method is not physically realistic because

the equi-

three burnup

of the analyses

tent is worth approximately
in the clean reactor.

These effects

sched-

calcula-

studies were carried

whole-core
Results

shift correction.

content

ficantly reduced contributionsto the breeding ratio
from the outer core zone and the blanket regions,

of the three core zones was increased

by 12, 14, and 16%.
using

in reaching

approach, and this method of treating the control
roda ie more realistic. The boron tilting effect
obtained from the first analysis resulted In signi-

the overall

Based on theee results,

cycle.

the

This criterion

Preliminary

ule is to be followed.

reactivity

content

that the system will remain criti-

its burnup history.

is particularly

fissile

to determine

on the fuel-cycle

Two

the effect
parameters.

of
In

Design Study
GEAP-4418,
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G. H. Best

.
I.

PULSED REACTOR NEUTRONICS
In a repetitively

(G. C. Hopkins)

pulsed neutron

cited by some form of accelerator,
to have the maximum

neutron

combinations

gated, including
pulsed

1

compatible

for high resolution.

of parameters

the addition

s

ex-

it is desirable

intensity

with pulse width requirements
Several

facility

were investi-

of synchronously

reactivity.

The basic reactor
fast assembly
relationship
graphically
reactor

system under study is a small
239
Puor233U.
The

fueled with either

of the pulse characteristics

is shown

in Fig. 471-1, and typical values

and pulse parameters

471-1, where A is the neutron

generation

is the reactivity

during

pulse reactivity,

tp is the pulse width,

cycle duration,
to the minimum

the pulse,

I

time, kl

k2 is the offT is the

(S/N)n is the ratio of the maximum
values

of the neutron

density,

is the ratio of the average pulse power
age background

of

are listed in Table

power,

I

I

(S/N)p

to the aver-

I
I

and peak n is the peak neutron

4

tp

density.
For simplicity,
equations

the monoenergetic

point kinetics

were used, with six delayed

but neglecting

This program

feedback.

survey comparisons

neutron

of responses

groups,

Fig. 471-1.
Relation of input source pulse,
tivity pulse, and neutron output.
vsrious

produces

resulting

combinations

amount of computing

from

of parameter,
time.

TABLE 471-1
PARAMETER

VARIATION

RESULTS

(s = 1 x 1017 neutrons/see)
A
Fuel
239PU

J1O-9
5.0

.

_:P
see)

Jl_
0.990
0.990
0.999

1
6.0

1
233U

8.0
6.0

I

‘2
0.990
0.980
0.990
0.980
0.990
I

h

(lo

T

TIME

see)

Qw!!Lf!!!k

5.0

0.005

I
1.0
1.0
5.0

1
0.001
0.005
+

5,056
10,618
6,305
13,373
26,248
5,247
6,410
6,481
4,718

2954
7187
2920
7137
575
406
2694
2328
2129

reac-

in a short

The Laplace
obtain

transform-reaidue

the time-dependent

first noniteratively

method was used to

neutron

response,

calculating

the initial condi-

tions, since there were no steady-state
For caaes involving
and source,

applicable

over that portion

and S are constant

the kinetics

8

F~(ri+Aj)
=1

51 =

conditions.

only step changes

reactivity

6

after

T’
i=

6

equations
9

6
di=$

rj-ll
(rj+~k)
k=l

z
j=l

fi

(1)
6

9

(3i
~

dt

‘ik ‘~
N(t) - Ai Ci(t)

,

rj Ak~

the standard

nomenclature

(rj +Am)
m#k

rjtp + ~

e-~itp

z

(2)

j=’
where

(8)

k+j
Ai Ci(t) +E

and
=#

erjt P

(rj - rk)

i

dci(t)

(7)

j+i

of each cycle where p

z

rite

fi(ri-rj)

in the

are

M&l.&!+N(t)+

e

&j-rm)

e

‘k

appliea.
(9)

Since p and ~ change only once during the cycle,
only two sets of Eqs. 1 and 2 are required,
the end valuea
serving

from the first portion

as the initial values

6

with

of each cycle

9~~

13

(rj +Ak)

S:=$

for the second

erj te
z
j=lfi

portion.

(lo)

(rj-rk)
k#j

Applying

the Laplace

resulta

in the following

portion

of the cycle,

al ‘o

+

z

transform
equation

to Eqa. 1 and 2
set for the first
and the r

t = O to t - t
P’

teristic

o

(3)

bici+sl=N6

i

Laplace

are the roots obtained from the characL
equation of the system matrix of the

transformed

the valuea

Eqs, 1 and 2.

of the neutron

respectively,

at t =

density

N; and C:’ are
and precursors,

t .
P

‘i

‘o

+

T

‘ij

co + s;

j

-’c:’

(4)

An equation
exists

set similar

tp by (T - tp).
taneous equations
8

The time-dependent

two sets of simulo
for N and C .
0
i
is obtained from Eqa. 3

are then solved
response

(ri+Aj)
=1

al = m
i=l

The resulting

6

—
rill

10

of the cycle, t = t
P
o’
by N~, C: by Ci , and

to t = T, with No replaced

where

to Eqa. 3 through

for the second portion

e

and 4, using desired

rite

values

(5)

of t in place of t .
P

Some of the results obtained,

~(ri-rj)

seen by comparing

cases in Table 471-1, are:

1. Synchronously
~
8

r

A
i

II (ri+Ak)
~ k+j
eritp

.bj=

x
1=1

fi(ri-rk)
k+i
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adding

reactivity

in phase with

source pulse

improves

the peak n by a factor of

4, decreases

(S/N)p by about 2%, and increases

(S/N)n by about 25%.

(6)
2.

Achieving

an even lower reactivity

pulae considerably

improves

during off-

the S/N ratios.
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3. Decreasing t results in a substantial increase
P
in (S/N)n, but at the expense of a decreased

4.

Wo

A shorter generation time slightly increases

s
<

Although shorter generation times are possible
with 233U, 239 Pu gives better

.

,

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

,

,

,

rI

1

44

(S/N)p and peak n.

(S/N)p and slightly decreases (S/N)n andpeakn.
5.

L

,
I

5

I

-

I

n-

I(33

&
0.

I

S/N ratios and

peak n.
These survey results
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lar design
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Fig. 471-2. Charged-particlespectrum with 8-MeV
3He particles incident On an anodized tantalum target.
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Carbon and oxygen impurities in high-purity
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3
number of He particles Coulomb scattered by the
tantalum. The elastically backscattered 3He ions

on the properties of the materials. In addition,

can be degraded in energy below the electronic

materials are being studied by means of chargedparticle activation and spectroscopy. These impurf.-

for crystallinematerials, charged-particlechan–

thresholds by placing absorber foils between the

neling gives informationabout the location of the

detector

impurities in the crystal structure.

only the less ionizing

Before the impurities in the body of the mater-

and the target.

ial can be studied, it is necessary to determine

absorber,
3
from the ( He,p) reac-

protons

tions have sufficient
foils to be recorded

With a suitable

energy

after traversing

by the detector

Figure 471.-3 is a spectrum

their amounts on the surface and how to remove them

aa Fig. 471–2,

made under

or distinguish them from impurities in the body. A

conditions

method of abrading and etching the samplea before

num foil in front of the detector

bombardment has been developed which is very effective in cleaning

off the surface

on charged-particle

channeling

In order to calibrate

Work

contaminants.

scattered
energies

has started.

the results

taminants,

surface

films of oxygen

Anodizing

of tantalum

on surface

oxygen films of controlled
thickness

of the surface
1
the anodizing voltage.

B.

Current

on tantalum

provides

and known

alumi-

to screen out the

the large count

is due to 3He particles.

1

con-

were

surface
The

thickness.

layer variea

the same

but with a O.001-in.

rate at low

Figure 471-4
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studied.

‘He particlea;
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system.

directly
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w
z
z
<
x
u

I
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.

I
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,

I

&PJ -res

.—J

a
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n

Results

The study of body oxygen and carbon by observing
14
18F
12 3
16 3
0( He, p)
C( He, p) N and
from the

protons

reactions
problem

haa been very

was separating

Coulomb-acattered,
a charged-particle

surface barrier

successful.
the reaction

3He particles.
spectrum

semiconductor

A preliminary
protons

from the

Figure 471-2

shows

taken at 160” with a
detector

with 8-MeV

CHANNEL

NO.

Fig. 471-3.
Charged particle spectrum with 8-MeV
3He particles incident on an anodized tantahm
target, with a O.001-in. aluminum foil in front of
the detector.
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that the scattered
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Therefore, the excitation function (cross section
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versus
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spectrum
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Fig. 471-8. Charged-particlespectrum obtained
during bombardment of a germanium sample after
lapping and etching.
carbon and oxygen activations. Figure 471-8 la a
similar charged-particlespectrum from the same
sample after lapping and etching with cP-4 acid
etching solution (3 parts HN03 and 1 part HF). A
95% reduction in activity was obtained after this
treatment. The spectrum in Fig. 471-8 was taken
with four times ss much integrated beam as that in
Fig. 471-7.
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